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person   viewing   a   Names  `Project   AIDS
Memorial    Quilt    panel     up     close     and
personal.    This   scene   will   be    repeated
many times over when the Quilt makes  its
first    Milwaukee    appearance    November
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of World AIDS Day.
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Foundation   photo   was   taken   by    Mary
Gottwald.

See the Quilt,  and remember how  many
friends and acquaintances you  have lost.
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by Tom Rezza 

I 
Publisher's Comment 
Milwaukee Gays and 
Lesbians Fear 
Outbreak of 
Rampant 
Homophobia 

Just months after the emotional fall out 

arising from the Dahmer case, 

Milwaukee's Gays and Lesbians 

expressed fear of devastating 

repercussions from recent attacks. 

On November 13 scripture-quoting 

homophobics rampaged against the 

School Board's move to implement 

system- wide Gay/ Lesbian- sensitive 
changes. 

• The community also braced itself for 
verbal and physical Gay-bashing in 

reaction to an announced WISN- TV 12 

investigative news series on 'The Gay 

Underground' scheduled for November 
19-22. 

Two dozen concerned Gays and 

Lesbians assembled for an "emergency" 

meeting the evening of November 15 

originally in reaction to the reports of 
Dane Placko's planned "investigative 

news" series for Channel 12. However, 

discussion kept returning to the 
fundamentalist- fueled outcry against the 

School Board's earlier decision to adopt 

proposals concerning Gay and Lesbian 
Milwaukee Public Schools system 

students. 

The series, to be aired during "sweeps 

week," reportedly will look into the 

"dangerous situations Gays put 
themselves in." According to sources, 
segments would include "exploitation of 
younger Gay males," and "casual 
meeting places for anonymous sex." 

• • • 

The fundamentalist uproar at a School 
Board Committee came late in the process 
of approving a report from the Task Force 

Concerning Gay and Lesbian Teens. On 

October 30, the full Board unanimously 
passed a resolution to forward the report 

by Ron Geiman 

to the school administration for its 

response. The Superintendent responded 

to the Task Force's report positively, and 

listed recommendations. The 

administration: 
• supported providing a safe and 

nurturing environment for all regardless 

of sexual orientation; 
• supported providing an equal 

opportunity for quality education; 
• directed that curriculum materials, 

teaching strategies and MPS policies 

include non-judgmental information on 

sexual orientation; 
• directed that materials be developed 

that would address sexual orientation be 

addressed in the sexuality component of 

health curriculum; 
• reminded principals to enforce 

existing non-discrimination policies that 

would prohibit any sexually oriented 

deprecating, harassing or prejudicial 

statements; 
• recommended the development of 

appropriate training to increase the 

knowledge of and sensitivity to 

Gay/Lesbian culture and issues; 
• directed that existing programs to 

prevent drop outs adopt strategies 

targeted towards Gay and Lesbian youth 

be examined; 
• directed that community and school-

based services and resources be 

identified and made available. 

The fundamentalists, led by WVCY 

Radio and TV's Vic Elliason — as well as 

WISN AM Radio talk show host Mark 

Belling — didn't like those 

recommendations, and used their access 

to the public airwaves to get their 

listeners riled up. 

They rallied opposition against the 

inclusion of non-judgmental information 

on sexual orientation into existing 

curriculum areas, and against developing 

materials about sexual orientation in the 

health courses. 

Nearly 500 homophobes showed up at 

the November 13 Instruction and 

contd. on page 12 
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School   Board's   move   to   implement
system-    wide    Gay/    Lesbian-    sensitive
changes.
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reaction  to  an  announced  WISN-  TV  12
Investigative   news   series   on   `The   Gay
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week,"    reportedly    will   lock    Into   the
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themselves   ln."   According   to   sources,
segments  would  Include  "exploltatton  Of
younger   Gay   males,"   and    "casual
meeting places for anonymous sex. "
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Boa.rd Committee came late ln the prceess
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to    the    school    administration    for    its
response.  The  Superintendent  responded
to the Task Force's  report  positively,  and
listed            recommendations.            The
administration:

•supported   providing   a   safe   and
nurturing  environment  for  all  regardless
Of sexual orientation;

•supported     providing     an     equal
opportunity for quality education;

• directed   that   curriculum    materials,
teaching    strategies    and    MPS    policies
include   non-judgmental   information    on
sexual orientation ;

• directed  that  materials  be  developed
that  would  address  sexual  oriehtation  be
addressed  in  the  sexuality  component  Of
health ourrlculum ;

•.reminded    principals    to    enforce
existing   nob-dlscrlmlnatlon   |iolicies   that
would    prohfolt    any    sexually    oriented
deprecating,   harassing  or  prejudicial
statements;

• recommended    the    development    Of
appropriate   training   to   increase   the
knowledge     of     and     sensitivity     to
Gay/Lesbian culture and issues;

• directed   that   existing   programs   to
prevent   drop   outs   adopt   strategies
targeted  towards  Gay  and  I.esbian  youth
be eramined;

• dlrected  that  commuTilty  and  school-
based   .services    and     resources    beI identlfled and made available.

The   fundamentalists,   led   dy   WVCY
Radio and TV'§ Vie Emason  -  as well as
WISN   AM   Radio  taut   show  host   Mark
Belllng       -       dldn't       like       those
reeommendattons,  and .used  their  access
to   the   public   airwaves    to    get    their
ll§teners riled up.

They.   Lallled    opposition    against    the
lncluston   Of   now-}udgmental   information
on   sexual   orientation    into   exlstlng
curriculum areas,  and  against  developlng
materials  about  sexual  orientation  in  the
health courses.   '

Nearly  500  homophobes  showed  up  at
the    November    13    lnstructlon    and

contd. on png.12
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News 
Wisconsin activities 
for Dec. 1 World 
AIDS Day 

[IN STEP] — The World Health 
Organization has declared that "Share 
The Challenge" is the theme for this 
year's World AIDS Day, Sunday, 
December 1. World AIDS Day is an annual 
day of observance designed to expand and 
strengthen the worldwide effort to stop 
AIDS. The goal of World AIDS Day is to 
open channels of communication, promote 
the exchange of information and 
experience, and forge a spirit of social 
tolerance. It is also known as the 'Day 
Without Art' by international artists and 
galleries. 1991 marks the 10th year of the 
AIDS epidemic. 

World AIDS Day provides an 
opportunity for talking about HIV infection 
and AIDS, caring for people with HIV 
disease, and learning about AIDS. By 
highlighting AIDS prevention and care 
activities already underway and 
stimulating new ones, World AIDS Day 
helps build a lasting worldwide effort to 
stop AIDS. 

The art community and its 
remembrance of the 'Day Without Art' 
includes the removal or draping of famous 
artworks from exhibition. Sometimes, 
galleries are darkened, or closed in 
remembrance of how AIDS has impacted 
the arts community. 

Some business and television networks 
also plan on turning out the lights, or 
disrupting the business day with a period 
of silence and reflection. 

Many activities are planned in 
Wisconsin for this international day of 
observance, including the three day 
display of the Names Project AIDS 
Memorial Quilt in Milwaukee. The list 
below includes activities that In Step was 
made aware of by our November 14 
deadline. 

MADISON 

• November 30 Candlelight Walk and 

R-
0 r

'CEM' 

Vigil — begins at 6pm at the State Street 
entrance to the State Capitol. Participants 
are asked to bring a flashlight or candle. A 
program will follow in the Capitol rotunda 
including speakers and music, featuring a 
60 member elementary school choir from 
Beloit. A Wisconsin panel which will be 
added to the Names Project Quilt will be 
displayed. 

• November 30 'Make a Difference 
Day' — Over 130 Madison area 
businesses will contribute 10% of their 
gross sales for the day to the Madison 
AIDS Support Network. All the proceeds 
will be used for programs and services 
provided by MASN. Look for the 'Make A 
Difference Day' posters for participating 
merchants. 

• Through Dec. 1, "Responsive: 
Three Reactions to AIDS In Our Lives," 
— an art exhibition by artists Bill 
DuPlayee, Melanie Herzog and Katherine 
Walker. 8106 Gallery, The Depot, 644 B 
West Washington Avenue. A special 
event is planned for World AIDS Day. 

• Through Dec. 1 World AIDS Day 
Quilt Exhibit — and information at the 
Madison Art Center, 211 State Street. 
Includes educational materials and the 
display of the Quilt panel used annually in 
Madison for World AIDS Day. 

MILWAUKEE 

• The Names Project AIDS Memorial 
Quilt — displayed at the UW Milwaukee 
student union from Nov. 30 to Dec. 2. See 
separate story in this section for details. 

• A special outreach program to 
increase the awareness of AIDS and 

CRUISIN' THE EASY WAY 
■ Use our fast moving CRUISE LINE 

bulletin board to get phone numbers 
that may have been left momenta 
ago - or leave your own! 

Listen to local men's voices who 
want to meet you - or leave your own 
message! 

■ You choose the area code for both 
system a. 

1-900-7374366 

$1.99 per minute 
ADULTS OVER 18 PLEASE 

Almar Communications, Ltd. 
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Wisconsin  activities
for  Doc.  1  World
AIDS  Day

[IN    STEP]     -     The    World    Health
Organization   has   declared   that   "Share
The   Challenge"   is   the   theme   for   this
year's     World     AIDS     Day,     Sunday,
December 1. World AIDS Day is an annual
day of observance designed to expand and
strengthen   the  worldwide  effort  to  stop
AIDS.  The  goal  of  Vvorld  AIDS  Day  is  to
open channels Of communication,  promote
the     exchange   -of     information     and
experience,   and   forge   a   spirit   of   social
tolerance.   It  is  also  known   as  the   `Day
Without  Art'  by  international  artists  and
galleries.  1991  marks  the  loth  year  Of the
AIDS epidemic.

World      AIDS      Day      provides      an
opportunity for talking about HIV infection
and   AIDS,   caring   for   people   with   HIV
disease,   and   leaning   about   AIDS.    By
highlighting   AIDS   prevention   and   care
activities,      already       underway      and
stimulating  new  one§,   World  AIDS   Day
helps  build  a  lasting  worldwide  effort  to
stop AIDS.

The       art       community       and       Its
remembrance   of  the   `Day   Without   Art'
includes the removal or draping Of famous
artworks    from     exhibition.     Sometimes,
galleries    are    darkened,    or    closed    in
remembrance  of  how  AIDS  has  impacted.
the arts community.

Some  business  and  television  net`A/orks
also  plan  on  turning  out  the   lights,   or
disrupting  the business day with a  period
of silence and reflection.

Many     activities     are     planned     in
Wisconsin   for   this   international   day   of
observance,     including    the    three     day
display    of    the    Names    Project    AIDS
Memorial   Quilt   in   Milwaukee.   The   list
below  includes activities that  ln  Step  was
made   aware    of   by   our    November    14
deadline.

MADISON

• November  30  Candlelight  Walk   and

Vigil  -  begins at 6pm  at the  State Street
entrance to the State Capitol.  Participants
are asked to bring a flashlight or candle. A
program will follow in  the  Capitol  rotunda
including speakers and  music,  featuring a
60  member  elementary  school  choir  from
Beloit.  A  Wisconsin  panel  which   will  be
added  to  the  Names  Project  Quilt  will  be
displayed.

• November    30    `Make    a    Difference
Day'     -     Over     130     Madison    area
businesses   will   contribute   1096   Of   their
gross  sales  for  the   day  to  the  Madison
AIDS  Support  Network.  All  the  proceeds
will  be   used  for   programs   and   services
provided  by MASN.  Look for the  `Mal{e A
Difference  Day'   posters  for  participating
merchants.

•Through     Dec.1,     "Responsive:
Three  Reactions  to  AIDS  In  Our  Lives,"
-     an    art    exhibition    by    artists    Bill
Duplayee,  Melanie  Herzog and  Katherine
Walker.  8106  Gallery,  The  Depot,  644  8
West   `Washington    Avenue.    A    special
event is planned for World AIDS Day.

•Through   Dec.1    World   AIDS    Day
Quilt  Exhibit   -   and   information  at  the
Madison   Art   Center,   211   State   Street.
Includes   educational   materials   arid   the
display of the Quilt panel used annually in
Madison for World AIDS Day.

MILWAUKEE
• The   Names   Project   AIDS   Memorial

Quilt  -  displayed  at  the  UW  Milwaukee
student union from Nov.  30 to Dec.  2.  See
separate story in this section for details.

•A    special    outreach    program    to
increase    the    awareness   of   AIDS   and

_,I.-..._..--.,.=,'`'rT'`--
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MILWAUKEE 14141 

HELP LINES 
Gay Information Svca. (referrals) 
Gay People's Union Hotline 
Gay Bash Hotline(confidential) 
Helpline (Crisis Counseling) 
Wisc. AIDS Line 

444-7331 
562-7010 
444-7331 
271-3123 

273-AIDS 

COMPUTER BULLETIN BDS. 
Lifestyles BBS 
(matchmaking, chat. games) 744-3556 
Alternate Lifestyles BBS 
(gay listings, messages) 933-7572 
Crossroads BBS (4 lines, chat, matchmaking, 
files. netmail) 672-8885 
CSP/GLINN MuIll-Board Super System (news, personals, 
guides, tiles, on-line games, graphics, hot stories) 289-0145 
Starcom BBS (user descrp. , files, echo mail) 873-6969 
Special Times BBS (Gay, 8i Echo. Matchmaking) 271-0576 

RETAIL 
Astor Floral & Gifts 
924 E Juneau. Suite 215 
Valerie's (art/antiques) 1200 S. 1st 
T.T. Tulip (florist)1213 E. Brady 
Seven Seas Aquatics (fish, birds. supplies) 
215 W. Florida St. 

NORTH CENTRAL WI 
Gay/Lesbian upport r reap 
Box 247A, 1411 Ellis Ave. Ashland 54806 
Northland House (bed & breakfast inn) 
609 Hwy. 77. Pence 54550 (715) 561-3120 
UWSP Gay People's Union 
Slap Box 30. Stevens Pt. 54481 346-3698 
Central Wis. AIDS Support Group (CWASG( 
Box 2071. Wausau 54402-2071 
LDS Brotherhood (Gay Mormons) 
P.O. Box 152, Wausau 54402 (715) 842-9881 
Northern WI. Lambda Society 
c/o 134 Hillside Rd.. Rhinelander 54501 (715) 362-4242 

• 

278-6009 
645-3177 
277-8518 

272-7966 

Masguers (MW,DJ,V) 
320 Washington, Wausau 
Wausau Narcotics Anonymous 
(ask for gay meetings) 
Willow Haven Resort/Supper Club 
4877 Haven Drive, Hazelhurst, 54531 

RACINE/KENOSHA 

(715) 842-3225 

(715) 536-LIFE 

(715) 453-3807 

Club 94 (MW,DJ) 
9001 120th Ave. (Hwy C & 194) Kenosha 
JoDee's (MW,DJ) 
2139 Racine St (Hwy 32) Racine 
Gay AA (Group 294 Meeting) 
Gay/Lesbian Union of Racine 625 College, 54303 
Southeastern WI AIDS Project (HIV/AIDS Support, 
Testing) 6927 39th Ave.. Kenosha 657-6644 
Outside Kenosha 1-800-924-6601 

SOUTH EASTERN WI 
UW-Whitewater G/L Student Union 
309 McCutchen Hall, Whitewater 53190 
Saving Grace Tabernacle (Bible study group) 
P.O. Box 367. Salem, WI 53168 

+OUTH CENTRAL WI 
The New Leaf (MW,D) 
Hwy 51 S., Rt. 7, Janesville 
MASN Satellite OffIce(AIDS Info) 
317 Dodge St. , Janesville 

857-9958 

634-9804 
554-6611 

472-5738 

(414) 537-4639 

(608) 752-5650 

(608) 756-2550 

(616) 857-1401 

(312) 525-6550 

(312) 348-4975 

(312) 871-6116 
(312) 477-7999 

(815) 962-5085 (ext. 228) 

(815) 965-0344 

(815) 964-7005 

7 

ESTERN WI 
Memories (MW, D) 314 S. 4, LaCrosse (608) 782-9061 
LaCrosse L/G Support Group (608) 782-1274 
LaCrosse Parents & Friends of Gays (608) 782-6082 
Leaping LaCrosse News Box 932. L.C. 54602-0932 
New Beginnings (mo newsltr.) Box 25, Westby 54667 
U.W. Eau Claire Gay/Lesbian Organization 
UW EC, Union Box G.L.0., 54701 
Gay & Lesbian Alliance Box 111, Platteville 53818 
TRIO (W) 820 Tower, Superior (715) 392-5373 
The Main Club (MW 0) 
1813 N. 3rd, Superior 
Eau Claire G/L Alcoholics Support Group 
Tap-Line 
Linda 
The Back Door (MW,DJ,F) 
411 Galloway St., Eau Claire 

I STATEWIDE 

(715) 392-1756 

(715) 839-3425 
(715) 839-3687 

(715) 839-9606 

Hag Rag (hi-monthly lesbian/feminist paper) 
P.O. Box 1171, Madison 53701 (608) 255-5090 
In Step (bl-weekly G/L lifestyle magazine) (414) 278- 7840 
225 S. 2nd, Milwaukee 53204 FAX: (414) 278-5868 
Wisc. AIDS Line (outside Milw.) 
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. 1-800-334-AIDS 
Wisconsin Light (0i-weekly G/L newspaper) 
1843 N. Palmer, Milwaukee 372-2773 
Lifeline Magazine (Gay Mormon Publication) 
P.O.Box 152, Wausau, WI 54402 

S UT OF STATE 
G&L Alliance Against Defamation IGLAA j 
(Media Monitors) (212) 966-1700 
Human Rights Campaign Fund IHRCF] 
(Speak Out Campaign) (202) 332-6483 
National G/L Info & Counseling 1-800-SOS-GAYS 
Nat'l G&L Task Force (NGLTF( (202)332-6483 
AIDS Drug Trials (experimental) 1-800-TRIALSA 
G/L Students/Friends of N.M.U. 
Box 62, Univ. Center, N MU. Marquette, M149855 
Douglas Dunes Resort(Mw.DJ,F,V) 
Blue Star Highway, Douglas, MI 
Bulldog Road (Mw,V) 
2914 N Broadway, Chicago 
Berlin (MW,V,DJ) 
954 W. Belmont, Chicago 
Little JIm's (M,V) 
3501 N. Halsted, Chicago 
North End (M) 3733 N. Halsted, Chicago 
AIDS Care Network fACNI 
Box 6573, Rockford, IL 61125-1573 
The Office (MW, DJ) 
513 E. State St. , Rockford, IL 
Travlur Lounge (Mw,DJ) Lounge/Motel 
7125 W. State St. , Rockford, IL 

Give Us the 
Fax 278-5868 

Voice 278.7840 
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World AIDS Day by students. Letters 

have been sent to the Milwaukee public 

and private schools encouraging students 

to view the Quilt and visit the educational 

booth at the Union Quilt display. 
• Dec. 1 The Milwaukee Art Museum 

— will participate in the Day Without Art 
movement by removing several 
masterworks from the gallery walls 
throughout the museum. In their places, 
text panels will be installed which provide 
factual information about the AIDS 
pandemic, including local and national 
statistics about the toll AIDS is exacting 
from society. 

Dean Sobel, associate curator of 
contemporary art commented, "The 
replacement of works of art with 
information about AIDS will serve two 
functions. First, it should remind people 
of the works of art that will never be 
created because of the disease. Second, 
spreading the text panels throughout the 
museum will work as a metaphor for the 
universality of the disease. The removal of 
artworks, apparently at random, should 
make a profound and thought-provoking 
statement as people wander the 
galleries." 

In addition to the gallery de-
installation, the Milwaukee Art Museum 
will present films dealing with AIDS and 
the perceptions surrounding it throughout 
the afternoon. Like all film presentations 
at the MAM, admission is free to museum 
members or with regular museum 
admission. 

Visitors will also be able to register with 
the Witness Project, a census of AIDS in 

the arts. Forms will be available to note 
the names of artists and art professionals 
who have died of AIDS or ARC. 
Informational brochures from MAP will 
also be available. 

GREEN BAY 
• Memorial Interfaith Service — 

Trinity Lutheran Church, 330 S. 
Broadway. 4pm service. Open House will 
follow from 5-7 at Center Project Inc. 
office at 824 S. Broadway. 

• Dec. 1 Angel of Hope MCC AIDS 
Prayer Vigil — "Sharing the 
Challenge." Interfaith AIDS prayer vigil 
in the Astor Room of the Best Western 
Downtowner Motel, 321 S. Washington 
Street beginning at 6am with continuous 
candle dedications until the 11am 
interfaith service. Flower tributes should 
arrive at the motel by early Sunday 
morning with dedication information. 

OSHKOSH & AREA 
• Dec. 1 Prayer Services with 

churches in Calumet, Fond du Lac, Green 
Lake, Marquette, Sheboygan. Waupaca, 
Waushara, Winnebago Counties sent 
information by the East Central 
AIDS/HIV Organization on World AIDS 

Day. 

WAUSAU AREA 
• Mailing sent to all clergy in 

Langdale. Lincoln. Marathon Taylor and 
Wood counties which included a bulletin 
insert with facts and resources about 
HIV/AIDS, and a separate informational 
sheet with specific ideas for AIDS/ HIV 
education in the church. 

Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt 
Milwaukee [IN STEP)— "We all need 

to join forces and share the challenge," 
said Dr. Hiroshi Nakajima, Director 
General of the World Health Organization 
(WHO) in announcing this year's theme 
for World AIDS Day, December 1. In 
commemoration of World AIDS Day, and 
it's "Share the Challenge" theme, the 
Milwaukee Host Committee has arranged 
to bring nearly 650, 3 by 6 foot panels of 
the Quilt to Milwaukee for a three day 

display. 
The Names Project AIDS Memorial 

Quilt, begun in 1987, is made up of 

individual panels by friends and family 

members saluting the memory of persons 

affected by AIDS. The panels have left an 

unforgettable commemoration for the 

world to see. It is a powerful reminder of 

those who have died, and a way of 

remembering our loved ones and friends 

— a way of being with them again — if 
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World   AIDS   Day   by   students.    Letters
have  been  sent  to  the  Milwaukee  public
and  private  schools  encouraging  students
to view the Quilt  and visit the  educational
booth at the Union Quilt display.

• Dec.  1  The  Milwaukee  Art  Museum
~  will participate in the Day Without Art
movement      by       removing       several
masterworks   from   the   gallery   walls
throughout  the  museum.  In  their  places,
text panels will be installed which provide
factual   information   about   the   AIDS
pandemic,   including   local   and   national
statistics  about  the  toll  AIDS  is  exacting
from society.

Dean    Sobel,    associate   curator    of
coritemporary   art   commented,    "The
replacement    of    works    of    art    with
information   about   AIDS   will   serve   two
functions.  First,  it  should  remind  people
of  the   works  Of   art   that   will   never   be
created  because  of  the  disease.   Second,
spreading  the  text  panels  throughout  the
museum  will  work  as  a  metaphor  for  the
universality Of the  disease.  The removal Of
artworl{s,   apparently   at   random,   should
make  a  profound  and  thought-provcklng
statement     as     people     wander     the
galleries."

In     addition     to     the     gallery     de-
installation,  the _Milwaukee  Art  Museum
will  present  films  dealing  with  AIDS  and
the perceptions  surrounding it .throughout
the  afternoon.  Like  all  film  presentations
at the MAM,  admission is free to museum
members    or    with    regular    museum
admission.

Visitors will also be able to register with
the  Witness  Project,  a  census  Of  AIDS  in

the  arts.  Forms  will  be  available  to  note
the  names  Of artists  and  art  professionals
who     have     died     of     AIDS     or     AF{C.
Informational   brochures   from   MAP   will  .
also be available.

GREEN BAY
•Memorial    lnter faith    Service     -

Trinity     Lutheran     Church,     330     S.
Broadway,  4pm  service.  Open  House  will
follow   from   5-7   at   Center   Project   lnc.
office at 824 S.  Broadway.

• Dec.   1   Angel   of   Hope   MCC   AIDS
Prayer      Vigil       -       "Sharing      the
Challenge. "   Interfaith  AIDS  prayer  vigil
in  the  Astor  Room  of  the  Best  Western
Downtowner   Motel,   321   S.   Washington
Street  beginning  at  6am  with  continuous
candle    dedications    until    the    llam
interfaith  service.  Flower  tributes  should
arrive   at   the   motel   by   early   Sunday
morning with dedication information.

OSHKOSH & AREA
•Dec.1    Prayer    Services     -     with

churches in Calumet,  Fond du Lac,  Green
Lake,   Marquette,   Sheboygan,   Waupaca,
Waushara,   Winnebago  Counties   sent
information     by     the     East     Central
AIDS/HIV   Organization  on   World  AIDS
Day.

WAUSAU AREA
•Mailing     sent    to    all    clergy     in

Langdale,   Lincoln,  `Marathon  Taylor   and
Wood  counties  which  included  a  bulletin
insert   with   facts   and   resources   about
HIV/AIDS,  and  a  separate  informational
sheet  with  specific  ideas  for  AIDS/  HIV
education in the church.

Names  Project AIDS
Mllwauhee  []N  STEP]-  "We  all  need

to  join  forces  and  share  the  challenge,"
said     Dr.     Hlroshi     Nakajima,     Director
General Of the  World  Health Organization
(WHO)   ln  announcing  this  year's  theme
for   World   AIDS   Day,   December   1.   In
commemoration  of World  AIDS  Day,  and
it's   "Share   the   Challenge"   theme,   the
Milwaul{ee  Host  Committee  has  arranged
to bring  nearly 650,  3 by 6  foot panels  Of
the  Quilt  to  Mllwaukee  for  a  three  day

Memorial  Quilt
display.

The   Names    Project    AIDS    Memorial
Quilt,   begun   in   1987,    is   made   up   Of
individual  panels  by  friends   and  family
members  saluting  the `memory  Of  persons
affected by AIDS. The panels have left an
unforgettable    commemoration    for    the
world to see.  It  is a powerful reminder  Of
those   who   have    died,    and   a   way   Of
remembering  our  loved  ones  and  friends
-`  a way  of being with!them  again  -  if
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only in spirit. 

The three day display will be housed at 
the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee 
Student Union (on East Kenwood Blvd. 
between Downer & Maryland) in the Union 
Ballroom, Art Gallery, and the Wisconsin 
Room. Hours for the exhibit are 10am to 
10pm on Saturday, November 30; 
10am-lOpm Sunday, DeceMber 1; and 
8am to 4pm Tuesday, December 2. 
Admission is free; but any donations 
received will stay with Milwaukee area 
AIDS service organizations. 

The formal dedication and candlelight 
ceremony is slated for 7pm, Saturday, 
November 30, the eve of World AIDS Day. 
The ceremony will honor those from the 
midwestern US, and especially those from 
Wisconsin, who have died of AIDS. 

A closing ceremony will be held at 4pm 
December 2 in the Union Art Gallery. 

This will be the Quilt's first Milwaukee 
appearance. It has already appeared twice 
in Madison and Chicago, and 100 panels 
were displayed in La Crosse in July. There 
have been several other Midwest stops as 
well. Only partial sections of the Quilt are 
displayed in its travels across the country 
due to its tremendous size and fragility. 
The last time the entire Quilt was on 
display was in Washington DC two years 
ago. 

The US and 26 other countries are 
represented in the 14,000 panels that 
cover 8 football fields when displayed 
together. Attempts have been made to 

bring area-appropriate panels. and those 
specifically requested, to the Milwaukee 
appearance. 

The Quilt has been brought to 
Milwaukee through the efforts of dozens 
of volunteers. It was brought to 
Milwaukee "to encourage the community 
to better understand and respond to the 
AIDS epidemic, to provide a positive 
means of expression for those grieving 
the death of a loved one, and to raise vital 
community funds for people living with 
AIDS." 

The Quilt was born in June of 1987, 
when a small group of people gathered in 
San Francisco to document the lives they 
feared history would neglect. Their goal 
was the build a memorial for those who 
had died of AIDS, something that would 
make the USA, and the World, understand 
the devastating impact of the AIDS 
pandemic. 

Recently made local panels will be 
added to the Quilt during the Milwaukee 
stop. If you have a panel to present, bring 
it to the 7pm Saturday opening 
ceremonies. If you have questions on 
making a panel. call Gloria at (414) 562-
0229 after 5pm. Here are a few quick tips 
on making a panel: panels must be 3'x 6' 
with an additional 3" border on all sides; 
use strong material, denim & heavy 
canvass work well; everything should be 
dry cleanable, and sewn on well; quilting 
is OK buy keep it thin; cloth paint works 
very well, use it freely. 

NGLTF Confab draws over 1,000 
Alexandria, Va. [In Step) — More than 

1,000 Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual activists 
attended the National Gay and Lesbian 
Task Force's 4th Annual Creating Change 
Conference Nov. 7-11 at a suburban 
Washington D.C. lie'. 

The Conference, illed as a Trade Show 
For Gays, focus on organizing and 
skills- building and this year drew 
participants from 42 states plus the 
District of Columbia and four foreign 
countries (Mexico, Nicaragua, the Soviet 
Union, and the United Kingdom). At least 
five attended from Wisconsin, including 

an In Step reporter/ photographer. 
NGLTF Executive Director Urvashi Vaid 

opened the confab saying, "During this 
conference we come together to regroup 
after our losses, celebrate our victories, 
and plan our course for the future." She 
announced excitedly that attendance 
figures broke all previous records and that 
1991 attendance was more than four times 
greater than attendance in 1988, the first 
year of the Conference. 700 attended in 
1990. 

NGLTF has created five organizing 
projects which served as a framework for 

MoC 
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Wisconsin, who have died of AIDS.

A closing ceremony will be  held at 4pm
December 2 in the Union Art Gallery.

This  will  be  the  Quilt's first  Milwaukee
appearance.  It has already appeared  t`^7ice
in  Madison  and  Chicago,  and  100  panels
were displayed in La Crosse in July.  There
have been several other  Midwest stops as
well.  Only partial sections of the  Quilt  are
displayed  in  its travels  across the  country
due  to  its  tremendous  size  and  fragility.
The   last   time   the   entire   Quilt   was   on
display was  in  Washington  DC  two  years
ago.

The   US   and   26   other   countries   are
represented   in   the   14,coo   panels   that
cover   8   football   fields   when   displayed
together.   Attempts   have   been   made   to

'<>^

b-ring  area-appropriate  panels,  and  those
specifically  requested,   to  the   Milwaukee
appearance.

The    Quilt    has    been    brought    to
Milwaul{ee  through  the  efforts. Of  dozens
of    volunteers.     It     was    brought    to
Milwaukee  "to  encourage  the  communi,ty
to  better  understand  and  respond  to  the
AIDS    epideinic,    to    provide    a    positive
means   of   expression   for   those   grieving
the death of a loved one,  and to raise vital
community   funds   for   people   living   with
AIDS."

The  Quilt  was   born   in   June   Of   1987,
when a small group of people gathered  in
San  Francisco  to  document  the  lives  they
feared  history  would  neglect.   Their  goal
was  the  build  a  memorial  for  those  who
had  died  of  AIDS,  something  that  would
make the USA, and the World, understand
the    devastating    impact    of    the    AIDS
pandemic,

Recently    made    local    panels   will    be
added  to  the  Quilt  during  the  Milwaukee
stop.  If you  have a panel to present,  bring
it     to    the     7pm     Saturday     opening
ceremonies.    If   you    have    questions   on
malting  a  panel,  call  Gloria  at  (414)  562-
0229 after 5pm.  Here  are  a few quick tips
on  making  a  panel:  panels  must be  3'x 6'
with  an  additional  3"  border  on  all  sides;
use    strong    material,    denim    &    heavy
canvass  work  well;  everything  should  be
dry  cleanable,  and  sewn  on  well;  quitting
is  OK  buy  keep  it  thin;  clothpeip_t  w_orks
very well,  lise  it freely.

NGLTF  Confab draws over  1,000
Alexandria.  Va.  [In Step]  -  More  than

1,000 Gay,  Lesbian,  and  Bisexual  activists
attended   the   National   Gay   and   Lesbian
Task Force's 4th Annual Creating Change
Conference    Nov.    7-11    at    a    suburban
Washington D.C.

The Conferenc
For    Gays,    facu:lt
skills-building     and     this     year  -drew
participants    from    42    states    plus    the
District   of   Columbia   and   four   foreign
countries  (Mexico,  Nicaragua-,   the  Soviet
Union,  and the United Kingdom).  At least
five  att?nded   from   Wisconsin,   including

el.

illed as a Trade Show
on   organizing   and

an ln Step reporter/ photographer.
NGLTF Executive Director Urvashi Vaid

opened  the  confab  saying,   "During   this
conference  we  come  together  to  regroup
after  our  losses,  celebrate  our   victories,
and  plan  our  course  for  the  future."  She
announced   excitedly   that   attendance
figures brcke all previous records and that
1991 attendance was more than four times
greater  than attendance  in  1988,  the  first
year  of  the  Conference.   700  attended  in
1990.

NGLTF    has    created    five    organizing
projects which  served  as  a  framework  for

----,,.L....----,,:
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MILWAUKEE [414] 
SERVICES • 

Build EZE (Complete Handyman Service) 246-3260 BARS 
Angelo's Mint Bar 11 819 S. 2nd 645-8330 C.S.P., Incorporated (typesetting. photostats. photo 

1 Ballgame (Mw,V.D.F) 196 S. 2nd 273-7474 processing, computer services/consulting) 289-7777 

3 Boot Camp (M,L/L) 209 E National 643-6900 Diva's (Hair Salon) 316 N. Milky. , Suite 575 272-HAIR 

4 C'est La Vie (Mw.D) 231 S. 2nd 291.9600 Financial Planning Services 445-5552 

5 Club 219 (M,DJ.V) 219 S. 2nd 271-3732 Theodore I. Friedman, PH.D. (Psychotherapist) 

7 Dance, Dance, Dance (Mw,DJ) 801 S. 2nd 383-8330 2266 N. Prospect. Suite 206 272-2427 

2 Fannie's (Wm. D, F) 200 E. Washington 643-9633 Gay/Lesbian International News Network 

Fox Trap Cocktail Lounge (G/S) P 0. Box 93626, 53203-0626 289-7777 

3426 W Lisbon 344-3909 24 Hr Fax Number 289-0789 

Keefe Ave. Station (MW.DJ) GLINN Voice Mall (Resources, News, In Step 

333E. Keefe 961.9998 calendar, personals, etc. 24 hrs. Free Call) 289-8780 

7 La Cage (Mw.DJ,V) 801 S. 2nd 383-8330 Hendee Andee (Caretaker/maintenance) 372.0805 

Loose Ends (GS,MW,F) Hardware Design (Custom-made 

4322 W Fond du Lac 442-8469 screens & jewelry 276-4116 

10 M&M Club (MW,F) 124 N. Water 347-1962 HavlIcek & Assoc. (advertising, P.R.) 

8 Cafe Melange (MW,G/S,F) 823 N 2nd St 271-5819 

720 N Old World 3rd St. 291-9889 Horizon Travel (Member IGTA) 

14 Nitengales (Wm,DJ,V,F)2022 W. National 645-1830 N81W15028 Appleton, Men. Falls 255-0704 

15 Partners M w.D) 813 S. 1st 647-0130 Formost Travel, Rochelle Mucci 

16 Phoenix (Mvg.DJ.V) 235 S. 2nd (Travel Consultant) 241-9300 

6 Rainbow Revue (Mw. DJ.F) Carol Law & Warren Klaus (attorneys) 

1100 S 1st St. 647-9950 5665 S 108th, Hales Corners 529-2800 

The Station 2- Eastern Connection Lohman Funeral Service 804 W. Greenfield 645-1575 

1534 W Grant (Wm, D) 383-5755 Thomas E. Martin (trial & general law) 

Tina's IMW,DJI 634 W. North Ave. 562-2511 161 W. Wisconsin, Suite 3189 765-9413 

13 This Is It (MI 418 E. Wells 278-9192 Mllw. AIDS Prefect )MAP) 

12 3B's Bar (Mw,0) 1753 S. K K 672-5580 P.O. Box 92505, 53202 273-1991 

18 Triangle ( M V) 135 E. National 643-9758 Midwest Music/Meridian Distributors 
, 

Wizard's Pub (Mw.D) 2821 N 4th St .53212 372-5500 

4538 W. Lisbon 445-5500 Michael G. Pazden (Psychotherapist) 543-1135 

11 Wreck Room (M,L/L) 266 E. Erie 273-6900 Baric Enterprises (Advertising & Promotional Items 
P 0 Box 1146, 53201 873-0471 

RESTAURANTS Save Travel Group 
19035 W Bluemound. Waukesha 786-7360 

10 Glass Menagerie (lunch, dinner. cocktails) 
124 N. Water 
8 Cafe Melange (lunch. dinner, live entertain.) 
720 N Old World 3rd St. 

347-1962 

291-9889 

Soap Suds Kid(cleaning) 
Scrub & Dust (home/office cleaning) 
Jeanie Simpkins (MS) (counseling) 

265-1105 
427-0831 
282-6160 

Walker's Point Cafe (After Bar Hours) 
1106 S. 1st St. 
2 Fannies 200 E. Washington 

384-7999 
643-9633 

con td. 
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Welcome 
All 

H.I.T. 
Participants 
Good Luck To All! 

H.I.T. X111 BOWLING SCHEDULE 

Thursday, November 28 

5:00 pm Team Event 

Friday, November 29 

10:00 am Singles & Doubles 

5:00 pm Singles & Doubles 

Saturday, November 30 

10:00 am Team Event 

5:00 pm Banquet Cocktail Hour 

All Bowling is at Red Carpet -- Celebrity 

5727 South 27th Street 
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BARS

l{®®I® Av.. Sti]tlon (MW. DJ)
333 E.  Keete'#2:;Eon#Tgwii#,!,ols"

;:Co¥#,.d##!!,|M#i:Gt'`2s|FN)Water

{#{[:,0:#g#;t¢t#¥:I:3¢:;#::s;t°22n2dwNat,ona,
1100 S.1 st St.
Tlio Sl.tliin 2- Eil.tim Coiiiicotloii

i!;ii#Gi!i(:i,J#ii:::!"i;:%K:av,.
4538 W.  Lisbon
11  Wi.®ck I]oom  (M.L/L) 266 E.  Erie

RESTAURANTS
i24Gha.'W¥t::ao®rl®(luncm""ocktaiis)

i2C#.#i.d''W!:,|'#3hs.t?inner"veontortain)
Walk®r'. Pliim Cit® (After Bar Hours)
1106 S.1 St st.
2 Fiiiill.I 200 E. Washlnoton.

645-80cO
213.1414
643-6900
291-9600
271-3732
Sea-83co
643-9633

344.3909

961.9998
383-83cO

442- 8469
347-1962

291-9889
645-18sO
647roi30

647-99sO

383-5755
562-2511
270-9192
672-5580
643-9758

445-5500
273-6900

347-1962

291-9889

384-7999
643.9633

SERVICES     .

24  tlr.  Fax Number

§[;:#§:§o&;i:i:,i,;:i,:{r;;§j&;3;:7;j¥jer:;:o,n4:a;i,t"
823  N .  2nd  St.

#;riff:1:i5T2:aav###:a:k?o#e:#ufc!e'i'S

:rfrieLCw°&SW#te)nK|au|(attorneys)
5665 S.loath,  Hales Corners
Lolimiii Fun.ml S®rvlc® 804 W. Groonlleld

i#Wa..;i.s¥o.n#,(!rJ?t'8&3,08°9n8rallaw)

F.]ir.83#!53::i5®3ct2O(2MApi
M law.it M ullc/M®fidlaii I)I.trlliut®rl
2821  N`  4th St.,  53212

#:,t:goif:.i!:,ig:]#%crth,:::;r&pbsr'!mo"na"tens

i85§5Twri'i:e'#opund.wauke§ha
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246-32cO

TfyN||||
272-HAM

445-5552

272-2427

TUB-||||
289-0789

289-8780
372.0805

276'4116

271.5819

255-0704

241-9300

529-2800
645-1575

765-9413

273-1991

372-5500
543-1135

873.0471

786-7360
265-1105
427.0831
282-61cO

contd.

?

Participcmts
Good Luck`` To` A11!

H.I.T. ]qu BOWIING SCIIEDUIE

T|±prsday.November__2€
5:00 pin             Team Event

_Friday. November 29
10:00 am           .  Singles & Doubles
5:00 pin              Singles & Doubles

a_aturday. Novembe±L30
10:00 am             Team Event
5:00 pin             Banquet cocktail Hour
All Bowling is at Red Carpet -- Celebrity

5727 South 27th Street
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Queer National Greg 'Scott commented 
on military policy at the NGLTF confab 
"They have taken away our 
opportunity to defend the flag, but they 
cannot take away our right to defend 
the ideas for which it stands." [photo 
by Karen Zimmermann] 

LAMM member Kitty Barber at the 
Creating Change confab commented 
about Milwaukee's reaction to the 
Dahmer case, "We will not be silent. 
We will not be made invisible. We will 
not be intimidated. And we ARE 
beginning to fight back." 

the conference: Campus and 
Anti-Violence Projects; Privacy/Civil 
Rights Project; Military Freedom 
Initiative; and the Lesbian and Gay 
Families Project. 

Pre-weekend activities included three 
day-long intensives on Campus 
Organizing, Diversity Training, and the 
People of Color Organizing Institute. 

Saturday, Sunday, and Monday of 
Veterans Day Weekend were filled with 
keynote speeches, caucuses, special 
interest meetings, press conferences, and 
63 interactive workshops as well as 
continually running 12-step programs and 
Gay and Lesbian videos. 

Workshops were the meat of the 
conference. Participants could choose to 
attend sessions on Issue Organizing, 
Political Questions, Fundraising, and 
more. Workshop titles reflected the 
diverse options: "Drag Activism," 
"Isms and Schisms," "Lesbians and 
Sex," "Family Issues," "Lobbying 
101," "Media Activism," and "Male 
Sex: Hot Topics, Hot Talk" were but a 
few. 

One conference participant remarked, 
"Even taking a cigarette break here is an 
opportunity to network and discuss 
national and regional politics." Hundreds 
of Gays and Lesbians lined the hotel halls 
and lobby. 

Organizers highlighted two press 
conferences held at the Suburban Virginia 
hotel. The first featured leaders from 
around the country and local communities 
discussing '`The state of the 
Gay/Lesbian movement." 

Milwaukeean Kitty Barber, of the 
Lesbian Alliance of Metro Milwaukee 
(LAMM) spoke to the press about the 
Jeffrey Dahmer serial killings and the 
Milwaukee response. She emphasized 
that "The society that spawned Jeffrey 
Dahmer belongs to all of you," 
advocating continued activism against 
hate crimes nationwide. 

Other speakers updated press on: 
• the response to Magic Johnson's 

announcement that he is infected with the 
HIV virus; 

• the veto of California Gay and 
Lesbian civil rights bill, AB101, by 

• 

vi... 

11 
BILLED TO YOUR TELEPHONE • 524 

1111 pm cig@O.P80413 ..,......ak.„ 

CALL 

1141.0th 
w4bersi

BILLED TO YOUR VISA, MASTERCARD OR CONNECT CARD • $2,PEICMIN • $3 

©1991 REAL PEOPLE, LTDr• MUST. BEA OR OLDER AND HAVE A TOUCH.TONE PHONE PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.; FOR MORE INFO:. (312) 968-7464 
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Q!ueeT  National  Greg.Scott  commer.ted
on military Policy at the NGLTP  corifd.b
"They      have      taken      away      our
oMorturrity lo defend the foag, but they
carmot  take  away  our  right  to  defend
the  ideas for  which  it  slands."  U)holo
by  Karen  Zimmermanrb|

IjAMM   member   Kitty   13arber   at   the
Creating   Change   confab   commeuted
c.bout    Milwawhee's    reaction    to    the
DalrmeT  case,  "We  will  iwt  be  silent.
We will not be made invisible.  We  will
not    be    intimidated.    And   we    ARE
begirming  to  fight   back."

the         conference:         Campus         and
Anti-Violence   Projects;    Privacy/Civil
Rights     Project;      Military      Freedom
Initiative;    and    the    Lesbian    and    Gay
Families Project.

Pre-weekend   activities   included   three
day-long       intensives       on       Campus
Organizing,   Diversity   Training,   and   the
People of Color Organizing Institute.

Saturday,     Sunday,     and    Monday    of
Veterans  Day  Weel{end  were  filled  with
keynote   speeches,    caucuses,    special
interest  meetings,  press  conferences,  and
63    interactive    workshops    as    well    as
continually  running  12-step  programs  and
Gay and Lesbian videos.

Workshops    were    the    meat    of    the
conference.   Participants  could   choose  to
attend.   sessions    on     Issue    Organizing,
Political  Questions,   Fundraising,   and
more.     Workshop     titles     reflected     the
diverse    options:     "Drag    Activism,"
"Isms    and    Schisms,"     "Lesbians    and

Sex,"    "Family    Issues,"    "Lobbying
101,"    "Media    Activism,"    and    "Male
Sex:   Hot  Topics,   Hot  Talk"   were  but  a
few.

One   conference   participant   remarked,
"Even taking a cigarette  break  here  is an

opportunity   to   network   and   discuss
national  and  regional  politics. "  Hundreds
of Gays and Lesbians  lined  the  hotel  halls
and lobby.

Organizers    highlighted    two    press
conferences held at the  Suburban  Virginia
hotel.    The   first   featured    leaders   from
around the  country  and  local  communities
discussing       "The       state       of      the
Gay/Lesbian movement. ' '

Milwaukeean    Kitty     Barber,     of    the
Lesbian    Alliance    of    Metro    Milwaukee
(LAMM)   spoke   to   the   press   about   the
Jeffrey   Dahmer   serial   killings   and   the
Milwaukee    response.     She    emphasized
that   "The  society  that  spawned   Jeffrey
Dahmer     belongs     to     all     of     you,"
advocating    continued    activism    against
hate crimes nationwide.

Other speakers updated press on:
• the    response    to    Magic    Johnson's

announcement that he is infected with the
HIV virus;

•the    veto    of    California    Gay    and
Lesbian     civil     rights     bill,     AB101,     by
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MILWAUKEE 14141 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Galano Club (chemical free recovery club) 
2408 N. Farwell 
Fest City Singers (gay choral group) 
P.O. Box 11428. 53211 263-SING 
GAMMA (sports/social) P.O. Box 1900, 53201 963-9833 
Gay/Lesbian Community at UWM 
Box 251. 2200E Kenwood 53201 229-6555 
Gay People's Union P.O. Box 208, 53201 562-7010 
Gay Youth Milw. (regular peer group meetings) 
P.O. Box 09441, 53209 265-8500 
Gay Men's Discussion Group Tim, 271-2565 
G/L Parents Coalition of Milw. 
P 0. Box 93503, 53203 962-0861 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of America 
Milwaukee Chapter 342-6543 
Girth & Mirth/Milw. P 0. Box 862, 53201-0862 
Greater Milw. Maritime Assoc. 258-2802 
Holiday Invitational Tournament (G/L bowling event) 
P.O. Box 899, 53201 672-8960 
H.O.P.E. (Support for PW AIDS/HIV) 383-1512 
Lambda Rights Network (political action, legal defense) 
Box 93252. 53203 871-4839 
Lesbian Alliance Metro Milwaukee (LAM M) 
P 0 Box 93323, 53203 264-2600 
MLGPC (Pride Week Committee) 
P.O. Box 93852, 53203 32-PRIDE 
MGALA (MU Graduates), P.O. Box 92722. 53202 
Metro Milw. Friendship Group )MMFG) 
P.O. Box 93203, Milwaukee 53203 423-0379 
Milwaukee Gay/Lesbian Cable Network 
P.O Box 204. 53201 265-0880 
Milwaukee Flippers/Swimming Club (G/L Swim Club) 

963-1990 or 265-5340 
Narcotics Anonymous (request gay mtgs.) 449-9800 
People Living With AIDS Coalition 
315 W Court, 53212 273-1991 

276-6936 

Oberon' (L/L social grp.) Box 07423, 53207 
Queer Nation (Queer Action) 
P O. Box 93951, 53203 384-3911 
Saturday Softball Beer League 1SSB14 P.O. Box 92605, 53202 
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous (SCA) 276-6936 
Silver Space (Group for Older Lesbians) 
P O. Box 371. Elm Grove 53122 271-2565 

RELIGIOUS 
Dignity (G/L Catholic Church) P.O. Box 597, 53201 
Lutherans Concerned P.O. Box 11864, 53211 
New Hope MCC (G/L Interdenominational Church) 
P 0. Box 93913, 53202 
Village Church (Reconciled In Christ) 
130 E. Juneau Ave. 
Cross Lutheran Church (Reconciled in Christ) 
1821 N. 16th St. 
UCCL/GC (United Church of Christ) 
P.O. Box 07168, 53207 
MAP Spiritual Care 
P 0. Box 92505, 53202 273-1991 
Affirming Light Agape Church (Spiritual Counseling) 
P.O. Box 23135. 53223 354-3979 
Plymouth Church- U.C.C. (Open 8 Affirming) 
2717 E. Hampshire1964-1513 
St. James Episcopal Church 
833 W Wisconsin Ave. 271-1340 

MEDICAL 
Brady East STD Clinic (GESTE)] (VD, HIV testing, 
hepatitis screening) 1240 E. Brady 
Milwaukee AIDS Project )MAP) 
315 W Court St. , 53212 

444-7177 
481-9663 

442-7300 

273-7617 

344-1746 

645-2678 

272-2144 

office/staff 273-1991 
AIDS Information 273-2437 

STD Specialties Clinic (VD, HIV Testing) 
3251 N. Holton 264-8800 
Women's Alternative Health Clinic 
1240 E. Brady 272-2144 
Wisconsin Community-Based R aaaaa eh Consortium 
(Experimental HIV/AIDS Drug Program) 
315 W. Court St. . 53212 273.1991 

WISCONSIN 
PHONE PERSONALS 

LAST, A PHONE PERSONALS SERVICE EXCLUSIVELY 

FOR GAY/81 MEN WHO LIVE IN WISCONSIN! 

( ENTER QUICK CODE ) 
1 WISCONSIN 

• Listen to recorded "talking" personal ods 
• Record your awn dating personal 
• Private "voice mailboxes" let you receive 

recorded messages on our systern from 
other guys. No need to put your phone 
number in your ad unless you want to! 

• Fast, fun, private...new ads daily! 

• Cancel anytime for any reason! 
.96/MINUTE 

14004964 92 

as 

C 

00

0 
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Governor Pete Wilson: 
• the Nov. 5th vote upholding the 

domestic partnership law in San 

Francisco: 
• the Congressional Resolution 

introduced Nov. 6th calling for an end to 

the military ban on Gay, Lesbian, and 

Bisexual servicemembers: 
• and Civil Rights cases past, present, 

and future (presented by Lambda Legal 

Defense and Education Fund) . 

A separate press conference was held 
for Lesbian and Gay comics, musicians, 

and artists to speak on censorship and 
free speech. 

Performance artists Tim Miller (Buddy 

Systems and Stretch Marks) and Holly 
Hughes (The Well of Hominess and The 

Lady Dick) spoke on their National 
Endowment for the Arts (NEA) funding, 
their defunding, and their subsequent 
refunding. Miller and Hughes also 
announced the new National Fund for 
Lesbian and Gay Artists which they 
founded to help emerging Gay and 
Lesbian artists whose work explores the 
Gav and/or Lesbian experience. 

AIDS and Gay Latin[a] activist Mario 
Solis-Marich said, "We must beat the 
Administration, bead disease, and beat 
oppression," at the Creating Change 
Conference. 

The NGLTF Creating Change 
Conference drew a national rainbow 
coalition to the D.C. suburbs. [photo 
by Karen Zimmermann] 
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Governor Pete Wilson;
•the    Nov.    5th    vote    upholding    the

domestic     partnership     law     in     Sam
Francisco;

•the       Congressional       Resolution
introduced  Nov.  6th  calling  for  an  end  to
the  military  ban   on   Gay,   Lesbian,   and
Bisexual servicemembers;

• and  Civil  Rights  cases  past,  present,
and  future  (presented  by  Lambda  Legal
Defense and Education Fund) .

A  separate  press  conference  was  held
for  I.esbian  and  Gay   comlcs,   musicians,
and  artists  to  speak  on   censorship  and
free speech.

Performance  al.tists  Tim  Miller  (Buddy
Systems   and  Stretch   Marks)   and   Holly
llughes  IThe  Well  Of  Hominess  and  The
Lady    Dlck)    spoke    on    their    National
Endowment  for  the  Arts  (NEA)I  funding,
their   defunding,    and   their   §ub§equent
refunding.    Miller   and    Hughes   also
announced   the   new   National   Fund   for
Lesbian    and    Gay    Artists    which    they
founded    to    help    emerging    Gay    and
Lesbian  artists  whose  work  explores  the

i4JDS  a„d   Gay  Lace.ro[a)]  acc®.t„.sl  Man`o
Solis-Marich  said,  "We  mttst  l>eat  the
Administration,  beat disease,  and beat
oppressiori,"  at  the  Creating   C;hange
Conferer.ce.

The      NGLTF      Creatir.g      Change
CorfeTence   drew   a   no;tional   Ta±mpow
coalitioTh   to   the   D.C.   s%burbs.   ulhoto
by J{are" ZI.mme7ma~„]
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Other speakers included Brian Freeman 
of Porno Afro Homos, a performance 
group from San Francisco, Tongues 
Untied star Steve Langley, and gender -
bending musician Phranc. All spoke 
against recent NEA restrictions and 
against attacks by Sen. Jesse Helms and 
Rep. William Dannemeyer. 

Later that evening, the performers, 
joined by Lesbian humorist Kate Clinton 
and stand-up veteran Marga Gomez, 
performed in a "Stand up for Your 
Rights!" Gala benefiting NGLTF. 

The Conference also featured a National 
AIDS Activists Panel Discussion. panel 
members were Jeff Levi of the AIDS 
Action Council, Saundra Johnson of 
Chicago Women's AIDS Project and 
ACT-UP/Chicago, Jean McGuire, former 
executive director of the AIDS Action 
Council, and Reggie Williams, Executive 
Director of the National Task Force on 
AIDs Prevention/ National Association of 
Black and White Men Together. New 
Yorker Larry Kramer was unable to attend 
due to illness. 

Panelists stressed the importance of 
direct action as well as working 'inside' 
the system. Williams called for activists 
to listen to young people and McGuire 
pleaded for the audience to "accept the 
richness of difference" and to build 
alliances to win battles. 

Next year's Creating Change 
Conference will be held in Los Angeles 
and, again, is expected to attract record 
setting numbers of activists world-wide. 

Thomas E. Martin 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

General Practice of Law 
Fifteen Years Experience 

A 765-9413 '4: 1 44 

Lesbian Alliance of Metro Milwaukee members Karen Zimmermann, Kitty Barber and 
Stephanie Hume at the NGLTF Creating Change Conference. [photo by Karen Armagost] 

VHE LEApER LIN 

—B1g2ED TO YOUR VISA, MASTERCARD OR CONNECT CARD 

LINE, INC. • MUST BE 18 OR OLDER AND HAVE A TOUCH TONE PHONE 
$3 1st MIN • PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT 
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Other speakers included  Brian  Freeman
of    Porno   Afro   Homos,    a   performance
group    from     San     Francisco,     Tongues
Untied  star  Steve  Langley,   and  gender-
bending    musician     Phranc.     All     spoke
against    recent    NEA    restrictions     and
against  attacks  by  Sen.  Jesse  Helms  and
Rep. William Dannemeyer.

Later   that   evening,    the   performers,
joined  by  Lesbian  humorist  Kate  Clinton
and    stand-up    veteran    Marga    Gomez,
performed   in    a    "Stand    up   for    Your
Rights! ' ' Gala benefiting NGLTF.

.The Conference also featured a National
AIDS   Actlvists   Panel   Discussion.   panel
members   were   Jeff   Levl   Of   the   AIDS
Action     Council,     Saundra    Johnson     Of
Chicago    Women's    AIDS    Project    and
ACT-UP/Chicago,  Jean  MCGuire,  former
executive   director   of   the   AIDS   Action
Council,  and  Reggie  Williams,  Executive
Director   of  the   National  Tasl{   Force   on
AIDs  Prevention/  National  Association  of
Black   and   White   Men   Together.    New
Yorker Larry Kramer was unable to attend
due to illness.

Panelists   stressed   the    importance   Of
direct  action  as  well  as  working   `inside'
the  system.   Williams  called  for  activists
to   listen   to  young   people   and   MCGuire
pleaded  for  the  audience  to  "accept  the
richness    Of    difference"    and    to    build
alliances to win battles.

Next       year's       Creating       Change
Conference  will  be  held  in   Los  Angeles
and.  again,  is  expected  to  attract  record
setting numbers of activists world-wide.

L_esbi.an All_i_once  Of pretro Milwawiee  members  Karen Zimmermann,  Kitty  Barber  and
Stephanie Hune at the NGLTF Creating Change Co`rfere.I'.ce. r|}hoto by Kar6rL Armagost|
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The Guide 
taw 
Mw 

Wm 
GIS 
L/L 

DJ 
V 

CODE GNAW 
1/2 Men, 1/2 Women 

Prefer Men Only 
Mostly Men, Women Welcome 

Prater Women Only 
Mostly Women, Men Welcome 

Gay & Straight Mixed 
Levi/Leather 

Dancing 
Dick Jockey, Dancing 

Video 
Food Service 

FOX VALLEY [414] 
BARS 

6 Pivot Club (MW,DJ,V) 4815 W. Prospect (Hwy BB) 
Appleton 730-0440 
Sherlock's Home (Mw,G/S.E) 
733 Pennsylvania. Sheboygan 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Parents & Friends of G/L (PFLAG-Lakeshore) 
Box 1396. Sheboygan 530821396 
PFLAG Fox Cities Appleton 749-1629 
Box 75, Little Chute, 54140 Green Bay 499-7080 
Fox Valley AIDS Project 
120 N Morrison. 8201, Appleton 54911 
Center Project, Inc. Fox Valley Ext. 733-2067 
UW-Oshkosh 10% Society 207 Reeve Union, UW-0, 54901 
Gay/Lesbian Support Group 
UVV-0 Counseling Center 424.2061 
Synergy (AIDS Support Network) 
P 0 Box 2137, Fond du Lac 54935 235-5100 
Fox Valley G/L Parents 
PO Box 791. Appleton, 54912-0791 727-1975 
Lawrence Univ. G/L Awareness Group 
738 E John, Appleton 54911 (414) 832-7103 

GREEN BAY [414] 
BARS 

3 Brandy's II (Mw.L/L) 1126 Main St. 
1 Napalece Lounge (MW, DJ) 
5155. Broadway 
2 Za's (MW.DJ.V)1106 Main Street 

432-3917 

432-9646 
433-9821 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Angel of Hope (MCC Church) 
P 0 Box 672. 54305 496-8688 
Argonauts of Wisconsin (L/L Social Club) 
P 0. Box 1285, 54305 
Gay AA (Meeting Weekly) 494-9904 
Bay City Chorus 1106 Main SI. . 54301 337-9160 
Center Project, Inc. )CPI)-(HIV Test/Counsel) 
P 0 Box 1062. 54305 437.7400 
Northern Womyn, Inc. (Lesbian Support/Social Group) 
Box 10102. Green Bay 54307-0102 
Parents & Friends of G/L 499-7080 
UW-GB G/L Support Group (Weekly Meetings) 465-2343 

MADISON [608] 

MEDICAL 
Madison AIDS Support Network (support & counseling) 
P 0 Box 731. 53701 (303 Lathrop St.) 238- MASN 
Blue Bus STD Clinic (Monday, Thursday) 
1552 University Avenue 262-7330 

BARS 
2 Club 3051 (WM,DJ.V) 
3054 E. Washington 
1 Rod's (Mw.L/L.D) 
636 W. Washington (rear) 
1 The New Bar (MW.DJ,V) 
636 W. Washington (upstairs) 
3 Shamrock Bar (GS,MW.E,D) 
117 W Main St. 
2 Wings 3054 (MW,L/L) 
3054 E. Washington 

241-4977 

255-0609 

256.8765 

255-5029 

244-8870 

ORGANIZATIONS 
ACT-UP/Madison P 0 Box 2023, 53701 256-2763 
Gay/Lesbian Phone Line 255-4297 
Gay/Lesbian Information Recording 
(Ask for tape #3333) 263-3100 
Gay/Lesbian Resource Center 
P.O. Box 1722. 53701 
Nothing to Hide (gay cable) 241-2500 
Gay Alcoholics Anonymous 257-7575 
Badgerland Narcotics Anonymous 257-1747 
Frontiers Gay Men's Outreach (Men's Umbrella Organ.) 
P 0 Box 8234, 53708 244-8675 
G/L Educational Employees 
c/o The United 255-8582 
Gay Fathers c/o United 255-8582 
Galvanize (G/L pride organizers) 
P.0 Box 1403, 53701 255-8061 
Gay Outdoor (recreation group) 
P.0 Box 8234. 53708 244-8675 
Kissing Girls Productions (Lesbian Cultural Events) 
P.0 Box 6091, 53716 
Parents & Friends of Gays & Lesbians 
P 0 Box 1722. 53701 271-0270 
Queer Liberation Front 
511 W Main 8301, 53703 256.2763 
Madison Wrestling Club P.O. Box 8234. 53708 244-8675 
New Harvest Foundation (G/L Foundation) 
P 0 Box 1786. 53701 
10% Society (student organization) 
Box 614. Mem. Union, 800 Langston. 53706 262-7365 
United (education, counseling, advocacy) 
310E Wilson. 53703 255-8582 
Womonsong 246-2681 

RELIGIOUS 
Integrity/Dignity Box 730, 53701 
Affirmation (L/G United Methodists) 
9127 University Ave. 

MILWAUKEE [414] 

836-8886 

256-2353 

ORGANIZATIONS 
ACT-UP/Milwaukee. P.O. Box 1707, 53201 769-8708 
Alcoholics Anonymous (req. gay mIgs) 272-3081 
Beer Town Badgers (L/L social club) P.O. Box 166. 53201 
8i-Sexual Support Group 
P 0 Box 14081, West Allis, 53214 271-3067 
Black & White Men Together 
P 0 Box 12292, 53212 265-8500 
Black Gay Consciouness Raising 
P.O. Box 93694. 53203 933-2136 
Castaways M.G. (L/L) P.O. Box 1697.53202-1697 
Counseling Center (Gay & Lesbian Support & Discussion 
Groups) 2038 N Bartlett, 53202 271-2565 
Cream City Chorus P.O. Box 1488. 53201 344-9222 
Cream City Foundation [CM 
2821 N. 4th St #2170. or, Box 204. 53201 265-0880 
D.A.M.E.S. [Dykes Against Minority Erotic Suppression] 
P.O. Box 1272.53201-1272 

con td. 
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Scout and musician/ comedian Lynn 
Lavner discussed Lavner's 
fundraising offer for the March on 
Washington, one of the topics at the 
Creating Change confab. [photo by 
Karen Zimmermann] 

"Adam & The Experts" 
Dec. 6 & 7, 13 & 14, 8pm 

Different Drummer Theatre 
Affiance - 347-0673 

BUILDING A COMMUNITY IN 
DOWNTOWN MILWAUKEE 

St. James Episcopal Church 

833 West Wisconsin Avenue 

SUNDAY LITURGIES 
Holy Eucharist 

(Nativity Chapel ) 8am 
Song Eucharist 

10:30 am 

WEEKDAY LITURGIES 
Masses (Main Chapel) 
Mon, Tues - 12:10 pm 

Wed - 5:15 pm 
Thur, Fri - 12:10 pm 

PARISH OFFICE: 

271-1340 
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Scout   and   musician/   comedian  LyThn
Lavner     `      discttssed           Lavner's
fundraising   offer  for   the   March   on
V1'ashington,   one  Of  the   tapics  at  the
Creating   Char.ge    confab.   [fiholo    by
Karen  Z!.mmerma7.m]

"Adam & The Experts"
Dec. 6 & 7.  13 & 14. 8pm

Dlfferent Drummer Theatre
Alliance - 347-0673

t# BulLDING A COMMUNITY IN

DOWNTOWN MILWAUKEE
D     St. James Episcopal church

833 West Wisconsin Avenue
SUNDAV LTrtnGn[s          WEEKDAV LITtRGH:s

Holy EuchaT]st
(Nativlty Chapel ) 8an

Song Eucharist
1 0:30 an

Masses (Main Chapel)
Mon, Tues ~ I Z: 10 pin

Wed ~ 5: 15 pin
Thur, in - 12: 10 pin

piunsH Omc[:
271-1340
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Analysis/Opinion 
contd from page 3 

Community Relations Committee meeting 
spewing biblical phrases and homophobic 
hate. Unless you had your head stuck in 
the sand that week, you would have read 
or heard what they had to say in the 
mainstream media. Believe me, it wasn't 
pretty. 

Nonetheless, after nearly four hours of 
ranting testimony, the Committee voted to 
send the Task Force report to the full 
School Board for a vote scheduled for 
Wednesday, November 20. 

Even though no public testimony will be 
allowed at that meeting, it is almost 
written in stone that the fundies will be 
back in force. They've threatened to 
campaign against any Board member who 
votes for approval. in the next election. 

• • • 

The School Board vote will come one 
night after Channel 12's series starts, and 
just scant hours before the second 
installment. 

The Channel 12 series reportedly will 
include hidden camera footage of "men 
having sex in the parks and in cars," and 
of illegal activities in Milwaukee's Gay 
bars. The station allegedly tested several 
bars carding policieS by attempting to get 
"planted" under-age males admitted 
and served illegally. 

When questioned about the series, the 
station's news director said they had 
"every intention of being responsible," 
and would "make sure people from the 
Gay community have a chance to speak 
out." 

I challenged him to make sure that the 
reporting was balanced, and brought out 
pertinent information that could lessen 
the impact on our community. He assured 
me he would go over the script, "word for 
word." When asked if members of our 
community could view the series prior to 
airing, he quickly rejected that notion with 
a claim of "prior restraint." 

The final installment of the series 
(Friday, Nov. 22) will be for reaction, and 
our only chance, during the four part 
series, for rebuttal. That could be too late. 

How many viewers will see all four 
segrrients? Each night they will be 
bombarded with images that may not be 
counter-balanced with logic. 

As images of men having sex in the 
parks is screened, it must be countered 
with statistics that reflect how many of 
those men, once satisfied, then go home 
to their wives and children. Those men 
don't consider themselves Gay. much 
less part of the Gay community, so why 
should we bear the brunt of the public's 
reaction? 

A very small percentage of the Gay 
community participates in sex in public 
places. That percentage. I'm sure, is no 
higher than the heterosexual population 
who have sex on the beach, in the parks, 
or parked in "lovers lanes." 

Underage people in bars is a universal 
problem, not something endemic to our 
community. Straight kids always complain 
they have "nothing else to do, or no place 
to go." Gay/Lesbian youth are even 
worse off. 

We have no community center for them, 
and no recreation alternatives. 
Mainstream society rejects them, and so 
does Milwaukee's Gay/Lesbian 
community. We're afraid of being labeled 
"recruiters," or "child molesters," so 
we, too, ignore them. Our youths, often 
rejected by their family and non-Gay 
peers, thus gravitate towards whatever 
sources of inclusion they can find, often 
with a fake ID in hand. 

Most of our bars are very aware of the 
problem with minors and have strict 
controls and door policies to deal with it. 
Over forty minors were recently found in 
two Marquette University area straight 
bars. No Milwaukee Gay bar has ever 
been accused of such a flagrant violation 
of the law. 

Drug use and sales of drugs in bars 
reportedly is also part of 12's 
"investigation." Drugs are no more 
prevalent in our community than in the 
rest of society. The War On Drugs is not 
being won on any fronts. 

Actually, I think the Gay community has 
seen a tremendous decrease in the use of 
recreational drugs, as Gay men pay closer 

contd. on page 14
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Analysis/O.pinion
contd. from page 3

Community  Relations  Committee  meeting
spewing  biblical  phrases  and  homophobic
hate.  Unless  you  had  your  head  stuck  in
the  sand  that  week,  you  would  have  read
or   heard   what   they   had   to   say   in   the
mainstream  media.   Believe  me,  it  wasn't
pretty=

Nonetheless,  after  nearly  four  hours  of
ranting tes`timony,  the Committee voted to
send   the   Task   Force   report   to   the   full
School   Board   for   a   vote   Scheduled   for
Wednesday, November 20.

Even though no public testimony will be
allowed   at   that   meeting,    it    is    almost
written _i_D__stone   that  the  fundies  will   be
back    in    force.    They've    thr6it-€h-e-d    to-
campaign against any Board  member who
votes for approval,  in the next election.

®,

Tlle  School  Board  vote  `iri]l  come  one
night after Channel 12's series 8tartt. nd
Just    Scant    h.ours    bofore  ^the    {peond`
lnstellmeut.

The  Channel   12   series   reportedly   will
include  hidden  camera  footage  of  "men
having sex  ln the  parks  and  in  cars,"  and
of   illegal   activities   in   Milwaukee's   Gay
bars.  The  station  allegedly  tested  several
bars carding  policies by attempting to get
"planted"     under-age     males    admitted

and served illegally.
When  questioned  about  the  series,  the

station's    news    director    said   they   had
"every   intention   of   being   responsible,"

and  would  "make  sure  people  from  the
Gay  community  have  a  chance  to  speak
out. "

I  challenged  him  to  make  sure  that  the
reporting  was  balanced,  and  brought  out
pertinent   information   that   could   lessen
the  impact on our community.  He  assured
me he would go over the  script,  "word for
word."   When  asked   if  members  of  our
community  could  view  the  series  prior  to
airing,  he quickly rejected that notion with
a claim of ` `prior restraint. ' '

The    final    installment    Of    the    series
(Friday,  Nov.  22)  will  be for  reaction,  and
our   only   chance,   during   the   four   part
series, for rebuttal. That could be tco late.

How   many   viewers   Will   see   all   four
segrrients?     Each     night    they     will     be
bombarded  with  images  that  may  not  be
counter-balanced with logic.

As  images  of   men   having   sex   in   the
parks  is  screened, `it  must  be  countered
with  statistics  that   reflect  .how   many   of
those  men,  once  satisfied,  then  go  home
to  their  wives  and   children.   Those   men
don't   consider    themselves    Gay,    much
less  part  of  the  Gay  community,  so  why
should  we  bear  the  brunt  Of  the  public's
reaction?

A   very   sinall   percentage   of   the   Gay
community  participates   in   sex   in   public
places.  That  percentage,   I'm  sure,  is  no
higher   than   the   heterosexual   population
who  have  sex  on  the beach,  in  the  parks,
or parked in ` ` lovers lanes. ' '

Underage  people  in  bars  i-s  a  universal
problem,   not  something   endemic   to  our
community.  Straight kids  always  complain
they have "nothing else to do,  or no place
to   go."    Gay/Lesbian    youth    are    even
worse off .

We have no community center for them,
and       no       recreation        alternatives.
Mainstream  §aciety  rejects  them,  and  so
does         Milwaukee's         Gay/Lesbian
community.  We're  afraid  of being  labeled
"recruiters,"   or    "child   inolesters,"    so

we,  too.  ignore  them.  Our .youths,  often
rejected    by   their    family    and    non-Gay
peers,   thus   gravitate   towards   whatever
sources  of  inclusion  they  can  find,   often
with a fake ID in hand.

Most of our  bars are very  aware  Of  the
problem    with    minors    and    have    strict
controls  and  door  policies  to  deal  with  it.
Over  forty  minors  were  recently  found  in
t`^/o   Marquette   University   area   straight
bars.   No   Milwaukee  Gay   bar   has  ever
been  accused  of  such a  flagrant  vioptiqu

Lof.thelaw.
Drug  use  and   sales  of  drugs   in   bars

reportedly     is      also     part     of     12's
"investigation."     Drugs     are     flo     more

prevalent  in  our  community  than  in   the
rest  of  society.  The  \^/ar  On  Drugs.is  not
being won on any fronts.

Actually,  I think the ,Gay community has
seen  a  tremendous decrease  in the  use Of
recreational drugs,  as Gay men  pay closer

contd. on page 14



It does not matter WHO YOU ARE 

but it does matter that WHAT YOU DO 
puts you at risk for HIV infection and AIDS. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, 

CONTACT THE MILWAUKEE AIDS PROJECT 

•Wisconsin AlE)Sline  • 
In Milwaukee, 273-AIDS 
In Wisconsin, 1-800-334-AIDS 

English Hours 
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contd. from page 12 
attention to their health. AIDS education 
on the effect of drugs (including alcohol) 
on both the immune system — and on our 
ability to make rational, sober judgment 
calls — have had a positive impact. 

• • • 

Channel 12 has the right to Freeddm of 
Speech. As a publisher, I would never 
suggest otherwise. However, they have a 
moral obligation to balance their 
reporting. In the past Channel 12 has been 
fair in their coverage of our community. 

What can you do in reaction to the 
Channel 12 series? Several suggestions 
for action came out of the meeting: 

• Call Channel 12, at [414] 342.8812 
and voice your comments. Try and be 
cordial. Ranting and raving doesn't work 
well with most people. We need to 
educate them. not alienate them. 

• Write Channel 12 at 759 N. 19th 
Street, Milwaukee 53233. 

• Get tickets for the Monday, 
November 25 Milwaukee's Talking. The 
show will offer a chance to respond to the 
news series from the previous week_ Our 

reactions need to be heard. Call 342-8812 
and speak to Sally Martin, she's in charge 
of giving out audience tickets. 

As far as the Gay and Lesbian Task 
Force Report and the School Board vote, 
the following suggestions were made: 

• Show up at the School Board 
meeting, Wednesday, November 20, 8pm, 
5225 West Vliet Street. Carry a small 
sign, or a pink triangle that identifies your 
support for adoption of the report. 

• Telephone School Board members 
prior to the vote. (This issue of In Step 
may get in your hands too late, but even if 
only 20% of our readers read this early 
enough, and respond, it will have been 
worth it.) Board members numbers are 
listed below: 
Jeanette Mitchell — 461-4311 
David J. O'Connell — 774-3627 
Mary Bills — 962-3845 
Jared M. Johnson — 562-3266 
David M. Lucey — 963-0064 
Joyce Mallory — 372-4115 
Lawrence J. O'Neil — 321-7222 
Christine Sinicki — 481-7667 
Sandra J. Small — 466-1947 

MAP helps reunite families 
Milwaukee — Since early 1991, five 

families affected by AIDS were reunited 
through the efforts of the Milwaukee AIDS 
Project (MAP). MAP often provides the 
coordination to transport individuals 
across the country, and in one case, 
across the Atlantic, in order for them to 
rejoin their families. 

For a variety of reasons, including poor 
health and insufficient financial 
resources, people with HIV disease need 
the assistance of organizations like MAP 
to accomplish long-distance travel. Funds 
used to provide these services at MAP 
come from private donations to the 
agency. 

"MAP is sensitive to the needs of all 
individuals, including those who want to 
return to their families, but don't have the 
health or the resources to accomplish it," 
said Vaughn "Our ultimate goal here is 
to reunite families." 

The professional case management 
staff at MAP are knowledgeable about the 

many health and social systems 
nationwide. It's staff is trained to access 
these systems to the benefit of the people 
it serves. MAP has assisted in 
transporting men and women to 
Wisconsin from Europe, as well as from 
other states in the country. 

"There's a lot more involved than 
arranging for an airline ticket," said 
Vaughn. "For individuals who are ill, 
many arrangements must be made with 
physicians, hospitals, for special services 
from airlines and with ambulance 
companies-" 

According to Vaughn, AIDS effects the 
whole family; it causes change in the 
entire family structure. "MAP cannot 
address the needs of one infected family 
member without addressing the needs of 
the entire family," said Vaughn. Family 
members who otherwise would be unable 
to afford transportation are also assisted 
by MAP to travel to other parts of the 
country to visit family members who are ill 
as a result of their HIV infection. 

Come on 
Cowboy 
ide me! 

-800 
HARD 
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contd. from pelge 12
attention  to  their  health.  AIDS  education
on  the  effect  of  drugs  (including  alcohol)
on both the immune.system  -and on our
ability  to  make  rational,   sober  judgment
calls  ~  have had a positive impact.

Channel -12 has  the  right to Freeddm of
Speech.   As   a   publisher,   I   would   never
suggest otherwise.  However,  they  have  a
moral     obligation     to     balance     their
reporting.  In the past Channel 12 has been
fair in their coverage of our community.

What   can   you   do   in   reaction   to   the
Channel   12   series?   Several   suggestions
for action came out of the meeting:

• Call   Channel   12.   at   [414]   342.8812
and   voice   your   comments.   Try  and   be
cordial.  Ranting  and  raving  doesn't  work
well    with    most    people.    We    need    to
educate them,  not alienate them,

•Wrlte   Channel   12  `at   759   N.19th
Street, Mllwaukee 53233.

•Get     tickets     for     the     Monday,
November  25  Milwaukee's  Tamng.   The
show will offer a chance to respond  to the
news series  from  the  previous  week.  Our

reactions  need  to  be  heard.  Call  342-8812
and speak to Sally Martin,  she'§ in charge
of giving out audience tickets.

As  far   as   the   Gay  and   Lesbian  Task
Force  Report  and  the  School  Board  vote,
the following suggestions were made:

•Show    up    at    the    School    Board
meeting, Wednesday, November 20.  8pm.
5225   West   Vliet   Street.   Carry   a   small
sign, or a pink triangle that identifies your
support for adoption Of .the report.

• Telephone   -School    Board    members
prlor  to  the  vote.   (This  issue  Of  ln  Step
may get in your hands too late,  but even if
only  2097o   of  our  readers  read  this  early
enough,   and  respond,   it  will   have   been
worth   it.)   Board   members   numbers   are
listed  below:
Jeanette  Mitchell  -  461-4311
David J.  O'Connell  -  774-3627
Mary Bills  -  962-3845
Jared M.  Johnson  -  562-3266
David M.  Lucey  -  963-0064
Joyce Mallory  -  372-4115
Lawrence J.  O'Neil  -  321-7222
Christine Sinicki  -  481-7667
Sandra J. Small -' 466-1947 V

MAP  helps  r®unit®  families
Mllwaukee   -   Since   early   1991,   five

families  affected  by  AIDS  were  reunited
through the efforts of the Milwaukee AIDS
Project  (MAP).   MAP  often  provides  the
coordination   to   transport   individuals
across   the   country,   and   in   one   case,
across  the  Atlantic,  in  order  for  them  to
rejoin their families.

For a  variety  of reasons,  inclriding pcor
health      and      insufficient      financial
resources,  people  with  HIV  disease  need
the  assistance  Of  organizations  like  MAP
to accomplish  long-distance  travel.  Funds
used   to  provide   these  services  at  MAP
come    from    private    donations    to    the
agency,

"MAP  is  sensitive  to  the  needs  of  all

individuals,  including  those  who. want  to
return to their families,  but don't have the
health or  the resources to accomplish it,"
said  Vaughn.  "Our  ultimate  goal  here  is
to reunite families. ' '

The    professional    case     management
staff at MAP are knowledgeable about the

many     health     and     social     systems
nationwide.  It's  staff  is  trained  to  access
these systems to the  benefit Of the people
it     serves.     MAP     has     assisted     ln
transporting     men     and     women     to
Wisconsin  from  Europe,  as  well  as  from
other states in the country.

"There's   a    lot    more    involved    than

arranging   for   an   airline    ticket,"    caid
Vaughn.    "For   individuals   who   are   ill,
many  arrangements  must  be  made  with
physicians,  hospitals,  for  special  services
from    airlines    and    with    ambulance
companies. ' '

According to  Vaughn,  AIDS  effects  the
whole   family;   it   causes   change   ln   the
entire   family   structure.    "MAP    cannot
address  the  needs  Of  one  infected  family
member  without  addressing  the  needs  of
the  entire  family,"  said  Vaughn.   Family
members who otherwise  would  be  unable
to  afford  transportation  are  also  assisted
by  MAP  to  travel  to  other  parts  of  the
country to visit family members who are ill
as a result of their HIV infection.
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To My Friends: Thank you for your 
support - the buffet was wonderful. Larry 
T. 

Kimberly Anne: Thank you miss Thing —
wasn't the buffet great? Larry T. 

Readers: We just reorganized our 
'morgue' (newspaper terminology for 
'files of old Issues, & discovered we have 
a serious shortage of Issues from '84 & 
'85. (Volume 1 & 2) — if you have copies 
of issues from that year — we'd 
appreciate getting them from you! Ron, 
Publisher 

E.T. [Brandy's]: Phone Home!!! Elliot 

Thanks: Everyone for helping me through 
'The Pageant. ' But most of all I would 
like to thank the following: La Cage, 
Lizzie, Mitzi, Kevin, Christopher Ellex, 
Nikki (XLC Salon), Andy Kerr. Jackie, 
Rudi, Aaron, Jessica (1st runner up), 
Jaimie, Mary Richards. Karen, Boujie and 
Vanessa. And my deepest appreciation 
goes out to Jim Balistreri. I could not have 
come this far without you. I also 
congratulate Kellie Green (Miss Gay 
Wisconsin). Sasha Mitchell 

"TELL ME 
1 ABOUT YOUR 

TRANSVESTITE 
TRANSSEXUAL 

PARTY LINE 
Private one-on-one connections 

1-800-753-MS7

98¢ per 1/2 min. 
Billed to your VISA/MC 

-800-677-MENN 
FIRST TIME" 6 3 6 6 

994 PER V2 rnIn Mid toyour MCAISA Is 4600 Inc 

"BIG, HOT 
AND HORNY" 1-800 -888 -HUNK 

tiP 

MEDICAL 
COLLEGE 

OF WISCONSIN 

  Community Health 
Behavior Program 

Learning that you tested positive for HIV (the AIDS virus) can be 

frightening . . . there are not many places to turn for confidential, 

professional, and knowledgeable help. 

That's where Positive Health comes in. 

• Small group or individual sessions with experienced 
mental health professionals at no charge 

• Group programs last for 8 weeks with the same group 
members each week 

• Positive strategies for handling moods, worries, and 
concerns 

• Stress management and health behavior promotion 

• Careful protections of privacy and confidentiality 

• Call weekdays between 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. and 
ask for the Positive Health program. We'd be happy 
to talk with you 

287-4680 
Positive Health is a project funded by the National Institute of Health to 

evaluate the best ways to help people who are HIV positive to adapt and 

cope. The project has careful safeguards to protect participant 

confidentiality, and is offered by faculty in the Medical College of 

Wisconsin's Department of Psychiatry and Mental Health Sciences. 

We're here, we understand, we can help. 

Billed toyour MC/VISA as Don Teltsys. 994 PER V2 min 4 8 6 5 

EEi
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That's where positive    Health comes in.
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•      Positive strategies for handling  moods, worries, and
concerns

•      Stress  management and  health  behavior promotion

•      Careful  protections  of  privacy and  confidentiality
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to talk with you
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W®.re  hero,  w® understand,  w®  can  help.
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`92 Health Service AIDS funding 
set at $1.91 billion 

By Cliff O'Neill 
Washington — Congress, passing a 

massive money bill in November, 
approved final amounts for federal AIDS 
funding for fiscal 1992, granting $1.91 
billion for the AIDS activities of the Public 
Health Service. Increased money for AIDS 
care is in the plan, but spending for two 
controversial sex surveys is again 
missing. 

The final dollar amounts were included 
in the 1992 Labor, Health and Human 
Services money bill which was given final 
approval by Congress Nov. 7. The 
measure reconciled AIDS dollar amounts 
in disparate House and Senate proposals, 
coming in closer to the Senate's higher 
levels. 

This year's Public Health Service plan 
of $1.91 billion in AIDS spending marks 
an increase of $30 million over last year's 
level of $1.88 billion, the smallest 
percentage increase in AIDS spending 
since the epidemic began. 

Additional federal AIDS spending for 
programs targeting Native Americans and 
a new AIDS housing initiative is included 
in other, already approved, funding bills. 
Adding those figures in, total federal 
AIDS spending in fiscal '92 will come to 
$2.5 billion. 

Although in the late 1980s spending 
levels on AIDS grew dramatically each 
year, a growing perception in Congress 
that AIDS is getting more money than is 
warranted by its prevalence in society, 
along with the increasing deficit and 
decreased spending on many levels. AIDS 
funds have become harder to come by in 
each passing year. 

Complicating matters further this year 
has been the 1990 budget agreement 
which tied the growth of domestic 
spending, and AIDS spending as part of 
that, to the rate of inflation. 

Yet, with the withdrawal of the Soviet 
military threat to the United States, the 
accord has come under renewed attack by 
lawmakers eager to shift defense dollars, 

protected under the agreement, to other 
programs. 

"We need to rearrange priorities and 
take the peace dividend and put it into 
domestic programs," argued Karen 
Ringen, lobbyist for the D.C.-based AIDS 
Action Council. "I think that's something 
that everybody wants. That is something 
that will happen. The difference is in 
where people feel that the peace dividend 
should go. And we believe it should go 
into domestic discretionary spending for 
programs like health and education." 

Presently, there are about a dozen 
proposals on Capitol Hill, most of which 
are being sponsored by Democrats, 
calling for a middle class tax cut to 
stimulate the stalled economy. But as 
such proposals would most likely remove 
the possibility of increased funding for 
domestic programs in the near future, 
Ringen suggested that AIDS lobbyists 
may soon be opposing them. 

Funding in the recently approved 
money bill for the AIDS programs of the 
Public Health Service includes increases 
in funds for the Alcohol Drug Abuse and 
Mental Health Administration ($244.8 
million total spending this year), the 
Health Resources Services 
Administration (HRSA) ($317 million total 
spending) and the National Institutes of 
Health ($851.2 million total). 

Funds for the Agency for Health Care 
Policy and Research were kept level this 
year at $10.2 million. Funding in the bill 
for the Centers for Disease Control ($480 
million) were cut by $14.7 million from last 
year's levels. The Office of the Assistant 
Secretary for Health received $7.5 million 
in this year's bill, down $.7 million from 
last year. 

Probably the most hard- fought line 
item in this year's AIDS money provision 
was the $280 million made available to 
cities, states and community health 
organizations for AIDS care through the 
Ryan White CARE Act. The item is part of 
the funds appropriated for the HRSA . 

$ In Step's Area Dialogue 
Men/Men 

Professional GWM 29, 6'2", 185 lbs. 
Masculine top. Blonde/Blue very good 
looking seeks handsome GWM for 
relationship 25-32. Dial 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4186. 

GWM 29, 6'2", 180 lbs. Attractive, fun 
loving, professional seeks blond, cute, 
muscular man, for friendship, 
relationship. All replies answered. Dial 1-
900-737-MENN, ext. 4187 

Solid, Hot & Healthy — 33, 5'9", 155 ►bs. 

GWM. Looking to meet with versatile 
guys for good times. Call 
1-900-737-MENN, ext. 4185. 

Book/Music/Movie lover, 30, seeks 
interesting person for dates. No cluttered 
closets, substance abusers, bores, 
right-wingers, bull artists. Call 
1-900-787-MENN, ext. 4184. 

Do you need some TLC? Looking for hot, 
together mate to share the good life. 
GWM, mid- 30's. Kenosha area. Call 
1-900- 737-6366. ext. 4182. 

It's easy to find sex... hard to find lovers.. 
You: cute, affectionate — under 25. Me: 
lots of love to give. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4183. 

GWM 28, Br/BI, 190, seeks friendships. 
Have many interests. Honest & sincere 
need reply, 25-30yr. Phone 1-900-
737-MENN, Ext. 4180. 

GWM, 33, Brown/Blue, 5'8", 165 lbs. 
Attractive. Seeks possible friendship/ 
relationship. You: 18-45. Latins a plus; 
attractive. Phone 1-900- 737-MENN, Ext. 
4181. 
Young at Heart — Diverse, loving 36 year 
old dark featured, 5'9", 155 lbs. Close 
beard? Looking for relationship. Mature, 
stable, fun. Call 1-900- 737-MENN, ext. 
4179. 

GWM, 39, Professional, 5'11", 185 lbs. 
Seeks 'Men of Distinction' for 
companionship, etc. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4175. 

GWM, 25, attractive, sincere, br/br, 
professional, good sense of humor. Seeks 
attractive GWM 21-30 for casual 
relationship or possible more. Call 1-900-
737-MENN, ext. 4176. 

How to ANSWER a 
Voice Mail Personal 
CALL I-900-737-MENN 

(24-hours-a-day) 
Costs $1.99 per minute. 

To repond to a specific ad, you need 
the 4 digit ext. number at the end of 

the ad, Men follow the prompts on the 
recording. Or, you may 
'browse' thru other ads. 

You must be at least 18-years of' age. You 
must use a touch tone phone. 

In Step's Area Dialogue 
Women/Women 

GWF, 19, Passionate Italian. Athletic, 
friendly, into art. Seeking exciting 
feminine women 18-25 for plenty of fun. 
Companionship, possible relationship. 
Call 1-900- 737-6366, ext. 6203. 

GWF Blonde, Ambitious, Feminine, 18. 
New to Wisconsin. Seeks other feminine 
women 18-25 for fun times, 
companionship, possible relationship. 
Call 1-900-737-6366, ext. 6202. 

Graffitti 
Randy & Rose: Happy Birthday. Brian & 
Judy [Jo'dee's] 

Miss Buchannan [Jo dee's]: Don't eat too 
much turkey! Gobble, Gobble! P.N. 

Bob R.: I can't wait to see you at the 
Altar. Love Dan S. 

Larry [Cafe Melange]: A whole lot of 
thanks! Kellie Green 

Larry T.: When is the buffet coming? Still 
Hungry 

Goldie, Evana, Sydney: Thank you very 
much for your help & support on my 
birthday. Larry T. 

con td. on page 82 
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`92  Health  Service AIDS  funding
set  at  $1.91  billion

By Cliff O'Neill
Washington   -    Congress,   passing   a

massive    money    bill     in     November,
approved  final  amounts  for  federal  AIDS
funding   for   fiscal   1992,   granting   $1.91
billion for the AIDS activities Of the Public
Health Service.  Increased money for AIDS
care  is  in  the  plan,  but  spending  for  two
controversial    sex    surveys    is    again
missing.

The final  dollar  amounts  were  included
in  the   1992   Labor,   Health   and   Human
Services money bill which was given final
approval     by    Congress    Nov.     7.     The
meas`ure  reconciled  AIDS  dollar  amounts
in  disparate  House and  Senate  proposals,
coming  in  closer  to  the   Senate's   higher
levels.

This  year's  Public  Health  Service  plan
of  $1.91  billion  in  AIDS  spending  marks
an  increase  of $30  million  over  last  year's
level     of     $1.88     billion,     the     smallest
percentage    increase   in   AIDS    spending
since the epidemic began.

Additional   federal   AIDS   spending   for
programs targeting  Native Americans and
a  new  AIDS  housing  initiative  is  included
in  other,  already  approved,  funding  bills.
Adding   those   figures   in,    total   federal
AIDS  spending  in  fiscal   '92  will  come  to
$2,5 billion.

Although   in   the   late   1980s   spending
levels   on   AIDS   grew   dramatically   each
year,   a   growing   perception   in   Congress
that  AIDS  is  getting  more  money  than  is
warranted   by   its   prevalence   in   society,
along    with    the    increasing    deficit    and
decreased spending on many  levels.  AIDS
funds  have  become  harder  to  come  by  in
each passing year.

Complicating  matters  further  this  year
has   been   the    1990   budget   agreement
which    tied     the     growth     of     domestic
spending,  and  AIDS  spending  as  part  of
that, to the rate of inflation.

Yet,  with  the  withdrawal  of  the  Soviet
military  threat  to  the  United  States,  the
accord has come  under  renewed attack by
lawmakers  eager  to  shift  defense  dollars,

protected  under  the  agreement,  to  other
programs.

"We  need  to  rearrange  priorities  and

take  the  peace  dividend  and  put  it  into
domestic   programs,"    argued   Karen
Ringen,  lobbyist for  the  D.C.-based  AIDS
Action  Council.  "I  think  that's  something
that  everybody  wants.  That  is  something
that   will   happen.   The   difference   is   in
where people feel that the peace dividend
shoul.d  go.  And  we  believe  it  should  go
into  domestic  discretionary  spending  for
programs like health and education. ' '

Presently,    there   are   about   a   dozen
proposals  on  Capitol  Hill,  most  Of  which
are   being   sponsored   by   Democrats,
calling   for   a   middle   class   tax    cut   to
stimulate   the   stalled   economy.    But   as
such  proposals  would  most  likely  remove
the   possibility   of   increased   funding   for
domestic   programs   in   the   near   future,
Ringen    suggested    that   AIDS    lobbyists
may soon be opposing them.

Funding     in     the     recently     approved
money  bill  for  the  AIDS  programs  Of  the
Public   Health  Service  includes   increases
in  funds  for  the  Alcohol  Drug  Abuse  and
Mental     Health    Administration     ($244.8
million    total    spending    this    year),    the
Health               Resources               Services
Administration  (HRSA)   ($317  million  total
spending)   and  the  National  Institutes  of
Health ($851.2 million total) .

Funds  for  the  Agency  for  Health  Care
Policy  and  Research  were  kept  level  this
year  at  $10.2  million.  Funding  in  the  bill
for  the  Centers  for  Disease  Control  ($480
million)  were cut by $14.7 million from  last
year's  levels.  The  Office  of  the  A§sistant
Secretary  for  Health  received  $7.5  million
in  this  year's  bill,  down  S.7  million  from
last year.

Probably   the   most   hard-   fought   line
item  in  this  year's  AIDS  money  provision
was  the   $280   million   made   available   to
cities,    sta-tes   and   community   health
organizations  for  AIDS  care  through  the
Ryan White CARE Act.  The item  is part of
the funds appropriated for the HRSA .
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CWM.   39,   Professional,   5'11",   185   lbs.
Seeks       `Men       of       Distinction'.     for
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CWM.    25.    attractive,    sincere,    br/br,
professional,  good  sense  of  humor.  Seeks
attractive     CWM     21-30     for     casual
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GWF   Blonde.   Ambitious.   Feminine,   18.
New  to  Wisconsin.  Seeks  other  feminine
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Randy&Ro§e:HappyBtrthda[yjo,dpg:Tsi
Judy

Miss  Buchannan  [Jo dee.s]:  Don.t eat too
much turkey! Gobble, Gobble!                 P.N.

Bob  R.:   I  can't   wait   to   see   you   at  the
Altar.                                                  I.ove Dan s.

#aT#ks][Cafe   Melange]:   A   whole   lot   ofKeme Green

lrdrr!/ T.: When is the buffet coming?     Stlll
Hungry
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contd. on page 82
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Wild and Passionate - also tender and 
loving. Prefer a man in 30's or 40's, 
about 6 foot, under 180. Hairy chest, 
beard and/or mustache a plus. I'm 6 foot, 
150, light brown/blue, beard and 
mustache. If we're a match send recent 
photo and phone to Spinner, P.O. Box 
07692, Milw., WI 53207. 

Wanted: G-Bi, WM 18-28, Friend -
Companion - Lover, attractive to very 
attractive, long hair if possible, for good 
times, dining in-out. Into rock & roll, 
videos, many other interests. Also 
possible live-in relationship. Serious 
inquires call George or leave 
message/phone number: (S.E. WI) 
1-800-339-2978, outside S.E. WI (414) 
567- 3270 

Very Good-looking tall, hung topman, 34, 
6'2", 175, seeks horny, kinky bottom 
boys (18 plus) for hot, safe encounters. 
Boxholder, Box 653, Wilmette, Illinois, 
60091-0653. Photo appreciated, privacy 
assured. Bottom couples welcome. 

Bi-WM, 23, 7 1/2", cute, trim. Wants to 
meet trim, hung men 18-40 for fun times. 
Write with interests and fantasies and 
phone to Tom, P.O. Box 21609, Milw., WI 
53221. 

GWM 30, 155 lbs. Brn/BI. 
5'6". I'm a quiet straight acting honest 
guy seeking a sincere individual 24-32 for 
friendship/ relationship. I have varied 
interests, am pretty easy going, don't use 
drugs or smoke and am fairly talented. If 
interested please respond to P.O. Box 
93671, Milw., WI 53203. Photo 
appreciated. Thanks! 

BI/WM, 6', 270 lbs. I just got out of the 
Army and I would like to meet Bi or Gay 
males or a couple who's husband is Gay 
or Bi. I've been out of this lifestyle too 
long. HELP! Frank Nelson, 426 E. North 
St. Boxholder #227, Waukesha, WI 
53188. 

I've learned my lesson! Recently ended 5 
year relationship with much younger lover 
- a mistake. I am a business executive, 
43, 5'10", 180 lbs., brown hair/ hazel 
eyes, top, clean. Looking for younger, 
slim male to build a relationship. If 
interested write: Larry, P.O. Box 1204, 
Waukesha, WI 53186. 

Sex Slaves Submissive bottoms wanted. 
Me: Bi-WM, tough, tattooed, tall, 
muscular. You: Willing to serve. Call Rick 
(414) 342-7430. 

Prof. Actor GWM, 22, 6'2", 220 lbs. 
Seeking a 'True' actor who will like to 
work hard on monologues, scene work, 
vocal work, talk about life, etc. Working 
together and growing in this art: One 
person working and helping the other 
person is what I'm looking for. Just got 
back in town and not 'Really' into Bar 
Scene. If you want to know more or get 
together please write: Richard, P.O. Box 
37653, Milw., WI 53237. 

Attractive GWM 20, 6'3", clean shaven, 
slim, 13I/Br, HIV neg., shy, friendly and 
sincere. Enjoy going out, movies, kissing, 
being experimental. Seeks like minded 
GWM, good looking, 5'10", 6'5", 
19-25, for fun times. Let your imagination 
run wild! No fats, fems. Jim (414) 
762-5385 after 4pm. 

Attractive, sensitive, passionate GWM, 
20 yrs. 155 lbs. Brown hair, Blue eyes, 
6'1" looking for true love. Please, no 
flakes, slum or stuck ups. Send letter 
w/photo to: Jeff Morgenroth, 1130 S. 
Main St. Apt. 309. Racine, WI 53403. 

Latino 29, 5'10", 150 lbs. Non-smoker. 
No drugs. Very loving person/ romantic. I 
prefer Latin/Anglo GWM 20-35 for 
serious relationship. B6x Holder, Box 
268312, Chicago, IL 60626, photo 
appreciated, Re. with mine. 

In Search Of! Physically fit GWM 20-30 to 
share quiet evenings, laughs, smiles, and 
more by young, good-looking, 
professional GWM. Write to P.O. Box 
25711, Milwaukee, WI 53225. 

Looking For 35 to 40 for safe fun, in my 
water bed. Relationship possible. Stop at 
701 Jackson St. Fort Atkinson, WI. Side 
door only and ring bell door 4pm to 7pm 
only and not after. 

Real Men Want J/O! Largest J/0 club 
has hundreds of hot men waiting to get off 
w/you. 1-1, group and phone. Discreet! 
Write: CKC - Box 14690, Chicago, IL 
60614-0690. 

Complete Body Massage from gentle, 
sensitive GWM, 6', 180 lbs, 45. Feel good 
all over! No overweights. Phone and 
photo if possible. 5301E S. 108th St., 
Suite 110, Hales Corners, 53130. 

ANONYMOUS HIV TESTING 
TRAVELING CLINIC 

Thursday, Nov. 21, 8Pm-Midnight 
M&M CLUB 

Friday, Nov. 22, 8:30Pm-Midnight 
3B'S BAR 

litesday, Nov. 26, 9"-midnight 
CLUB 219+ 

AT BESTD CLINIC 
Every Monday & Wednesday 
6:00-9:00Pm by Appointment 

1240 East Brady Street • Milwaukee, WI 53202 

(414) 272-2144 
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Sex  Slaves   Submissive  bottoms  wanted.
Me:    Bi-WM,    tough,    tattooed,    tall,
muscular.  You:  Willing to serve.  Call  Rick
(414)  342-7430.

Prof.   Actor   CWM,   22,   6'2",   220   lbs.
Seeking   a   `True'   actor   who   will   like   to
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latino  29,   5.10".   150   lbs.   Non-smoker.
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Although the bill realizing the ground 

breaking program, approved 
overwhelmingly last year by Congress, 
allows for $881 million in spending for the 
CARE program in 1992, actual funding 
came up far short of what would have been 
allowed. Operating within the confines of 
the budget resolution, AIDS lobbyists had 
worked for $350 million for the program, 
but still fell short. 

Because of the limited funds available 
for domestic programs, for the second 
year, programs under the CARE bill 
realizing increased HIV testing and 
counseling and pediatric AIDS 
demonstration programs will again go 
without funds. 

Also, as part of a compromise between 
the House and Senate, two controversial 
surveys of adult and teen sexual behavior 
and a conservative- backed sex education 
program which encourages abstinence 
were not funded under the bill. 

Resolution seeks to 
rescind Pentagon 
Gay ban 

By Cliff O'Neill 
Washington — A group of 23 House 

members on Nov. 6 introduced a 
congressional resolution calling on the 
President to rescind the Pentagon 
directive which bans homosexuals from 
serving in the armed forces, calling it the 
'last official policy on the books' that 
explicitly targets Lesbians and Gay men. 

Saying that the resolution would get 
Congress 'in step' with the attitudes of 
the American people who oppose such 
discrimination, Rep. Barbara Boxer (ft 
Calif.) introduced the resolution alongside 
two of her House colleagues and the 
leaders of two of the nation's leading Gay 
and Lesbian groups. 

"It is fair. It is just. And it is correct," 
she said of the resolution. 

Several recent polls, including one 
commissioned by the Human Rights 
Campaign Fund, indicate that a lopsided 
majority of Americans oppose the 
separation of Gays from the military. 

"Institutionalized bigotry has no place 
in American society or in the Department 
of Defense," stated Tim McFeeley, 
HRCF's executive director. "Study after 
study has documented that Lesbian, Gay 
and Bisexual troops are as competent as 
any other service personnel. Their 
orientation should be irrelevant to the 
pursuit of the military's mission." 

The Pentagon, under the contested 
directive, maintains that homosexuality is 
"incompatible with military service" and 
that allowing Gay men and Lesbians to 
serve in the service would undermine 
"morale and discipline." The 
Department has historically refused to 
comment on the policy beyond restating it. 

Under the directive, the Pentagon has 
separated over 12,000 Gay, Lesbian and 
Bisexual servicemen and women from the 
armed forces in the past ten years. 

"For the U.S. to single out and 
discriminate against capable and 
honorable members of the military does a 
disservice to the defense of our country," 
stated Urvashi Vaid, executive director of 
the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force. 
"Allowing this discredited policy to stand 
is an affront to the American promise of 
equal justice under law, and an insult to 
the patriotism of Gay Americans in the 
service." 

Last July, Defense Secretary Dick 
Cheney, under questioning from Rep. 
Barney Frank (D-Mass.) at a House 
committee meeting, described the policy 
as one he "inherited," adding that it 
does not apply to civilians working for the 
Pentagon. He further stated that he felt 
that the long held argument that 
homosexuals are natural security risks is 
"a bit of an old chestnut." 

Supporters of the resolution further 
called the policy a waste of federal funds, 
noting a soon to be released study from 
the General Accounting Office showing 
how much it has cost the government to 
ferret out and expel homosexual service 
members. 

"We're talking about many, many, 
many millions of dollars," said Boxer, 
"maybe one hundred million dollars or 
more. . . . So why are we spending 
taxpayer's hard-earned dollars on 
something that makes no sense 

ao 
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PEOPLE 
Central/Northern Wisconsin GWF 39, 
looking for friendships and possible 
monogamous relationship with mature 
women. Warm, honest, shy, caring and 
love to cuddle. Good heart important, 
body size not. Like minded women where 
are you? P.O. Box 775, Minocqua, WI, 
54548. 

Lonely? Try Randy's Send name and 
address to Randy's, 6666 Odana Rd., 
Suite 195, Madison, WI 53219. Serving 
you with pride!! 

Come share the beauty of Christmas over 
an elegant dinner on December 25th. 
Need 9 males to share holiday dinner and 
perhaps hot tub. Joe 639-7128 (Racine), 
4:30- 7pm. 

Don't Spend All Night in the bars looking 
for me.. . just write! I'm good looking, 32, 
6'3", 175, non-smoking. Very romantic, 
and looking for a boyfriend. Boxholder, 
Box 365, Evanston, Illinois, 60204-0365. 
Photo appreciated, returned with mine. 

GWM- Bi, 22 yrs. young. 5'9", 150 lbs. 
Br/Br, good looking, sincere, honest, 
friendly, straight style person w/body and 
mature personality of 17 yrs old. Nice butt 
included. Looking for same 18-23 yrs. old, 
not just for sex, but sincere 
friendship/relat. Possibly relocate. Gay 
life new, no family. Send photo and 
number or address if possible. Will return 
photos promptly with reply if sent. P.O. 
Box 9213, Green Bay, WI 54308-9213. 

Top GWM, HIV Neg, 42 Y/O, 6 ft., 180 
lb., professional wants HIV neg. bottom 
GM, F/A, G/P, 30-50 y/o, for friendship 
and safe casual sexual relief. Milwaukee 
area best for regular meetings. Send letter 
with description, desires, phone or 
address to: Boxholder, P.O. Box 14808, 
Milwaukee, WI 53214. 

North Central Wisconsin — WM, 30, 190 
lbs, tall, lean, and athletic. Seeking other 
men to 35 with sincere interests in at least 
one of the following: Body- building, 
bicycling, X-country skiing, U.P. Lake 
Superior shoreline hiking, or weekends in 
the Twin Cities. If you are a non-smoker, 
drug-free, masculine and discreet, we'll 
get along great. Write Box 2062, Wausau, 
WI 54402-2062. 

Sexually Compulsive? The only 
requirement for membership in Sexual 
Compulsives Anonymous (SCA) is a 
desire to stop having compulsive sex. For 
SCA meeting info, call 276-6936. 

Foot Video. Into feet? You'll enjoy these 5 
hot Chicago guys showing you their 
shoes, socks, bare feet and more in a 2 hr. 
action filled VHS video. $20 to: E. 
Kramer, P.O. Box 14784, Chicago, IL 
60614. 

Ski? Looking for friend to go downhill 
skiing. Weekends and/or ski vacations 
this winter. No sex, just sports. Sharing 
expenses can make it affordable & fun for 
two or more. I have vehicle, will travel to 
Indian Head area often this winter. Please 
call (Milwaukee) , 344-7984, leave 
message, will return all interested calls. 

Professional GWM Looking for 
relationship. 40's, 5'11", blond/green, 
145 lb., am slim and toned not muscular. 
Becoming non-smoker. Owns own 
business; Prefer dark- haired butch 
35ish+ guy who enjoys slightly older 
guy; I enjoy almost anything socially & 
sexually/ No S&M. Call Ron. Days (414) 
792-1690; Evenings: (414) 783-4131. 

--i. Are You Alone? 

V 4 
IgLIULI

the 
2Md2" 

(800) 633-6969 
(24 hour answering) 

"No matter who you 
are, there is someone 
for whom you are the 
perfect match." Find 
that person through 

science of . . . 

Computer 
Matching 

Serving Wisconsin Clay men since 1982. 
Call for a free brochure and application. 

GWM, Good looking Greek, 49, 5'8" tall 
would like to establish sexual relationship 
with possibilities. Want good looking man 
under 40. No fats or fems. P.O. 83173, 
Milw., WI 53223. 

GWM 29, Blonde, Blue, 5'5- , 155 lbs., 
attractive. Seeking guy under 36 to enjoy 
safe/good times, possible relationship. 
I'm sometimes quiet, sometimes 
aggressive. I enjoy the outdoors, movies, 
music, trips. Lets have some fun over the 
holidays. Photo appreciated. P.O. Box 
92791, Milw., WI 53202. 
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Although  the  bill  realizing  the  ground
breaking            program,             approved
overwhelmingly   last   year   by   Congress,
allows for $881  million  in spending for  the
CARE   program  `in   1992,   actual   funding
came up far short of what would have been
allowed.  Operating  within  the  confines  of
the budget resolution,  AIDS  lobbyists  had
worked  for  $350  million  for  the  program,
but still fell short.

Because  of  the  limited  funds  available
for   domestic   programs,   for   the   second
year,    programs   under    the    CARE    bill
realizing   increased   HIV   testing   and
counseling       and        pediatric       AIDS
demonstration   programs   will   again   go
without funds.

Also,  as part of  a  compromise  between
the  House  and  Senate,  t`^/o  controversial
surveys of adult and teen  sexual behavior
and  a  conservative-  backed  sex  education
program    which    encourages    abstinence
were  not funded  under the bill.

Resolution seeks to
rescind  Pentagon
Gay ban

By Cliff O'Neill
Washington   -   A  group  of  23  House

members    on    Nov.     6    introduced    a
congressional   resolution   calling   on   the
President    to    rescind    the    Pentagon
directive   which   bans   homosexuals   from
serving  in the  armed forces,  calling it the
`last   official  `policy   on   the   bocks'    that

explicitly targets Lesbians and Gay men.
Saying   that   the   resolution   would   get

Congress  `in  step'  with  the  attitudes  of
the   American   people   who   oppose   such
discrimination,   Rep.   Barbara   Boxer   (D-
Calif.)  introduced  the  resolution  alongside
two   of   her   llouse   colleagues   and   the
leaders of two of the  nation's  leading Gay
and Lesbian grollps.

"It is fair.  It  is just.  And  it  i§  correct,"

she said Of the resolution.
Several    recent    polls.    including    one

commissioned    by    the    Human    Rights
Campaign  Fund[  indicate  that  a  lopsided
majority    of    Americans    oppose    the
separation of Gays from the mllltary.

"Institutionalized  bigotry  has  no  place

in American  society or  in the  Department
of    Defense,"     stated     Tim     MCFeeley,
HRCF's  executive  director.   "Study  after
study  has  dacumented  that `Lesbian,  Gay
and  Bisexual  troops  are  as  competent  as
any    other    service    personnel.    Their
orientation   should   be   irrelevant   to   the
pursuit Of the military's mission. ' '

The    Pentagon,    under   the    contested
directive,  maintains  that  homosexuality  is
"incompatible  with  military  service"  and

that  allowing  Gay  men   and   Lesbians  to
serve   in   the   service   would   undermine
"morale       and       discipline."        The

Department   has   historically   refused   to
comment on the policy beyond restating it.

Under  the  directive,  the  Pentagon  has
separated  over  12,000  Gay,  Lesbian  and
Bisexual  servicemen  and  women from the
armed forces in the past ten years.

"For    the    u.S.    to    single    out    and

discriminate     against     capable     and
honorable members of the  military does a
disservice to the defense of our country,"
stated Urvashi  Vaid,  executive  director  of
the National Gay and  Lesbian Task Force.
"Allowing  this discredited polity to  stand

ls  an  affront  to  the  American  promise  of
equal  justice  under  law,  and  an  insult  to
the  patriotism  Of  Gay  Americans  in   the
service . "

Last    July,     Defense    Secretary    Dick
Cheney,    under    questioning   from    Rep.
Barney    Frank    (D-Mass.)    at    a    House
committee  meeting,   described  the  policy
as   one   he   "inherited,"   adding   that   it
does not apply to civilians working for the
Pentagon.  He  further  stated  that  he  felt
that    the    long    held    argument    that
homosexuals  are  natural  security  risks  is
` `a bit of an old chestnut. ' '

Supporters   of   the   resolution    further
called the policy a waste of federal funds,
noting  a  soon  to  be  released  study  from
the   General   Accounting   Office   showing
how  much  it  has  cost  the  government  to
ferret  out  and  expel  homosexual  service
members.

"We're    talking    about    many,    many,

many   millions   Of   dollars,"   said   Boxer,
"maybe  one   hundred   million   dollars   or

more ....    So    why    are    we    spending
taxpayer's    hard-earned.   dollars     on
Something     that     makes     no     sense

i
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BUY/SELL 
Fur Bomber Jacket — Chocolate brown 
leather, reversible, lined, unisex, 
long-haired Canadian beaver. Appraised 
$4,000, asking $950. 352-4405, weekdays. 

Professional Equipment — 260 Watt 
Audic Video Stereo System: Sansui 
Receiver with AM/Stereo; Bose 901 
speaker system; VHS/VCR: Mixing 
console; Reverberation Amplifier; 2 
turntables; 5 Disc CD-changer; Spectrum 
Analyzer/Equalizer; Dual Cassette Tape 
Deck; 7' Reel to Reel Tape Deck w/DBX 
Noise Reduction System. (Original cost 
over $7,000), $2,800.00 asking price. 
Serious inquires only, 873-0471 
(Milwaukee.) 

Pump It Up — Soloflex work-out station. 
Originally $1,000.00. Will sell for $725.00. 
Get in shape for the next hot summer. 
Serious calls only. 873- 0471. 

Presidential Health Club Membership for 
sale. Includes tanning & racquetball 
privileges. Milwaukee area facility. $1,100 
value, will sell for $700 or best offer. Call 
481-9209 for more information. 

TRAVEL 
Frenchtown Inn Offers relaxing fall 
colorama in beautiful north country for two 
nights for two plus breakfast for $50. Only 
four plus hours drive. (715) 453-3499. 
Bring cameras. 

INSURANCE 

PAYING TOO MUCH FOR 
INSURANCE?

HIGH RISK AUTO • AUTO • HOME • RENTERS • BOAT 

CALL FOR A FREE QUOTE! 
7ltaraewd. 1,e<uotagee 

1-800-236-8041 MADISON AREA: 608-873-8040 

SERVICES 
Avalon Carpentry — Discerning, 
professional, and affordable. References 
furnished. New construction, remodeling, 
or renovation. No project too small or 
unusual. K.M. Nagel (608) 222-6897. 

Service & Installations — Specializing in 
signage, lighting, electrical maintenance 
& home improvements. Reasonable rates, 
quick service in Milwaukee area. 
References available upon request. Call 
Andy (414) 871-6938. 

Santa Claus Is Coming... to town! 
Christmas isn't far off and neither is 
Santa. . with hair and beard so white.. . and 
so rosy his cheeks, he hasn't had you 
know what in fifty-two weeks. 
Regardless. . . he's a fine old gent and 
he's for rent, for your house/office/ bar 
Christmas party.. . so plan ahead and call 
'Santa Claus' 265-1105. 

Professional, high quality electrolysis 
(permanent hair removal) and permanent 
cosmetic make-up (eye liner, lip liner, 
eyebrows, scar tissue camouflage). We 
want your business. Call Faire Vivant 
Clinique, 771-7909. 

Male For Sale by the Hour.... Cleaning! 
Fantastic house/office cleaner available. 
I'm thorough, affordable, reliable, 
honest, experienced. Bonded/insured.
Great references. Personalized, smiling 
service. Call Paul. . . the 'Soap-Suds Kid' 
265-1105. 

Want a Gorgeous Xmas Tree... styled and 
decorated to your specifications? Let me 
create a beautiful and memorable tree for 
your Holiday home/business. I do the 
work.. . you get the credit. 'Christmas 
Time Designs' 265-1105. 

COUNSELING 
COUNSELING FOR: 

• Relationships 
• Sexual Identity Issues 
• Individual Therapy 

JEANIE E. SIMPKINS, M.S. 
282-6160 

MICHAEL G. PAZDAN, ACSW, CADC , 
Psychotherapist 

ndividual, couples therapy, 
coming out issues, sexual 

identity issues, HIV+, & 
drug/alcohol adult 
child therapy 

414-543-1135 

GIVE A GIFT TO 
THE COMMUNITY 

Be Part of the 
Proud Crowd 

For 110 you can help make the 1992 Pride Celebration even better! With 
a 120 or more donation, you'll receive a rainbow flag pin.* With a 130 or 

more donation you'll receive a 1991 MLGPC T-Shirt.* "Proud Crowd" 
names will be published in the Holidoy Issue of In Step Magazine. 

Send 110 per name to: 
"Proud Crowd" - MLGPC 

P.O. Box 93852 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 

*All gifts will be sent via return mail and are valid only while 
supplies last. Only one gift per person with qualifying donation. 

An Official 1992 Pride 
Event Fund Raiser 

For more info call 
32-PRIDE 
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Fur  Bomber  Jacket  -    Chocolate  brown
leather,     reversible,      lined,     unisex,
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whatsoever?" 

With the resolution, the members 
backing the change hope to press the 
White House to rescind the policy, an 
action they do not expect President Bush 
to take on his own. 

The three Democratic lawmakers at the 
resolution's unveiling predicted that the 
DoD policy will become a major issue for 
the 1992 Democratic presidential 
hopefuls. According to Frank, candidates 
Gov. Bill Clinton (Ark.), former Sen. Paul 
Tsongas (Mass.) and Sen. Tom Harkin 
(Iowa) have opposed the policy. 

Although the resolution was introduced 
with only 28 official backers, supporters of 
the measure suggested that, taking a 
page from the House's Gay and Lesbian 
rights bill, that number will grow 
significantly. Representatives from Gay 
and Lesbian groups added that they will 
be encouraging their members to press 
their lawmakers to sign onto the 
resolution. 

Also present at the press conference 
announcing the resolution were two Gay 
and Lesbian veterans of the armed forces 
active in the fight to rescind the policy. 

Karen Stupski, a former Navy 
lieutenant, described how she realized her 
Lesbianism while stationed aboard a ship 
off Norfolk, Va. After realizing how her 
sexual orientation conflicted with what 
she saw as an unfair policy, she 
acknowledged her Lesbianism to her 
commanding officer and was hence 
discharged. 

Cpt. Alan Stephens, formerly in the 
Army and presently in the Army 
Reserves, denounced the policy, asserting 
that the Pentagon is not been able to 
defend it beyond what he called the 
'foxhole theory.' 

As he told it, the Pentagon suggests 
that if Gays are allowed in the military, 
should they be in combat, they would be 
too concerned with their 'hormones' to be 
effective. 

"The inference that homosexuals 
would rather look at someone's butt 
rather than guard the rear is insulting and 
ridiculous," Stephens said. "There is 
not one shred of evidence to support this 
folly." 

Election '91 
produces major 
victories 

Washington [FIRCF1 — November 5 
elections produced major advances for 
Lesbian and Gay Americans, according to 
the Human Rights Campaign Fund, the 
nation's largest Lesbian and Gay 
organization. The Campaign Fund was an 
early and strong supporter of 
Pennsylvania Senator Harris Wofford, 
whose come from behind victory against 
former U.S. Attorney General Richard 
Thornburgh attracted nationwide 
attention. 

"We are very pleased with the election 
returns," notes Tim McFeeley, 
Campaign Fund Executive Director. 
"These election victories clearly show the 
electorate is willing to support our 
community when we have the resources to 
counter the lies our opponents spread 
about us." 

"Our significant victory was Senator 
Wofford's landslide election," McFeeley 
stated. Wofford overcame a 40 point lead 
in the polls to hold his position in the US 
Senate. "As Attorney General, Dick 
Thornburgh blocked a vital change in U.S. 
immigration policy which would have 
allowed people with AIDS to enter the 
country. He stood in the way of public 
health experts and put politics above the 
best interest of the country. We hope his 
defeat sends a clear message that 
elections will be lost when candidates play 
politics with AIDS," McFeeley stated. 

In other electoral victories of 
importance to the Lesbian and Gay 
community, a San Francisco ballot 
measure to overturn the city's domestic 
partnership statute was turned down, and 
St. Paul's Lesbian and Gay rights 
ordinance survived a repeal effort (See 
separate News Article). The Campaign 
Fund made financial contributions and 
offered strategic advice in both ballot 
campaigns. 

In addition, two openly Gay and Lesbian 
candidates were elected to major offices. 
New York Gay activist, Tom Duane was 
elected to the New York City Council, 
while across the country Sherri Harris 
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HOUSING 
Eastside — Spacious Studios, large 
walk-in closets, full bath, locked lobby & 
storage area, cable ready, laundry, choice 
location, 2 blocks from lake, very nice 
$300 also includes heat & appliances. 367-
6217, or 224-5399. 
2 Bedroom Brick House — Quiet 
Northside Racine (30 miles from 
Downtown Milw ) near Zoo. Appliances 
included, carpeted, large yard. Adults 
only. Lease required, $600/month plus 1 
month security deposit. Phone 681-2200. 

2 Bedroom S. 1st St. House — Cathedral 
ceilings, fireplace, appliances, brand new 
renovation, 3 season room. Near all the 
bars. $525 per month. Call (414) 384-
4963, ask for Michael. 

Deluxe 3 Bedroom Apartment in 4 family 
unit. 2 full baths, living room with natural 
fireplace, dining room with corner 
cabinets, sunroom, good size bedrooms. 
Eat-in kitchen, backyard, basement, 
laundry, plenty of storage. Adults only, 
3016 N. 45th. Call 449-2223 until midnight 
or 289-6365 (days) for appointment. Rent 
$600 includes heat. Available Dec. 1. 

Flat: Lower or Upper negotiable. Loft with 
great view. 2 bedroom, Riverwest area. 
Jim, 263-6293. 

Rent: 2 Bdrm. Gurnee Duplex A/C, 1.5 
Baths, LR,D/K, huge FR. Easy 194 & Rte 
41. $750/mo. Months security. No pets. 
(708) 402-4961, 7-3, Discreet. 

2113 N. 48th Street Central location close 
to freeway, 3 bedroom lower, living room, 
great woodwork, dining w/built-ins, 
carpet, garage, $450 a month, phone 
963-8822 evenings for an appointment. 

McKinley Blvd. 3030 W. Large luxurious 
1 Bdrm upper. Fire place, formal dining 
rm., heat, appliances, storage, laundry, 
cable. Quiet, secure bldg. $395.00. 
Smaller unit $250.00. Call John 771-7743 
or days 577-2379.

EMPLOYMENT 
Janitorial — Full and part time positions, 
no experience necessary, will train. Car 
and phone helpful. Above average pay, 
flexible schedule, call Pro- Kleen at (414) 
933-9633. 

Concerned about the Environment? Want 
to make money? You can do both! Network 
marketing opportunity of environmentally 
friendly products. No selling, simply pass 
out catalogs to people who want a source 
for environmentally friendly products. No 
inventory, no billing or shipping, 
customers order direct and you receive a 
commission. You may sign up distributors 
for additional income. Potential to make 
thousands monthly. Call (414) 271-3269 
and mention this ad. 
Part-time Bartender Wanted — License 
required. Apply at 1534 W. Grant, 
383-5755 after 5pm. 

Housekeeper/ Cook/ Valet — for mature 
couple. 6 months in Milwaukee & 6 
months in California. Experienced only 
need apply. Call Connie (414) 347- 1350. 
Looking for part time help to assist 
growing office services business. Typing & some computer skills helpful. Flexible 
schedule. Good opportunity for 
partnership for right person. (414) 933-6931. 

REAL ESTATE 
For Sale By Owner: Two bedroom 
Brewers Hill cottage built CA. 1860. Local 
and National Historic Registers. 
Hardwood floors, cedar roof, fenced yard.
Bring your hammer, nails, & checkbook. 
This potentially charming little 
fixer-upper in a Quasi-trendy 
neighborhood could be yours for $35,000. 
265- 3518. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Cozy West Side Pub — Well established 
business, with restaurant license, 5 
minutes from 'Wizards.' Great potential, 
priced to sell, must sacrifice. Call (414) 
642-5952, ask for Tom. 

FOR SALE 

BAR & GRILL 
■ OUTDOOR DECK ■ NOON LUNCHES 
• CLEAN, WELL RUN BUSINESS 
• LARGE 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT 
■ ACROSS FROM PARK 
• EXCELLENT FREEWAY ACCESS 

Consult Peter S. Stefaniak 
529-0110 

EQUITABLE STEFANIAK REALTY 
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whatsoever?"
With    the    resolution,     the     members

backing   the   change   hope   to   press   the
White   House   to   rescind   the   policy,   an
action  they  do  not  expect  President  Bush
to take on his own.

The three  Democratic  lawmal{ers at  the
resolution's  unveiling   predicted  that  the
DOD  policy  will  become `a  major  issue  for
the      1992     Democratic      presidential
hopefuls.  According  to  Franl{,  candidates
Gov.  Bill  Clinton  (Ark.),  former  Sen.  Paul
Tsongas   (Mass.)   and   Sen.   Tom   Harkin
(Iowa) have opposed the policy.

Although the  resolution  was  introduced
with only 28 official backers,  supporters of
the   measure   suggested   that,   taking   a
page  from  the  House's  Gay  and  Lesbian
rights   bill,    that    number    will    grow
significantly.    Representatives   from   Gay
and  Lesbian  groups  added  that  they  will
be  encouraging   their   members  to  press
their    lawmakers    to    sign    onto    the
resolution.

Also  present   at   the   press   conference
announcing  the  resolution  were  two  Gay
and Lesbian  veterans of the  armed  forces
active in the fight to rescind the policy.

Karen     Stupski,     a     former     Navy
lieutenant,  described how she realized her
Lesbianism  while  stationed  aboard  a  ship
off  Norfolk,   Va.   After  realizing  how  her
sexual   orientation   conflicted   with   what
she     saw     as     an     unfair     policy,     she
acknowledged    her    Lesbianism    to    her
commanding   officer    and   was   hence
discharged.

Cpt.   Alan   Stephens,   formerly   in   the
Army    and    presently    in    the    Army
Reserves,  denounced  the' policy,  asserting
that   the   Pentagon   is   not  been   able   to
defend   it   beyond   what   he   called   the
`foxhole theory. '

As  he  told   it,   the  Pentagon  suggests
that  if  Gays  are  allowed  in  the  mllltary,
should  they  be  in  combat,  they  would  be
too concerned with their  `hormones'  to be
effective.

"The    inference   that   homosexuals

would    rather    look    at    someone's    butt
rather than guard the Tear is insulting and
ridiculous,"    Stephens   said.    "There    is
not one  shred  Of  evidence  to  support  this
folly.„

Election  `91
produces  major
victories

Washington   [HRCF]    -   November   5
elections   produced   major   advances   for
Lesbian and  Gay Americans,  according  to
the  Human  Rights  Campaign   Fund,   the
nation's     largest    Lesbian     and     Gay
organization.  The Campaign  Fund was an
early      and      strong      supporter       of

:eh:::y'cvoa::afr::nabt::{nravrjrc{tsorywa°gffa:::i
former   U.S.    Attorney    General    Richard
Thornburgh       attracted       nationwide
attention.

"We  are very pleased with the election

returns,"      `notes       Tim       MCFeeley,
Campaign   Fund    Executive    Director.
"These election  victories clearly show the

electorate    is    willing     to    support    our
community when we have the resources to
counter   the   lies   our   opponents   spread
about us. ' '

"Our   significant   victory   was   Senator

Wofford's  landslide   election,"   MCFeeley
stated.  Wofford  overcame a 40  point  lead
in  the  polls  to  hold  his  position  in  the  US
Senate.     "As    Attorney    General,     Dick
Thornburgh blocked a vital change in U.S.
immigration    policy    which    would    have
allowed   people   with  AIDS   to   enter   the
country.   He  stood  in   the   way   of  public
health  experts  and  put  politics  above  the
best  interest of the country.  We  hope  his
defeat    sends    a     clear     message     that
elections will be  lost when candidates play
politics with AIDS, ' ' MCFeeley stated.

In      other      electoral      victories      of
importance    to    the    Lesbian    and    Gay
community,    a    San    Francisco    ballot
measure  to  overturn  the  city's  domestic
partnership statute  was  turned  douln,  and
St.    Paul's    Lesbian    and    Gay    rights
ordinance   survived   a   repeal   effort   (See
Separate   News   Article).   The   Campaign
Fund   made   financial   contributions   and
offered   strategic   advice   in   both   ballot
campaigns.

In addition, two openly Gay ahd Lesbian
candidates  were  elected  to  major  offices.
New  York  Gay  activist,   Tom  Duane  was
elected   to   the   New   Yorl{.  City   Council,
while   across   the   country   Sherri   Harris
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Classies 
ROOMIES 

GWM, UWM Student Looking for 
responsible roommate to share nice 2 
bedroom Shorewood apartment. 
Non-smokers, $245/month plus 1/2 
utilities. Available December 1. Call 
964-8423. 

GWM — Share house and upkeep. Own 
room, $250 plus utilities. 342-7064 after 
5pm. Job & references a must. 

Large Sunny Riverwest needs one more. 
Own bedroom, $180 month plus 1/2 util. 
Must like pets. GF, non-smoker 
preferred. 374- 0149. 

Looking for GWM 35 to 45 to share one 
bedroom apt. and to have relationship. 
Must have job. $250 month includes 
utilities, cable, washer/dryer and food. 
Send photo, will get mine. Please write: 
H.E. Miller, 701 Jackson St., Fort 
Atkinson, WI 53538. 

Roommates Unlimited! The best people 
and places to share in Milwaukee and 
most major cities. The only computerized 
lifestyle network makes your connections 
fast. 25% off w/ad! Call Today! 1- 800-
594-5161. 

Lomira area Roommate Wanted 
Responsible, employed. No party animal. 
Non-smokers preferred. share cozy 2 
bedroom apt. $175.00 includes all utilities 
except phone. Available Dec. 1. No pets. 
(414) 583- 8492. 

Roommate Wanted — Lesbian to share 2 
bedroom apt. in Sussex. $262.50, 1/2 
utilities and deposit. Parking and heat 
included. 246-9671 evenings and early 
mornings. 

GWM looking for roommate to share 
apartment in the Riverwest area. Call 
Kelly, 647- 9950. 

Prof. Roommate Wanted to share huge 
Tudor home in Sherman Park. Oversized 
bedrooms, lots of oak & leaded glass. 
Turrented stairwell, fireplace. Quiet area, 
off- street parking. $300.00 mo. inclusive 
except phone. Available now. Call Bob at 
445-5656 before 10pm. 

Roommate Wanted. Marquette area in 
historic neighborhood. Available 12/1. 
Good situation for right roomy. Leave 
message at 933- 6931. 

Large East Side Condo. 2700 Sq. Ft. near 
UWM. Spacious private bedroom and 
bath. Updated kitchen, laundry; 
fully-furnished living, dining and sitting 
rooms. Financially responsible Gay male. 
$350/mo. includes heat. Call Bob at 963-
9833. 

GWM, UWM Student Seeking roommate 
— quiet, responsible — to share 2 
bedroom Riverwest Apartment. Prefer 
non-smokers. $200/month plus 1/2 
utilities. Call 264-7362 anytime. 

GWM looking for non-smoking roommate 
to share 3 bedroom apartment in 
RiverWest area. Your share is $165 a 
month, plus 1/2 utilities. Call 263-5867 
before 10pm. 

Share a 2 bedroom flat, near Oakland and 
North Avenues. Rent is $210.00 per 
month, includes heat, electricity, cable, 
washer/dryer. Call 332- 8043. 

Waukesha Apartment To Share Looking 
for GM to share large two bedroom, two 
bathroom apartment near Goerkes 
Corners. Many complex amenities. Close 
to X-way and shopping. Completely 
furnished except for your room. Must be 
responsible and employed, preferably 
25-45. No smokers, drinkers, druggies or 
party animals. No pets. Available 
December 1st. $350.00/month includes 
utilities (cable, telephone, electric, heat & 
hot water). Call Gary, 544-1164 after 6pm 
weekdays, or anytime weekends. 

Just in time for the Holidays I have a nice 
spot in my ultramodern suburban home 
for someone who wants the better way of 
living, and just minutes from Northridge. 
Extra large room with everything needed 
to feel at home. TV cable, VCR, all goes 
with it. Also use of modern kitchen & 
laundry, all utilities included. In the 
summer there is also a pool and patio. For 
appointment between 4:30 & 7pm & all day 
Sat. & Sunday, 354-2788. 

Wisconsin Cream City Chorus, Ltd. 
Sunday, December 8, 1991 
3 p.m. 
Vogel Hall 
Milwaukee Performing Arts Center 

Admission $10 
Tickets Available at 
P.A.C. Box Office or 
charge by calling 273-7206 011:710.00 
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became the first openly Lesbian elected 
African American official with her election 
to the Seattle City Council. Fifty-five 
openly Lesbian and Gay Americans 
currently hold elected office in the United 
States, the highest number in history. 

Activists direct 
`Queer Storm' at 
Pentagon 

By Cliff O'Neill 
Washington — Approximately 100 

activists staged a Veteran's Day 
demonstration at the Pentagon here Nov. 
11, calling for the Department of Defense 
to rescind its contested policy of banning 
Gay men and Lesbians from the military. 

Although protesters had planned on 
staging acts of civil disobedience at the 
Pentagon, no one was arrested after DoD 
police refused to allow demonstrators to 
block the entrance.

Under the contested policy, the 
Pentagon has long considered 
homosexuality to be "incompatible with 
military service." Allowing Gays and 
Lesbians to serve openly in the armed 
forces, the directive Gays, would be 
detrimental to "morale and discipline." 

"For 25 million Americans there is no 
liberty, there is no justice. And DoD 
Directive 1332.14 is the written proof," 
roared Greg Roott of Queer Nation to the 
crowd gathered in a park next to the 
Pentagon. 

The Gay protest, dubbed 'Queer Storm' 
by organizers, was the first of its kind at 
the military headquarters. Coordinated by 
the local Queer Nation chapter, the action 
was scheduled as the final event of the 
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force-
sponsored conference of national Gay 
activists, held in the Washington area 
over the long weekend. (See seperate 
News Article.) 

Marching on a major highway to the 
Pentagon behind an American flag and 
Queer Nation and HRCF banners, the 
protesters took their demands to the 
Pentagon with fists held high. 

Chanting rounds of "All Dick, no 
balls," and "The Corps is full of queers! 

Repeal the ban now," marchers chided 
DoD Secretary Dick Cheney for refusing to 
reassess the policy. 

Several recent national polls, including 
one commissioned by the Human Rights 
Campaign Fund last spring, have found 
that a lopsided majority of Americans 
oppose the Pentagon policy. 

On Nov. 6, Rep. Barbara Boxer 
(D-Calif.) and 21 of her House colleagues 
introduced a congressional resolution 
which would call on President Bush to 
repeal the policy. (See separate News 
Article). 

"I'm a queer, And I'm a patriot," 
yelled Scott, who was a Navy sailor before 
being expelled for his homosexuality. 
"I'm proud to be a queer. But DoD 
Directive 1332.14 leaves me ashamed of 
my patriotism!" 

Gathering in the Lyndon B. Johnson 
Memorial park near the Pentagon, the 
protesters heard speeches from Gay and 
Lesbian veterans who each told their 
stories of feeling like outcasts in the 
service when they realized their sexual 
identity conflicted with the decades-old 
policy. 

"Nature" editor 
questions AIDS cause 

By Paul Varnell 
London — The editor of the prestigious 

British science magazine Nature has 
stirred up a major furor by calling 
attention to recent research which he says 
suggests HIV does not directly cause 
AIDS. 

In a September 26 editorial headed 
"AIDS research turned upside down," 
Nature editor John Maddox writes, 
"Prof. Peter Duesberg of the University 
of California at Berkeley is probably 
sleeping more easily at night now." 

Maddox goes on to two recent research 
reports suggesting that AIDS may be an 
"auto- immune disease" in which HIV 
indirectly causes T-cells to kill one 
another: 

"None of this would imply that HIV is 
irrelevant to AIDS," Maddox 
acknowledges, "but that an immune 
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became  the  first  openly   Lesbian  elected
African American official with her election
to    the    Seattle    City    Council.    Fifty-five
openly   Lesbian   and   Gay   Americans
currently hold  elected office  in the United
States, the highest number in history.

Activists direct
`Oue®r  Storm'  at
Pentagon

fry Cliff O.Neill
Washington   -   Approximately   100

activists     staged     a     Veteran's     Day
demonstration  at  the  Pentagon  here  Nov.
11,  calling for the Department of Defense
to rescind  its  contested  policy  Of banning
Gay men and Lesbians from the inllltary.

Although   protesters   had   planned   on
staging  acts  of  civil  disobedience  at  the
Pentagon,  no one was arrested  after  DOD
police  refused  to  allow  demonstrators  to
block the entrance.

Under    the  .contested    policy,    the
Pentagon       has       long       consldered
homosexuality  to  be   "lncompatlble  with
military    service."    Allowing    Gays    and
Lesbians  to  serve   openly   ln   the  armed
forces,    the    directive    Gaps,    would    be
detrimental to ` ` morale and dlsclpllne. ' '

"For  25  million  Americans  there  ls  no

llberty,   there   `is   no   justice.    And   DOD
Dlrectlve  1332.14  is  the  written  proof,"
roared Greg Roott of Queer Nation to the
crowd   gathered   in  a   park   next  to  the
Pentagon.

The Gay protest,  dubbed  `Queer Storm'
by organizers,  was the  flrst`of Its kind  at
the military headquarters.  Coordinated by
the local Queer Nation chapter, the action
was  scheduled  as  the  final  event  Of  the
National   Gay   and   Lesbian   Task   Force-
sponsored    conference   Of   national   Gay
activl§ts,   held   ln   the   Washington   area
over   the   long   weekend.   (See. sepdate
News Article.)

Marching  on  a  major  highway  to  the
Pentagon  behlnd  an  American  flag  and
Queer   Nation   and   HRCF   banners,   the
protesters   tock   their   demands   to   the
Pentagon with fists held high.

Chanting    rounds    Of  `"All    Dlch,    no
balls,"  and "The Corps is full of duee[s!

Repeal  the  ban   now."   marchers  chided
DOD Secretary Dick Cheney for refusing to
reassess the policy.

Several  recent  national  polls,   including
one  commissioned  by  the  Human  Rights
Campaign  Fund  last  spring,   have  found
that   a   lopsided    majority   Of   Americans
oppose the Pentagon policy.

On     Nov.     6,     Rep.     Barbara     Boxer
(D-Calif .)  and  21  of  her  House  colleagues
introduced  a  congressional  resolution
which  would  call   on   President   Bush   to
repeal   the   policy.    (See   separate   News
Article).

"I'm   a   q.ueer,   And   I'm   a   patriot,"

yelled Scott, who was a Navy sailor before
belng    expelled    for    his    homosexualfty.
"I'm   proud   to   be   a   queer.    But   DOD

Directive  1332.14  leaves  me  ashamed  Of
my patriotism! "

Gathering   in   the   Lyndon   8.   Johnson
Memorial  park  near   the   Pentagon,   the
protesters  heard  speeches  from  Gay  and
Lesbla.n    veterans   who   each   told   their
stories   Of   feeling   like   outcasts   ln   the
service  when  they   realized   their   sexual
identity   conflicted   with   the   decades-old
policy.

``Nature"  editor

questions AIDS cause
By Pool Vunell

London -  The editor Of the prestigious
British    sclence    magazine    Nature    has
stirred    up    a    major    furor    by    calling
attention to recent research which he says'
suggests   HIV   does   not   directly   cause
AIDS.

In   a   September   26   editorial   headed
•`AfDS`  research   fumed   upside 'down,"

Nature   editor   John   Maddox   writes,
"Prof.  Peter  Duesberg  Of  the  Universfty
Of   California   at    Berkeley    ls    probably
sleeping more easily at night now. I '

Maddox goes on to two recent research
reports  suggestlng  that  AIDS  may  be  an
"auto-   immune  disease"   in   which   HIV

indirectly    causes    I-cells    to    kill    one
another:

"None  of  this  would  Imply  that  HIV  ls

irrelevant        to       AIDS, "        Maddox
acknowledges,    ``but    that    an  -immune
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response to foreign cells, most probably 
lymphocytes, is also necessary." 

One such study develops the fact that 
one HIV surface protein called gp120 
resembles Class II MHC antigens, a type 
of protein that constitutes part of the 
immune system itself. Thus, in producing 
antibodies to attack gp160, the body may 
be producing antibodies which attack a 
part of the body's immune system itself. 

Maddox's departure from AIDS 
orthodoxy was immediately attacked by 
some scientists for being 'misinformed' 
and many researchers told the American 
magazine Science that they were writing 
protest letters. Even Prof. Duesberg told 
Science that "These studies have nothing 
to do with (my position) ." Duesberg has 
claimed that HIV plays no role whatsoever 
in causing AIDS. 

Maddox, however, is sticking by his 
guns. telling Science "I'm not for a 
minute saying Duesberg is right in all 
parts. But I feel sorry that Nature has not 
done more to give his views prominence. 
It would have hastened the process by 
which the scientific community is coming 

around to the view that the pathogenesis 
of AIDS is more complicated than the baby 
talk stories we were all given a few years 
ago." 

Maddox's clear reference was to the 
standard model of AIDS pathogenesis 
proposed by Robert Gallo, Anthony Fauci, 
and others who have insisted that the HIV 
directly destroys T-cells, though they 
have never fully explained the mechanism 
by which that happens.
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response  to  foreign  cells,   most  probably
lymphocytes, is also necessary. ' '

One  such  study  develops  the  fact  that
one   HIV    surface    protein    called   gpl20
reseribles  Class  11  MHC  antigens,  a  type
of   protein   that   constitutes   part   of   the
immune  system  itself .  Thus,  in  producing
antibodies to  attack  gpl60,  the  body  may
be   producing   antibodies   which   attack   a
part of the body's immune system itself.

Maddox's     departure     from     AIDS
orthodoxy   was   immediately   attacked   by
some   scientists   for   being   `misinformed'
and  many  researchers  told  the  American
magazine  Science  that  they  were  writing
protest  letters.  Even  Prof.   Duesberg  told
Science  that  "These  studies  have  nothing
to  do  with  (my  position)."   Duesberg  has
claimed that HIV plays no role whatsoever
in causing AIDS.

Maddox,    however,    is   sticking   by   his
guns.    telling    Science    .`I'm    not    for    a

Fajrnt::eB::#ege,::rersyb:i:t[£atr£::th::nao,I
done  more  to  give  his  views  prominence.
It   would   have   hastened   the   process   by
which  the  scientific  community  is  coming

around  to  the  view  that  the  pathogenesis
of AIDS is more complicated than the baby
talk  stories  we  were  all  given  a  few  years
ago. "

Maddox's   clear   reference   was   to   the
standard    model    of   AIDS    pathogenesis
proposed by Robert Gallo,  Anthony  Fauci,
and others viho have insisted that the llIV
directly    destroys    T-cells,     though    they
have  never fully explained  the  mechanism
by which that happens.
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Commission to hear complaints 
Milwaukee — The saga of the Clarence 

Thomas hearings has generated 
worldwide concern and discussion 
involving conduct in the workplace. To 
address this and other related issues, a 
new city agency, the Fair Housing and 
Employment Commission, has been 
formed. It is actively engaged in the 
receipt and investigation of complaints 
brought by citizens against employers and 
housing providers suspected of violating 
the Fair Housing and Employment 
Ordinance within the city of Milwaukee. 

The five member Commission, which 
was appointed by Mayor John 0. 
Norquist, meets monthly. It is staffed by 
two Equal Rights Specialists who seek to 
eliminate discrimination by means of 
education, conciliation, investigation and 
persuasion. Litigation by the City 
Attorney is utilized when the foregoing 
means fail. The Commission is ultimately 
responsible for providing equal 
opportunities in housing and employment 
to all city of Milwaukee residents without 
regard to sex, race, religion, color, 
national origin or ancestry, age, handicap, 
lawful source of income, marital status, 
sexual orientation or familial status. 

The Commission staff has:
• Conducted a drive to contact 

Community Based Organizations to 
inform them of the Commissions 
existence and services. 

• They will also be participating in 
Community Affairs Programming on local 
radio and television stations in order to 
inform those citizens who feel they have 
been discriminated against that there is a 
means for remedy. 

• Two local attorneys have been 
engaged by the Commission to serve as 
Administrative Law Judges who will hear 
appeals of those cases in which findings 
of probable cause occurred. 

• An effort is under way at this time to 
select a consultant who will act as 
technical advisor to the Commission and 
staff. 

To file a complaint. call 286-5967 and 
ask for the complaint forms to be mailed to 
you, or stop in the Commission office, 

Room 606 of City Hall and pick them up in 
person. The Fair Housing and 
Employment Commission office is open 
Monday through Friday from 8am to 
4:45pm. 

Complaints must be filed with the 
Commission within 300 days of the 
alleged discriminatory act. Remedies 
include reinstatement and backpay for the 
Complainant, and or forfeitures to the city 
in varying amounts ranging from $500 to 
$10.000. 

Local Gay programs 
win cable awards 

The Milwaukee Gay/Lesbian Cable 
Network won several awards at the sixth 
annual Philo Community Programming 
Awards ceremony held at the Grand 
Milwaukee Hotel, November 1. Yellow on 
Thursday, and The New Tri-Cable Tonight 
were among winning Gay programs. 

Sponsored by the Milwaukee Access 
Telecommunications Authority (MATA), 
Philo Awards recognize excellence and 
achievement in locally originated cable TV 
productions and are equivalent to 
broadcast television's prestigious Emmy 
Awards. 

The Best of Yellow on Thursday. a Gay 
comedy program, won a Philo Award for 
Best Entertainment Program of the Year. 
The winning episode featured segments 
from the first four episodes of YOT, 
highlighting the acting talents of Jeorge 
Cabal. Joseph Rogan, Allan Kurth. Tom 
Liveri, Mike Wester-hausen and In Step 
columnist, W.W. Wells among other. 
YOT is produced by William Attewell, 
Bryce Clark and Mark Behar. 

The New Tri-Cable Tonight program 
dealing with safer sex, first cablecast in 
May 1991, won a Philo Award for Best 
Informational Program of the Year. 
Moderator Michael Lisowski interviews 
health educators and 'sex- perts,' Juana 

contd. on page 67 
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Andelson was founder, chairman and 
CEO of the Bank of Los Angeles, a 
successful attorney, a well- regarded 
restaurateur and a developer of real estate 
In West Hollywood. Considered one of the 
most influential and powerful men in 
California, Andelson was appointed by the 
then Governor of California Edmund G. 
Brown. Jr. to be the first openly Gay 
member of the prestigious University of 
California Board of Regents. 

To solidify Andelson's achievements 
and to continue his work by supporting a 
cause he so fervently believed in, his 
brother Arlen Andelson, and his sister-
in-law Michele, have funded the 
establishment of AmFAR's Washington, 
D.C., public policy office. 

The new office in Washington, D.C., 
will give AmFAR a stronger presence in 
its effort to affect change on important 
AIDS- related legislation, including 
federal funding for AIDS research. It will 
address such critical issues as mandatory 
testing of health care workers, the U.S. 
immigration policy on people with HIV 
infection and AIDS, and federal funding 
for health care programs. 

Andelson was a catalyst in promoting 
better policies to protect persons with 
AIDS. He worked to create compassionate 
government policies which deeply affect 
the rights of people infected with HIV. 
AmFAR's Washington Public Policy 
office will carry on his legacy. 

The Andelsons' donation will also 
create a 'Sheldon W. Andelson/AmFAR 
Interns' program for graduate and 
professional students and a 'Sheldon W. 
Andelson Public Policy Achievement 
Award' honoring elected officials who 
have made outstanding contributions in 
the area of AIDS policy. Senators Edward 
M. Kennedy and Orrin G. Hatch were last 
year's recipients. The next award will be 
presented in December. 
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Commission to hear complaints
Mllwaukee  -  The  saga Of the Clarence

Thomas      hearings      has      generated
worldwide     concern     and     discussion
involving   conduct   in   the   workplace.   To
address  this  and  other  related  issares,  a
new  city   agency,   the   Fair   Housing   and
Employment   Commission,    has    been
formed.    It   is   actively   engaged   in   the
receipt   and   investigation   o,I   complaints
brought by citizens against employers and
housing  providers  suspected  of  violating
the    Fair    Housing    and    Employment
Ordinance within the city of Milwaukee.'

The   five   member   Commission,   which
was    appointed    by    Mayor    John    0.
Norquist,  meets  monthly.  It  ls `staffed  by
two  Equal  Rights  Specialists  who  seek  to
eliminate    discrimination    by    means    Of
education,   conciliation,   investigation  and
persuasion.     Litigation     by    the    City
Attorney   is   utilized   when   the   foregoing
means  fail.  The  Commission  is  ultimately
responsible       for       providing       equal
opportunities  in  housing  and  empleyment
to all  city  of  Milwaukee  residents  without
regard    to    sex,     race,     religion,    color,
national origin or ancestry,  age,  handicap,
lawful   source   Of   income,   marital   status,
sexual orientation or familial status.

The Commission staff has:
•Conducted    a     drive     to     contact

Community    Based    Organizations    to
inform     them     of     the     Commissions
existence and services.

• They   will   also   be   participating    in
Community  Affairs  Prograrnming  on  local
radio  and  television  stations  in  order  to
inform  those  citizens  who  feel  they  have
been  discriminated against that there  is a
means for remedy.

•Two    local    attorneys    have    been
engaged  by  the  Commission  to  serve  as
Administrative  Law Judges  who  will  hear
appeals  of  those  cases  in  which  findings
of probable cause occurred.

• An effort is  under  way at this time to
select    a    consultant    who    will    act    as
technical  advisor  to  the  Commission  and
staff.
•    To  file  a  complaint,   call  286-5967  and

ask for the complaint forms to be mailed to
you,   or   stop   in   the   Commission   office,

Room 606 Of City Hall and pick them. up in
person.      The       Fair      Housing      and
Employment   Commission   office   is   open
Monday   through    Friday   from   8am    to
4:45pm.

Complaints    must    be    filed    with    the
Commission    within    300    days    of    the
alleged   discriminatory   act.   Remedies
include reinstatement and backpay for the
Complainant,  and or forfeltures to the city
in  varying  amounts  ranging  from  $500  to
$10,000.

Local  Gay  programs
win cable awards

The    Milwaukee    Gay/Lesbian    Cable
Network  won  several  awards  at  the  sixth
annual    Philo   Community    Programming
Awards   ceremony    held    at    the    Grand
Milwaukee  Hotel,  November  1.  Yelloui  on
Thursday, and The New Tri-Cable Tonight
were among winning Gay programs.

Sponsored   by   the   Milwaukee   Access
Telecommunications    Authority    (MATA),
Philo   Awards   recognize   excellence   and
achievement in  locally originated cable TV
productions    and    are    equivalent    to
broadcast  television's  prestigious   Emmy
Awards.

The Best Of Yellow on Thursday,  a Gay
comedy  program,  won  a  Philo  Award  for
Best  Entertainment Program  Of  the  Year.
The  winning  episode  featured  segments
from   the   first   four   episodes   Of   YOT,
highlighting  the  acting  talents  of  Jeorge
Cabal,  Joseph  Rogan,  Allan  Kurth,  Tom
Liveri,  Mike  Wester-hausen  and  ln  Step
columnist,    W.VV.    Wells    among    other.
YOT   is   produced   by   William   Attewell,
Bryce Clark and Mark Behar.

The   New   Trl-Cable   Tonight   program
dealing  with  safer  sex,  first  cablecast  in
May  1991,   won  a. Philo  Award  for   Best
lnformational   Program   of   the   Year.
Moderator   Michael   Lisowski   interviews
health  educators  and  `sex-  perts,'  Juana

con.d. on page 67
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Andelson   was   founder,   chairman   and
CEO   Of   the   Bank   Of   Los   Angeles,    a
successful    attorney,    a    well-    regarded
restaurateur and a developer of real estate
in West liollywood.  Considered one of the
most   influential   and    powerful    men    in
California, Andelson was appointed by the
then  Governor  Of  California   Edmund  G.
Brown,   Jr.   to   be   the   first   openly   Gay
member  Of  the  prestigious  university  Of
California Board of Regents.

To    solidify    Andelson's    achievements
and  to continue  his  work  by  supporting  a
cause`he   so   fervently   believed   in,   his
brother  Arlen   Andelson,   and  his  sister-
in-law     Michele.     have     funded     the
establishment  of  AmFAR's   Washington,
D.C. , public policy office.

The   new   office   in   \^/ashington,   D.C..
will  give  AmFAR  a  stronger  presence  in
its  effort  to  affect  change  on   important
AIDS-    related    legislation,    including
federal funding  for  AIDS  research.  It  will
address  such  critical  issues  as  mandatory
testing  of  health  care  workers,   the  U.S.
immigration   policy   on   people   with   HIV
infection  and  AIDS,   and  federal  funding
for health care programs.

Andelson  was  a  catalyst  in   promoting
better   policies   to   protect   persons   with
AIDS.  He worked to  create  compassionate
government  policies  which  deeply  affect
the  rights  of  people   infected   with  HIV.
AmFAR's   Washington   Public   Policy
office will carry on his legacy.

The    Andelsons'     donation    will    also
create  a  `Sheldon  W.   Andelson/AmFAR
Interns'    program    for    graduate   and
professional  students  and  a  `Sheldon  W.
Andelson   Public   Policy   Achievement
Award'    honoring    elected   officials    who
have   made   outstanding   contributions   in
the area of AIDS policy.  Senators Edward
M. Kennedy and Orrin G.  Hatch were last
year's  recipients.  The. next  award  will  be
presented in December,                          V

OPEN 4pm

w,a#?.  -'      4,,#ii..Ln.___5...Ill    Stop,[gh,, Tu.o   Of   the   male   dancers   who   strut
their  stuff  for  you   every   Wechesday
night  at  I.a  Cage.
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attempt to hide her same-sex relationship, 
and had experienced chronic financial 
difficulties. 

In petitioning the high court, Brown's 
attorney pointed out that she had 
overcome her substance- abuse and 
financial difficulties. And he charged that 
her constitutional right to due process 
under the law had been violated because 
she never had been found legally 'unfit' 
for custody. 

Illinois law does not require a finding of 
unfitness when parents do not live 
together, allowing judges to award 
custody to a third party merely "for good 
reason." 

Brown's parents' Supreme Court brief 
reported that Brown nearly 
"abandoned" Laurence when he was an 
infant, took drugs when she was 
pregnant, suffered serious financial woes, 
and "kissed and held hands in public and 
did nothing to conceal (her Lesbian) 
relationship." 

Brown voluntarily left Laurence with her 
father and stepmother when he was a 
baby so she could enter a 
substance-abuse program. 

Men... Join us in 

PUERTO VILLARTA 
January 18 - 25 

Air-Hotel-Transfers included 
$599 - Call for details 

SAVE TRAVEL 
LOCAL NATIONWIDE 

(414) 786-7360 1-800-229-3080 

Activists legacy 
lives on 
Los Angeles [AmFAR] — The family of 

the late political activist Sheldon W. 
Andelson, who died of AIDS in 1987, has 
contributed $250,000 to establish a public 
policy office and program of the American 
Foundation for AIDS Research (AmFAR) 
in Washington, D.C. 

AmFAR's public policy office is 
designed to increase the effectiveness of 
federal and state AIDS- related legislation 
by focusing public attention on key policy 
issues and building support for programs 
that respect the dignity and rights of 
people with AIDS. 

Andelson, one of the nation's leading 
Gay rights activists, helped establish 
AmFAR in 1985. A distinguished Los 
Angeles attorney and renowned business 
leader, Andelson dedicated most of his 
life to affecting change in many areas of 
national, state and local public policy, 
including improving AIDS health care. 
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and    had    experienced   chronic   financial
difficulties.

In  petitioning  the  high  court,   Brown's
a`ttorney    pointed    out    that    she    had
overcome     her     substance-     abuse     and
financial  difficulties.  And  he  charged  that
her   constitutional   right   to   due   prceess
under  the  law  had  been  violated  because
she  never  had  been  found  legally  `unfit`
for custody.

Illinois  law does not require a finding Of
unfitness    when    parents    do     not    live
together,    allowing   judges   to   award
custody  to a  third  party  merely  "for good
reason.,,

Brown's  parents'   Supreme  Court  brief
reported         that          Brown          nearly
"abandoned"  Laurence  when  he  was  an

infant,    took    drugs    when    she    was
pregnant,  suffered  serious  financial  woes,
and  "kissed and  held  hands  in  public  and
did    nothing    to    conceal    (her    Lesbian)
relationship. "

Brown voluntarily left Laurence with her
father   and   stepmother   when   he   was   a
baby       so       she       could.     enter       a
substance-abuse program.

_iill
Actlvists  legacy
lives  On
Los Angeles  [AmFAR]  -  The family of

the    late    political    activist    Sheldon    W.
Andelson,  who  died  of AIDS  in  1987,  has
contributed  $250,000  to  establish  a  public
policy office and program of the American
Foundation  for  AIDS  Researc.h   (AmFAR)
in Washington, D.C.

AmFAR's    public    policy    office    is
designed  to  increase  the  effectiveness  of
federal and state AIDS-  related  legislation
by  focusing  public  attention  on  key  policy
issues and  building  support  for  programs
that   respect   the   dignity   and   rights   of
people with AIDS.

Andelson,   one  of  the  nation's   leading
Gay    rights    activists,     helped    establish
AmFAR    in    1985.    A    distinguished    Los
Angeles  attorney  and  renowned  business
leader,   Andelson   dedicated   most   Of   his
life  to  affecting  change  in  many  areas  of
national,   state   and   local   public   polic'y,
including improving AIDS health care.
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Group Notes 
Bay's Angel of Hope MCC celebrates 5 years 

Green Bay - Angel of Hope, 
Metropolitan Community Church of Green 
Bay, will celebrate their 260th consecutive 
Sunday Worship Service. They mark their 
5th anniversary as a worshiping 
community on Sunday, December 1, in the 
Astor Room of the Best Western 
Downtowner Motel, 321 South 
Washington Street, Green Bay, at 11am. 

The interfaith worship service will 
feature special music by the Bay City 
Chorus. Rev. Larry Fay, West Area 
Coordinator of the Great Lakes District 
UFMCC will preach and Rev. Hal Hasse, 
past Assista6t District and West Area 
Coordinator will concelebrate with Angel 
Of Hope Pastor, Rev'd. Thomas Schuh. 

The worship service will conclude a 
AIDS Prayer Vigil that will begin at 8am 
on December 1, as part of the 

4 
41..E 

4

a.*

community's observance of World AIDS 
Day. 

A 'dutch-treat' brunch/luncheon in the 
motel dining room will follow the worship 
service. The public is invited to share with 
the many members and friends of the 
church for this joyous celebration. 

Regular Sunday Worship Service will be 
observed beginning December 8, 1991, at 
824 South Broadway, Green Bay. 

The first Angel Of Hope worship 
service was celebrated by the late Rev. 
David Calentine on Sunday, November 30, 
1988. The church became an extension of 
Good Shepherd Parish, MCC, Chicago. 
Angel Of Hope received 'New Work' 
status in the Great Lakes District of 
UFMCC in April, 1988, and full 
Commissioned Status in October, 1988. 

Thanks- to: 

David for ati your worked time 

Christopher 5. for getting me started 

Za-7(en c staff  for the support 

and to 

'Todd for everything - Love You! 
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"It is truly a miracle that I am alive 
today," the televangelist and founder of 
the defunct Moral Majority wrote. "This 
is not an exaggeration. I sincerely believe 
that certain persons fully intended to take 
my life." 

The allegedly homicidal homosexuals, 
members of the groups Queer Nation and 
'Fighting Fairies,' stormed the 
Hollywood Rossevelt Hotel chanting, 
"We want Falwell, we want Falwell," 
according to the letter. 

The preacher, who was eating in the 
hotel restaurant, hid behind a partition in 
the kitchen, he said, until police removed 
the marauding homosexuals from the 
hotel. A waiter stood by his side praying 
for his safety, Falwell wrote. 

L.A. police confirmed that homosexuals 
burst into the Hollywood Roosevelt 
looking for Falwell, but said officers had 
removed the minister from the building 
well before the mob entered. 

In light of his alleged brush with death, 
Falwell now hopes to fight radical 
homosexuals "day and night." A 
contribution of "$35 or even $25" will 

E 

§ 

ensure the continuation of his efforts, he 
wrote. 

Falwell was in California to appear on 
the Ron Reagan and Tom Snyder TV talk 
programs, where he voiced support for 
Gov. Pete Wilson's Sept. 29 veto of the 
California Gay-rights bill. 

Supreme Court 
rejects Lesbian 
mom's case 

By Rex Wockner 
The U.S. Supreme Court Nov. 4 

declined to review the case of a Chicago 
Lesbian fighting for custody of her 5 year 
old son. 

The action let stand two Illinois 
decisions that granted custody of Sharon 
brown's son Laurence to her father and 
stepmother. The child was conceived in a 
rape. 

The Illinois courts ruled that Laurence 
would be better off with Gene and Glenda 
Brown after hearing evidence that Sharon 
Brown was a diabetic. a former alcoholic 
and cocaine user, a Lesbian who made no 
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Bay's Angel ol  Hope MCC celebrates 5 years

Green    Bay     -     Angel    of    Hope,
Metropolitan  Community Church of Green
Bay,  will celebrate their 260th consecutive
Sunday Worship  Service.  They  mark  their
5th     anniversary     as     a     worshiping
community on Sunday,  December  1,  in the
Astor    Room    of    the    Best    Western
Downtowner        Motel,        321        South
Washington Street, Green Bay, at llam.

The     interfaith    worship    service    will
feature   special   music   by   the   Bay   City
Chorus.    Rev.     Larry    Fay,    West    Area
Coordinator   Of  the   Great   Lakes   District
UFMCC  will  preach  and  Rev.  Hal  liasse.
past   Assistafit   District   and   West   Area
Coordinator  will  concelebrate  with  Angel
Of Hope Pastor, Rev'd. Thomas Schuh.

The   worship   service   will    conclude    a
AIDS  Prayer  Vigil  that  will  begin  at  8am
on     December     1,     as     part     of     the

community's  observance   of  World   AIDS
Day.

A  `dutch-treat'  brunch/luncheon  in  the
motel  dining  room  will  follow  the  worship
service. The public is  invited to share with
the   many   members   and   friends   of   the
church for this joyous celebration.

Regular Sunday Worship Service will be
observed  beginning  December 8,  1991,  at
824 South Broadway, Green Bay.

The    first    Angel    Of    Hope    worship
service  was  celebrated  by  the   late   Rev.
David Calentine on Sunday,  November 30,
1988.  The  church  became  an  extension  of
Good   Shepherd   Parish,    MCC,   Chicago.
Angel    Of    Hope    received    `New    Work'
status   in    the    Great    Lakes    District    of
UFMCC     in     April,     1988,     and     full
Commissioned Status  in October,  1988.

q:hankes to :

David for a[[ your work¢ ti:I'ne

CfrristopheTJ.forgettingrlresta;ned
Za-T(gendrstaff;ffforthesapport
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"It  is  truly  a  miracle  that  I  am  alive

today,"  the  televangelist  and  founder  of
the  defunct  Moral  Majority  wrote.   "This
is not  an  exaggeration.  I  sincerely  believe
that certain persons fully  intended to take
my life . , ,

The   allegedly   homicidal   homosexuals,
members Of the  groups Queer Nation and
`Fighting       Fairies,'       stormed       the

Hollywood   Rossevelt   Hotel   chanting,
"We   want   Falwell,   we   want   Falwell,"

according to the letter.
The  preacher,   who  was   eating  in   the

hotel  restaurant,  hid  behind  a  partition  in
the  kitchen,  he  said,  u'ntil  police  removed
the    marauding    homosexuals    from    the
hotel.  A  waiter  stood  by  his  side  praying
for his safety. Falwell wrote.

LA.  police  confirmed  that  homosexuals
burst    into   the    Hollywood    Roosevelt
looking  for  Falwell,  but  said  officers  had
removed  the   minister   from   the   building
well before the mob entered.

In  light of his alleged brush  with  death,
Falwell     now     hopes     to     fight     radical
homosexuals     "day'   and     night."     A
contribution   of   "$35   or   even   $25"   will

ensure  the  continuation  of  his  efforts,  he
wrote.

Falwell  was  in  California  to  appear  on
the  Ron  Reagan  and Tom  Snyder  TV  talk
programs,   where   he   voiced   support  for
Gov.   Pete  Wilson's  Sept.  29  veto  of  the
California  Gay-rights  bill.

Supreme  Court
rejects  Lesbian
mom's case

By Rex Wockner
The     U.S.     Supreme     Court     Nov.     4

declined  to  review  the  case  of  a  Chicago
Lesbian  fighting  for  custody  of  her 5  year
old son.

The    action     let     stand     two     Illinois
decisions  that  granted  custody  Of  Sharon
brown's  son  Laurence  to  her  father  and
stepmother.  The  child  was  conceived  in  a
rape.

The  Illinois  courts  ruled  that  Laurence
would  be better off with Gene  and  Glenda
Brown  after  hearing  evidence  that  Sharon
Brown  was  a  diabetic,  a.  former  alcoholic
and  cocaine  user,  a  Lesbian  who  made  no
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In Mawyer's letter, CAN took credit for 
the Bush administrations decision to 
reverse itself on AIDS immigration 
policies, saying "CAN beat back a new 
federal policy that would have allowed 
homosexuals with AIDS to immigrate into 
the US — and possibly into your 
hometown. But thanks to CAN supporters 
and friends, the new federal policy was 
abolished before any AIDS immigrant took 
up residence in the US." 

Editor's Comment: Now it's your turn 
to do your part to fight against 
homophobia. Write or call your 
Congressperson and urge them to vote 
against HR 299; or better yet, let it die in 
committee and never come up for a vote. 
We'd like to thank a concerned reader 
from Kenosha who received the CAN 
packet in the mail. As he said, "I see this 
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campaign as another opportunity for 
groups and individuals to attempt to 
regulate the freedom of expression, 
promote homophobia, and probably pad 
someone's pocketbook by asking for 
donations to help their cause." 

Falwell: 
"Homosexuals 
wanted to kill me" 

By Rex Wockner 
In a new fundraising letter, 

fundamentalist Christian leader the Rev. 
Jerry Falwell reported that an angry mob 
of 2,000 Los Angeles 'homosexuals' 
recently planned to kill him. 
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New Hope MCC 
Thanksgiving 
potluck 

Milwaukee — New Hope MetroNlitan 
Community Church [New Hope MCC] 
Milwaukee will celebrate its annual 
Thanksgiving Potluck on Sunday, 
November 24 beginning at 3pm in the 
Kenwood United Methodist Church 
Fellowship Hall located at 2319 E. 
Kenwood Blvd. There is sure to be a 
bounty of holiday delights and all the 
community is invited to share in this 
celebration. Bring a favorite dish to share 
and come join in the fun. You are sure to 
discover plenty of good food, friends, and 
holiday cheer! 

The dinner will be followed by a special 
Thanksgiving service at the regular 
6:30pm worship time in the upper chapel 
of Kenwood United Methodist Church. 
Rev. Nancy Smiegowski will be delivering 
the Thanksgiving message. 

NEW OFFICE BLESSING 
New Hope MCC also celebrates the 

opening of their new church office on Nov. 
24 with a special 'Office Blessing' during 
the regular Worship service beginning at 
6:30pm. The office is located in the 
church, in the rear of the second floor 
chapel. 

The opening of a church office is a 
grand occasion for this Milwaukee 
congregation. New Hope's congregation, 
board of directors, and co-pastors Rev's. 
Chris Pasinski and Nancy Smiegowski are 
delighted to see this goal become a 
reality. 

According to Rev. Chris Pasinski, 
"The office space is a sign and a symbol 
of our stability in this community. We as a 
church are committed to sending the 
message that God's love is boundless and 
cannot be contained by social and 
theological prejudices! 

Rev's Chris and Nancy will have weekly 
office hours on Tuesday evenings from 
7pm- 10pm and on Saturday's by 
appointment. You may call the church's 
new phone number, (414) 332-9995, to 
schedule an appointment or simply 'drop 
in' and chat. 
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In  Mawyer's  letter,  CAN  took credit for
the    Bush    administrations    decision    to
reverse    itself    on    AIDS    immigration
policies,   saying   "CAN  beat  back  a   new
federal   policy   that   would   have   allowed
homosexuals  with  AIDS  to  immigrate  into
the     US     -     and     possibly     into    your
hometown.  But  thanks  to  CAN  Supporters
and  friends,   the  new  federal  policy  was
abolished before any AIDS immigrant tock
up residence in the US. ' '

Editor's  Comment:  Now  it's  }our  turn
to    do    your    part    to    fight    against
homophobia.      Write      or      call      your
Congressperson   and   urge   them   to   vote
agalnst  HR 299;  or better  yet,  let  it  die  in
committee  and  never  come  up  for  a` vote.
We'd   like   to  thank   a   concerned   reader
from    Kenosha   who   received   the    CAN
packet in the mail.  As he said,  "I  see  this

iNA°h°DbETE°aimDaE'iffigse
Residentt.al Caretaker / -llome Mailitenance
Jim chderson                                 Telephone
from.etor                                     3720805

1Adam & The Experts"
Dec. 6 & 7.  13 & 14, 8pm

Different I)riimmer TheatreAlliance-347-0673

campaign     as     another     opportunity    for
groups    and    individuals    to    attempt    to
regulate     the     freedom     of     expression,
promote   homophobia,   and   probably   pad
someone's    pocketbook     by     asking     for
donations  to  help  their  cause`"

Falwell:"Homosexuals
wanted  to  kill  me"

By Rex Wockner
ln       a       new       fundraising       letter,

fundamentalist  Christian  leader  the   Rev.
Jerry  Falwell  reported  that an  angry  mob
of     2,000     Los     Angeles     `homosexuals'
recently planned to kill him.
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New  Hope  MCC
Thanksgiving
potluck

Milwaukee  -  New  Hope  Metropolitan
Community    Church    [New    Hope    MCC]
Milwaukee   will   celebrate    its   annual
Thanksgiving      Potluck      on      Sunday,
November   24   beginning   at   3pm   in   the
Kenwood    United    Methodist    Church
Fellowship     Hall     located     at     2319     E.
Kenwood   Blvd.   There   is   sure   to   be   a
bounty   of   holiday   delights   and   all   the
community   is   invited    to   share    in   this
celebration.  Bring  a  favorite  dish  to  share
and  come join  in  the  fun.  You  are jsure  to
discover plenty of gcod food,  friends,  and
holiday cheer !

The dinner will be followed by  a  special
Thanksgiving   service   at   the   regular
6:30pm  worship  time  in  the  upper  chapel
of   Kenwood   United   Methodist   Church.
Ftev.  Nancy  Smiegowski  will  be delivering
the Thanksgiving message.

NEW OFFICE BLESSING
New   Hope   MCC   also   celebrates   the

openirig of their new church office on Nov.
24  with  a  special  `Office  Blessing'  during
the  regular  Worship  service  beginning  at
6:30pm.    The    office    is    located    in    the
church,   in   the   rear   of  the   second  floor
chapel.

The   opening   of   a   church   office   is   a
grand    occasion    for    this    Milwaul{ee
congregation.   New  Hope's  congregation,
board  Of  directors,  and  co-pastors  Rev's.
Chris  Pasin§ki  and  Nancy Smiegowski  are
delighted    to   see   this   goal    beco-me    a
reality.

According     to     Rev.     Chris     Pasinski,
"The  office  space  is a  sign  and  a  symbol

Of our stability in this community.  We as a
church   are   committed   to   sending   the
message that God's  love  is  boundless and
cannot     be     contained     by     sceial     and
theological  prejudices!

Rev's Chris and Nancy will have  weekly
office   hours   on   Tuesday  `evenings   from
7pm-    10pm    and    on    Saturday's    by
appointment,   You   may  call  the  church's
new   phone   number,   (414)   332-9995,   to`schedule ,an  appointment  or  sinply  `drop

in'  and chat.

I./, . ' , , .(

Foravfl/#our8apport

ooul«e « ppoalid;ti.O«G

7;;rfe 3o!f lo„

with ot^t yoL^ 9t^ys

nothing \^/ot^ld  be  possible,

Thanks with all
M¥ Love,
Kellie Greens
Miss C;a¥ Wiscc)nsin
91 '-92'
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Perspectives on 
homophobia 

Milwaukee — As Gay men, homophobia 
affects all of us. Overcoming its effects is 
often an ongoing challenge. The Gay 
Men's Discussion Group will again focus 
on the issues surrounding homophobia, 
this time from a more personal 
perspective. 

Please join us as we explore our own 
personal perspectives on homophobia at 
our next Gay Men's Discussion Group, 
scheduled for Sunday, November 24th, 
from 6pm to 8pm. The GMDG will be held 
at The Counseling Center of Milwaukee, 
2038 North Bartlett Avenue. 

Pre-registration is not required, and the 
cost is a $2 donation. If you'd like more 
information, please call Tim Baack, MS, 
Coordinator of the Men's Support Group 
Program, at 271-2565. 

Tri Cable features 
Gay teens 

The November- December episodes of 
The New Tri-Cable Tonight, Milwaukee's 
Gay & Lesbian cable TV show, features 
Gay high school teen-agers and their 
experiences of isolation and harassment. 

Moderator Michael Lisowski interviews 
Gay & Lesbian Milwaukee high school 
teens with the Milwaukee Public School 
administrator for interscholastic sports 
Jan Doleschal about the recently approved 
Board Task Force policy for supportive 
services and a safe educational 
environment for Gay & Lesbian students. 
"Awesome!" exclaimed Tracy Zwijacz, 
about the changes underway to provide 
support that she needed a few years ago. 
Joining Tracy and Jan, were Bernell and 
Jed Dietenberger. 

In the second program, Michael 
interviews Gay teen-ager Jed 
Dietenberger and his mother, Georgia 
Giese, who talk about enduring and 
overcoming harassment while living in 
their rural Horicon community. They are 
surviving, thanks to a loving and 
supportive relationship. 

The New Tri-Cable, is scheduled at 
10:30pm on Thursday and Sunday 
evenings on City of Milwaukee Warner 
Cable MATA Channel 14. The first 
program is scheduled for November 21, 
and 24; the second program will air on 
November 28, December 1, 5, and 8. 
Suburban viewers must specifically 
request the program for their own cable 
system in order for the program to be 
recablecast there. 

Holiday gift cards 
at MAP 

Milwaukee — In response to requests 
from throughout the community, the 
Milwaukee AIDS Project (MAP) has 
developed a new holiday gift-giving 
program that will directly benefit people 
living with HIV disease. 

"Instead of purchasing gifts for friends 
and family members, many people have 
asked to provide a financial donation to 
MAP that can be acknowledged as a gift 
to a loved one," said Chris Doerfler, 
director of development at MAP. 

MAP has developed holiday cards to 
acknowledge such gifts. These attractive 
cards feature cover artwork created by a 
client of MAP, along with a message from 
the artist. 

To find out more about this new 
program, call Chris Doerfler at MAP, 
(414) 273-1991. 

Gay racquetball 
An informal racquetball network is 

being formed for Gays and Lesbians in the 
Greater Milwaukee community. Three 
skill levels: advanced, intermediate, and 
beginner, will be identified. Those 
interested in joining need a racquet, a 
'home' court, gym clothes, and a will to 
play. The time and place of all matches 
will be arranged between players; a 
central facilitator will assign opponents. 
All participants will receive the name, 
phone number, home court, and skill level 
of other participants. This network is 
being sponsored by Milwaukee GAMMA; 
call Bob at 963-9833 
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Besides the four page CAN letter, 
included in the mailing was a two page 
rendition of the bill with an endorsement 
form; and a two page letter from Attorney 
David Wm. T. Carroll. 

Carroll, who is director of CAN, wrote, 
"I've read Congressman Crane's bill and 
as an attorney for 15 years, I can tell you 
that this bill is just what we need to shut 
down the NEA." 

Carroll lambasted the NEA for funding 
the 1991 San Francisco International Gay 
and Lesbian Film Festival. He 
commented, "I am disturbed that YOUR 
TAX DOLLARS and my tax dollars were 
used to pay for this and other sexual and 
homosexual oriented projects." He 
continued, "If you are outraged that your 
tax dollars are being used to fund smut, 
child pornography, homosexual pictures 
and attacks against Jesus Christ and 
Christian beliefs... please endorse the 
legislation." 

Carroll urged support writing, "It will 
take a lot of work and effort to get this 
legislation out of committee and voted into 
law. But I believe if one million Christians 
endorse this bill, it will pass the US 
Congress." 

Carroll urged monetary gifts to CAN 
saying, "There's so much work to be 
done right away — issue press releases, 
lobby congressional offices, gather and 
sort bills, inform public opinion leaders, 
contact White House officials... only 
through the support of Concerned 
Christians (SIC) like you can the CAN stop 

"Adam & The Experts" 
Dec. 6 & 7, 13 & 14, 8pm 

Different Drummer Theatre 
Alliance - 347-0673 

OPEN 4pm 
DAILY 
1-94 to 

41 North 
(See us 

at the 
Stoplight) 

your tax dollars from funding such 
homosexual propaganda." 

CAN has promised to tally signed bills 
and issue a report to all 535 members of 
Congress "showing them that Americans 
still want action — and they want it now," 
according to Mawyer's letter. 
"Furthermore, I want to give your signed 
bill to the Chair of the Committee on 
Education and Labor. PLEASE HELP ME 
AND CONGRESSMAN CRANE GET 
THIS BILL OUT OF COMMITTEE." 
Mawyer's letter pleads, "Without your 
signed bill, the liberals and radicals in 
Congress will claim Crane has no support 
for his bill to abolish the NEA. You and I 
can't let this happen... We're on the 
threshold of victory!" 

If It Concerns You, It Concerns Us! 

529-6440 
529-2800 

ATTORNEYS 
Carol L. Law & 
Warren J. Klaus 
LAW & KLAUS 

Personal injury, workers 
compensation, wills, probate 

avoidance, partner's separation 
agreements, OAWI, real estate, 

visitation & family law. 

FREE FIRST MEETING 
with attorney regarding any legal matter. 

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
Evening & Weekend Hours 

CPA Services 

I — 

\ ;,, 
111119..0 N11 

11111$ 15.111. 1)

5665 South 108th Street 
Hales Corners, WI 53130 
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Perspectives on
homophobia

Mllwaukee - As Gay men,  homophobia
af`fects  all  Of  us.  Overcoming  its  effects  is
often   an    ongoing    challenge.    The    Gay
Men's  Discussion  Group  will  again  focus
on   the   issues   surrounding   homophobia,
this     time     from     a     more     personal
perspective.

Please  join  us  as  we  explore  our  own
personal  perspectives   on   homophobia  at
our   next   Gay   Men's   Discussion   Group,
scheduled   for   Sunday,   November   24th,
from 6pm to 8pm.  The GMDG will be held
at  The  Counseling  Center  of  Milwaukee,
2038 North Bartlett Avenue.

Pre-registration is not required,  and the
cost  is  a  $2  donation.   If  you'd  like  more
information,  please  call  Tim  Baack,   MS,
Coordinator  of  the  Men's  Support  Group
Program,  at 271-2565.

Tri  Cable features
Gay teens

The  November-   December  eplsQdes  of
The  New  Tri-Cable  Tonight,  Milwaukee's
Gay  &  Lesbian  cable  TV  show,   features
Gay   high    school    teen-agers    and   their
experiences of isolation and harassment.

Moderator  Michael  Lisowski  intervieivs
Gay   &   Lesbian   Milwaukee   high   school
teens  with  the  Milwaukee  Public  School
administrator    for    interscholastic    sports
Jam Doleschal about the recently approved
Board   Task   Force   policy   for   supportive
services     and     a      safe      educational
environment  for  Gay  &  Lesbian  students.
"Awesome!"    exclaimed   Traey   Zwijacz,

about  the   changes   underway  to  provide
support that she  needed  a few years  ago.
Joining  Tracy  and  Jan,  were  Bernell  and
Jed Dietenberger.

In    the    second    program,    Michael
interviews        Gay        teen-ager        Jed
Dietenberger   and   his   mother,    Georgia
Giese,    who    talk    about    enduring    and
overcoming   harassment   while   living   in
their  rural  Horicon  community.  They  are
surviving.    thanks    to    a    loving    and
supportive relationship.

The   New   Tri-Cable,    is   scheduled   at
10:30pm    on    Thursday    and    Sunday
evenings   on   City   of  Milwaukee   Warner
Cable    MATA    Channel     14.     The    first
program   is  scheduled  for   November  21,
and  24;   the  second  program  will  air  on
November   28,    December   1,   5,   and   8.
Suburban    viewers    must    specifically
request  the  program  for  their  own  cable
system   in   order  for  the  program  to  be
recablecast there.

Holiday  gift  cards
at  MAP

Milwaukee  -  In  respoose  to  requests
from    throughout    the    communfty,     the
Milwaukee    AIDS     Project     (MAP)     has
developed     a     new     holiday     gift-giving
program  that  will  directly  benefit  people
living with lilv disease.

"Instead  of purchasing gifts for  friends

and  family  members,   many  people  have
asked  to  provide  a  financial  donation  to
MAP  that  can  be  acknowledged  as  a  gift
to   a   loved   one,"    said   Chris   Doerfler,
director of development at MAP.

MAP   has  developed   holiday   cards   to
acknowledge  such  gifts.   These  attractive
cards  feature  cover  artwork  created  by  a
client Of MAP,  along with a message from
the artist.

To   I ind    out    more    about    this    new
program,   call   Chris   Daerfler   at   MAP,
(414)  273-1991.

Gay  racquetball
An    informal    racquetball    network    is

being formed for Gays and Lesbians in the
Greater    Milwaukee    community.     Three
skill   levels:   advanced,   intermediate,   and
beginner,    will    be    identified.    Those
interested   in  joining   need   a   racquet,   a
`home'  court,  gym  cloth.es,   and  a  will  to

play.  The  time  and  place  of  all  matches
will    be    arranged    between    players;    a
central  facilitator   will  assign   opponents.
All   participants   will   receive   the   name,
phone number,  home court,  and skill level
of   other    participants.    This    net`^/orl{    is
being  sponsored by  Milwaukee  GAMMA;
call   Bob   at   963-9833                           V
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Besides   the    four    page    CAN    letter,
included  in  the  mailing  was  a  t`^/o  page
rendition  of  the  bill  with  an  endorsement
form;  and a two page. letter from Attorney
David Win. T. Carroll.

Carroll,  who  is  director  Of  CAN,  wrote,
"I've  read  Congressman  Crane's bill  and

as an attorney for  15  years,  I can tell you
that this bill  is just what we  need to  shut
down the NEA. ' '

Carroll  lambasted  the  NEA  for  funding
the  1991  San  Francisco  International  Gay
and   .Lesbian      Film      Festival.       He
commented,  "I  am  disturbed  that  YOUR
TAX  DOLLAFZS  and  my  tax  dollars  were
used  to pay for  this and other  sexual  and
homosexual    oriented    projects."    He
continued,  "If you  are  outraged that your
tax  dollars  are  being  used  to  fund  smut,
child   pornography.,    homosexual   pictures
and   attacks   against   Jesus   Christ   and
Christian   beliefs...    please    endorse    the
legislation."

Carroll  urged  support  writing,  "It  will
take  a  lot  of  work  and  effort  to  get  this
legislation out of committee and voted into
law.  But I  believe if one million Christians
endorse   this   bill,    it   will   pass   the   US
Congress. "

Carroll   urged   monetary   gifts   to   CAN
saying,   "There's   so   much   work   to   be
done  right  away  -   issue  press  releases,
lobby   congressional   offices,   gather   and
sort  bills,   inform  public  opinion  leaders,
contact     Vvhite     House     officials...     only
through    the    support    of    Concerned
Christians (SIC)  like you can the CAN stop

"Adam & The Experts"
Dec. 6 & 7,  13 & 14, 8pm

Different Drummer Theatre
once -

OPEN 4pm
DAILY
I-94 'o41North

!* ®1 thea  N     I   I  S  a  odu,

your    tax    dollars    from    funding    such
homosexual propaganda. ' '

CAN  has  promised  to  tally  signed  bills
and  issue  a  report  to  all  535  members  of
Congress  "showing  them  that  Americans
still want action  -and they want it now,"
according        to        Mawyer's        letter.
"Furthermore,  I  want to give  your  signed

bill   to   the   Chair   Of   the   Committee   on
Education  and  Labor.  PLEASE  HELP  ME
AND    CONGRESSMAN    CRANE    GET
THIS    BILL    OUT    OF     COMMITTEE."
Mawyer's   letter   pleads,    "Without   your
signed   bill, ,the   liberals   and   radicals   in
Congress  will  claim  Crane  has  no  support
for his  bill  to  abolish  the  NEA.  You  and  I
can't   let   this   happen...    We're   on   the
threshold Of victory! ' '

IfltconcerusYou,Itconcerusu|]§J

529-6440
529-2800

ATTORNEYS
Carol L. Law &
Warren J. Klaus

:g?£eg|:a%t:n!i|;ifrir¥t,::
visitation & family law.

wiFhEtFOEeFrFg!rEnMnEyFeTa',Ha€er.
CALL FOR AN APPOINTME

EveninEfA¥::5lFcnegHours

5665 Sou(h 108(h S(rcet
Hales Comers, WI  53130
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will be submitted in the 1992 Hometown 
festival, which is the largest video 
competition in the world. 

The New Tri-Cable Tonight can be 
viewed on City of Milwaukee Warner 
Cable Channel 14. Thursdays and 
Sundays at 10:30pm. Yellow on Thursday, 
which pre- empts Tri-Cable, is currently 
airing an all new episode in that time slot. 
Suburban viewers must request the 
program for their own cable system in 
order for the program to be recablecast 
there. 

`Christians' 
campaign to 
abolish NEA 

[IN STEP] — The Christian Action 
Network has launched a massive mail 
campaign supporting Congressman Philip 
Crane's Bill, HR 299, that would 
"abolish the radical National Endowment 
for the Arts." CAN, based in Forest, 

"Adam & The Experts" 
Dec. 6 & 7, 13 & 14, 8pm 

Different Drummer Theatre 

Affiance - 347-0673 

OPEN 4pm 
DAILY 
1-94 to 

41 North 
(See us 

at the 
Stoplight) 

Virginia, is seeking one million 
Americans, nationwide, to endorse 
HR299. 

HR299 was introduced in January of 
1991, and was referred to the Committee 
on Education and Labor. 

The letter, signed by CAN president 
Martin Mawyer, commented, "Your 
endorsement tells Congress that you 
support this bill and want the NEA 
abolished now." The letter also asks 
respondents to send an "Emergency gift 
of $14, $25, $50 or even $100 to help me 
get one million signed bills nationwide." 

2139 Racine Street • Racine, WI • 634-9804 
Hwy 32. South 

JC'DEE'S 
Int'l 

Sat., Nov. 23' 
VICTORIA'S 

VARIETY REVUE 
$2 Cover, 10:30 Showtime 

-Wed., Nov. 27h 
REMOTE CONTROL 

TV Game, 10:30 
No Cover 

Get a Great NEW Look and benefit 
MAP, too! Come See "Tim" at 

individuals 
1/2 your service donated to MAP during Nov & Dec 

770 N. Jefferson, Milw. • 223-0103 
(all proceeds benefit MAP) 

1753 South KK Ave • 672-5580 

B 3B Is
A Friendly L 

Place for Everyone, Everyday 

WELCOME 
to all 

H.I.T. Bowlers 
Good Luck to All 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th 
"Happy Thanksgiving" 

Thanksgiving Dinner Served 2-7Prn 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29th • 8-12Pm 
TURKEY BOWL 

Cash Prizes & More 
Bowl with a Frozen Turkey 

$5 Donation • A MAP Fundraiser 

FRI., NOV. 29th & SAT, NOV.30th • 9-Close 
2nd Annual Country Dance 

Two Stepping - Line Dancing 
Country Dress Encouraged 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1st • 10ani-6 Pm

Farewell Party to H.I.T. 
Sunday Drink Specials 
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will  be  submitted  in  the  1992  Hometown
festival,     which     is    the     largest    video
competition ln the world.

The   New   Tri-Cable   Tonight   can   be
viewed   on   City   of   Milwaukee   Warner
Cable    Channel    14,    Thursdays    and
Sundays at 10:30pm.  Yellow  on ThuT§day,
which  pre-  empts  Tri-Cable,   is  currently
airing an all  new episode  in that time slot.
Suburban    viewers     must     request     the
program   for   their   own   cable   system   in
order  for  the  program  to  be  recablecast
there.

`Christians'
campaign  to
abolish  NEA

[IN   STEP]    -    The   Christian   Action
Network   has   launched   a   massive   mail
campaign  supporting  Congressman  Philip
Crane's    Bill,     HR    299,    that    would
"abolish  the  radical  National  Endowment

for   the   Arts."   CAN,    based   in   Forest,.

"Adam & The Experts"
Dec. 6 & 7.  13 & 14. 8pm

Dlfferent Drummer Theatre
Alllance` - 347-0673

OPEN 4pm

ul,      §!.   *       4,,i#•|I--iiilL-iB|-TLTE     Stop|ight)

Virginia,      is      seeking      one      million
Americans,    nationwide,    to    endorse
HR299.

HR299   was   introduced   in   January   of
1991,  and  was  referred  to  the  Committee
on Education and Labor.

The   letter,   signed   by,  CAN   president
Martin   Mawyer,    commented,    "Your
endorsement    tells    Congress    that    you
support    this    bill    and    want    the    NEA
abolished    now."    The    letter    also    asl{s
respondents  to  send  an  "Emergency  gift
of $14,  $25,  $50  or  even  $100  to  help  me
get one million signed bills nationwide. "

2139 Racine Street . Flacine, Wl . 634-9804
Hay 32. South

JO,DEB,Sht'l
Scqt.. Now. 23edVIcORIA'S

V              REvtJE
82 Cover, 10:30 Showline
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th
"Happy Thanksgiving"

Thanksgiving Dinner Served 2-7Pm

FRIDAV,  NoVEMBER 29lh  .  8112Pm
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Cash Prizes & More

Bowl with a Frozen Turkey
S5 Donation . A MAP Fundraiser

FRl.,  NoV. 29,h & SAT,  NoV.30,h  .  9IC,ose

2nd Annual Country Dance
Two Stepping -Line Dancing
Country Dress Encouraged

SUNDAY, DECEMBER  Ist  .loom-6Pm

Farewell Party to H.I.T.
Sunday Drink Specials
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The Arts 

The cast and crew of Different Drummer Theatre Alliance's first production of Victor 
Rumbalo's "Adam and the Experts." The play runs Dec. 6,7,13,14 in Milwaukee. 

Theatre groups first play 
"Adam and the Experts" 

Milwaukee — The Different Drummer 
Theatre Alliance will present its first 
production, Adam And The Experts by 
Victor Bumbalo, on December 6,7,13,14. 

All performances will begin at 8pm at 
the Bauer Contemporary Ballet (BCB) 
Studio Theatre at 727 N. Milwaukee 
Street. Tickets for the show are $10 (group 
discounts available) and can be obtained 
by calling (414) 347-0673, or write DDTA, 
PO Box 92756, Milwaukee, WI 53202. 

Adam And The Experts is a particular 
kind of `journey play' that follows two 
ordinary `Homosexual Everymen' who 
just want to live their lives in New York 
City. The two men are waiters — not 
college graduates, not doctors, not 
lawyers, not two really, really rich or very, 
very famous people — just two average 

homosexuals. They are best friends 
having a very nice time living their lives 
after moving to the Big Apple. They chose 
New York for very uncomplicated reasons, 
but get into something totally different 
from what they imagined, and who handle 
their circumstances elegantly when 
confronted with AIDS. 

Bumbalo's play expresses a mood of 
exhaustion, fatalism, and embattled 

"Adam & The Experts" 
Dec. 6 & 7, 13 & 14, 8pm 

Different Drummer Theatre 
Affiance - 347-0673 
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contd. from page 24 

Sabitino and Mark Behar about the details 
and specifics of safer sex. A special 90 
minute live edition of Tri- Cable won an 
Honorable Mention Award in the Live 
Community category. The program 
featured Michael Lisowski and Michael 
Ross as moderators of a live studio 
audience/call-in program to provide 
unique Gay and Lesbian perspectives on 
aftereffects of the Jeffrey Dahmer 
murders. Mark Behar and Bryce Clark are 
the producers of Tri-Cable. 

The MG/LCN also assisted in the 
production of Milwaukee Health Beat: 
Breast Cancer Awareness, which won two 
Philos in the Educational/Instructional 

"She's such a lowbrow . . . she 
even wears uncultured 
pearls 

and Documentary Public Awareness 
categories. This program highlighted the 
collaborative efforts of area health 
experts, agencies and survivors in dealing 
with breast cancer. Mark Behar, Cathy 
Meade and Jestene McCord, producers. 

The Philo Award was named after Philo 
T. Farnsworth, the inventor of television. 
Area telecommunications, broadcast 
professionals and community activists 
served as judges fro this year's 
competition. 

The MGLCN has won Philo awards 
every year since 1988, and won first place 
for Tri-Cable Tonight in the Best News 
Series/Volunteer category in the 
prestigious 1989 Hometown USA Video 
Festival. All 1991 award winning entries 

niently located to 
, Milwaukee, Madison 

all points in between 

on - Sat: 7 pm to 2 am 
unday : Noon to Midnight 

5 W. State St. - Rockford, IL 
(815) 964-7005 
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Mllwaukee  -  The  Different  Drummer
Theatre   Alliance    will   present   its   first
production,  Adam  And   The   Experts   by
Victor Bumbalo, on December 6,7,13,14.

All  performances  will  begin  at  8pm  at
the    Bauer   Contemporary   Ballet    (BCB)
Studio   Theatre    at    727    N.    Milwaukee
Street. Tickets for the show are $10 (group
discounts  available)  and  can  be  obtained
by calling  (414)  347-0673,  or  write  DDTA,
PO Box 92756, Milwaukee, WI 53202.

Adam  And  The  Experts  is  a  particular
kind   Of   `journey   play'   that   follows   t`^ro
ordinary    `Homosexual    Everymen'    who
just  want  to  live  their  lives  !n  New  York
City.   The   two   inen   are   waiters   -   not
college-  graduates,    not   doctors,    not
lawyers, not turo really,  really rich or very,
very  famous  people  L` just  two  average

homosexuals.     They     are     best    friends
having  a  very  nice  time  living  their  lives
after moving to the Big Apple,  They chose
New York for very uncomplicated reasons,
but  get  into   something   totally   different
from -what they imagined,  and who handle
their    circumstances    elegantly    when
confronted with AIDS.

Bumbalo's  play   expresses   a   mood   of
exhaustion,    fatalism,    and   embattled

"Adam & The Experts"
Doc. 6 & 7.13'& 14, 8pm

Dlfferent I)riimmer Theatre
Alliance - 347L0673
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contd. from pE\ge 24

Sabitino and Mark Behar about the details
and  specifics  of  safer  sex.   A  Special  90
miniite  live  edition  Of  Tri-  Cable  won  an
Honorable   Mention   Award   in   the   Live
Community    category.    The    program
featured   Michael   Lisowski   and   Michael
Ross   as    moderators    of    a    live    studio
audience/call-in   program   to   provide
unique  Gay  and  Lesbian  perspectives  on
aftereffects    of    the    Jeffrey    Dahmer
murders.  Mark  Behar and Bryce Clark are
the producers of Tri-Cable.

The    MG/LCN    also   assisted    in    the
production   Of   Milwaukee    Health   Beat:
Breast Cancer Awareness,  which won two
Philos    in    the    Educational/Instructional-(.;-----i
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(`'She'ssuchalowbrow...she'

even wears uncultured
pearls....."

and   Documentary   Public   Awareness
categories.  This  program  highlighted  the
collaborative   efforts   of   area    health
experts,  agencies and survivors  in dealing
with   breast  cancer.   Mark   Behar,   Cathy
Meade and Jestene Mccord, producers.

The Philo Award was named after Philo
T.  Farnsworth,  the  inventor  Of  television.
Area    telecommunications,    broadcast
professionals    and    community    activists
served     as    judges    fro     this     year's
competition.

The   MGLCN    has   won   Philo   awards
every year since  1988,  and  won  first place
for  Trl-Cable  Tonight  in   the   Best  News
Series/Volunteer      category      in      the
prestigious   1989   Hometown   USA   Video
Festival.  All  1991   award  winning  entriesREffiREE!:,i:;i!,i|i':;!j,:,lil,:i:I,'j;:,I:i!¢;;:.:;;
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MONDAY 
'1.25 Cuervo & Corona + Shake-

A-Dice 

TUESDAY 
'3 Beer, Wine, Soda Bust, 

150 Sterling Vodka Drinks 

WEDNESDAY 
PARTY NIGHT 

ti Rail, 1.25 Rail Schnapps, 1.25 
Bottle Beer 

THURSDAY 
'1 Rail 

FRIDAY 
I Rail Schnapps 

SATURDAY 
1.25 Wine Coolers 

SUNDAY 
1-''Screw Drivers, Morning Glories, Bloody Marys 

LABATTS is Always 1.25 

Welcome H.I.T. Bowlers 
Party at Partners with 

our daily drink specials. 
Spend Thanksgiving at 
Partners with 
free food & 
drink 
specials! 
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the day they all sat down and ate turkey 
together? 

I can imagine the incredible tension 
around that Plymouth Rock dinner table 
as lifestyle clashed with lifestyle. Picture 
it: this group of sexually- liberated, half-
naked savages in lots of feathers and 
wearing heavy make-up, chanting and 
dancing about in total abandon, who had 
to break bread with a bunch of sexually-
repressed, strait-laced, bundled- up 
religious zealots who could only quote the 
Bible and rejected anything besides their 
Mayflower morals as either witchcraft or 
paganistic hedonism. Now there's a 
bunch of happy campers. Not! I'm sure 
they all sat there stuffing themselves on 
stuffing and trying desperately to keep up 
some sort of half-baked conversation over 
the over-baked yams. 

Whatever teacher may have taught you 
about the first Thanksgiving from your 
precious textbooks was more bull than 
turkey; sure the Pilgrims and Indians sat 
down to feast. Thankful that they were no 
longer plugging each other with buckshot 
and shooting flaming arrows, but do you 
really believe everyone immediately 
accepted each other's way of life and 
embraced their cultural differences? No 
way, dude. By the same token, my fine 
fags, don't go home to your kith and kin 
with great expectations of a joyful 
reception to your wanton weenie- washing 
ways; dearest dykes, don't plan on an 
elated response to your 'base' proclivity 
for bumpin' pussies. Our bedroom 
behavior is. . well.. . queer. 

But do not hide your queerness in 
shame and fear. Can you imagine the 17th 
century savages washing the paint from 
their faces, removing their beads and 
wearing starched collars to the puritans' 
dinner party? Nope, they bravely (!) wore 
their Indian-ness with pride and joy. 
Likewise should we queers be not merely 
proud of but THANKFUL for our 
gayness. We're here, we're queer, we're 
thankful! T.G.I.G. Thank God I'm Gay. 
Gobble this! 

tile) 

5155 Broadwaq • cireen Bay • (4I4) 4329646 

Please join us on lit.Lsck 
& Thursday afternoons, 
around 5:30ish, beginning in 
December. Yeff Yenning,s will 
tickle the ivories, and your 
ears, at our new piano bar! 
As always, our Cocktail 
.9-four runs from 4:00 tiff 9:00 
dairy. And as always, ALL 
shots are $ 1.25 . . . so let's 
shake some dice. 

Saturday, November 30 
Erotic Body Shops  ULTRA HOT MALE REVUE will be 

performing here on Saturday, Vvember 30th. There will be a 
$2 cover charge for the two hour show beginning at 10:00. 
Wive had this group before . . . They're HOT. 

Friday, December 6 
Our 2nd Annual- 'Bartender Reunion Party is scheduled for 

Friday, December 6th. Don't miss this chance to see your fa-
vorite 9-fistoricaf Landmarks behind the bar once again! We 
will run Happy "four Prices all nite long. No Cover. We thank. 
C.C. Rae & Cast for yet another superb show (it was better 
than Quiche) and we thank the patrons who joined us in our 
9-faffinveen Celebration (any excuse to throw on a dress!). 

lust for the record; we enjoy the variety of personalities that 
choose to gather here. We are not a "men's bar." We are not a 
"women's Bar." We are not exclusively Gay. We are a social 
outlet for Mature Men & Women, and we promote respect for 
another individuals composition. 
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Wielcome H1.I. Bowlers
Party at Partners with

our daily drink specials.
Spend Thanksgiving at

the  day  they  all  sat  down  and  ate  turkey
together?

I   can   imagine   the   incredible   tension
around  that  Plymouth  Rack  dinner  table
as  lifestyle  clashed  with  lifestyle.  Picture
it:  this  group  of  sexually-  liberated,   half-
naked   savages   in   lots   of   feathers   and
wearing   heavy   make-up,    chanting   and
dancing  about  in  total  abandon,  who  had
to  break  bread  with  a  bunch  of  sexually-
repressed,    strait-laced,    bundled-   up
religious zealots who could only  quote the
Bible  and  rejected  anything  besides  their
Mayf lower  morals  as  either  witchcraft  or
paganistic    hedonism.     Now    there's     a
bunch  Of  happy  campers.   Not!   I'm  sure
they  all  sat  there  stuffing  themselves  on
Stuffing and trying desperately to I{eep up
some  sort of  half-baked  conversation  over
the over-baked yams.

Whatever teache-r  may  have taught  you
about  the   first   Thanksgiving   from   your
precious   textbooks   was   more   bull   than
turkey;  sure  the  Pilgrims  and  Indians  sat
down to feast.  Thankful that they were no
longer pluggihg each other  with  buckshot
and  shooting  flaming  arrows,  but  do  you
really   believe   everyone   immediately
accepted   each   other's   way   of   life   and
embraced   their  cultural   differences?   No
way,  dude.  By  the  same  token,  my  fine
fags,  don't  go  home  to  your  kith  and  kin
with    great    expectations    of    a    joyful
reception to your wanton weenie-  washing
ways;   dearest   dykes,   don't  plan   on   an
elated  response  to  your  `base'  praclivlty
for    bumpin'    pussies.    Our    bedroom
behavior is. . well. . . queer.

But   do   not   hide   your   queerness   in
shame and fear.  Can you imagine the 17th
century  savages  washing  the  paint  from
their   faces,   removing   their   beads   and
wearing  starched  collars  to  the  puritans'
dinner party?  Nape,  they bravely  (I)  wore
their   Indian-ness   with   pride    and   joy.
Likewise  should we  queers  be  not  merely
proud    of    but   THANKFUL    for    our
gayness.  We're  here,  we're  queer,  we're
thankful!   T.G.I.G.   Thank   God   I'm   Gay.
Gobble this !                                            V
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determination as the AIDS decimation 
continues and has become the 
overshadowing fact of homosexual life. 

The play finds bitter humor amid 
outrageous tragedy. Adam is quite funny 
in a dry, satiric, sad and heroic sort of 
way. The humor is deployed by the author 
to reveal the pathetic, ludicrous defenses 
that people adopt to shield themselves 
from terrifying realities. It celebrates the 
will to live of average people whom 
circumstances turn into heroes. 

The DDTA is Milwaukee's first Gay 
and Lesbian theatre company which 
promises to present works that represent 
"our community, our lives, our issues. 

Stephen D. Spera is the Director, with 
Jay Hanson filling in as Stage Manager. 
Matthew Herman will play the role of 
Adam, a character who is one of the 
'everyman' waiters, in his thirties. He's 
a little bit of the nervous type who tries to 
stay in control of his hysteria. He is a 
loner and Eddies best friend. Eddie is 
played by Kelly Crisman, and is also in 
his thirties, but he's wiry, spirited, and 
not a loner. 

Rachel Winkley plays the role of Sarah, 
who is intelligent, very demanding, in her 
twenties, sometimes a real smart ass, and 
straight. She is Adam & Eddies best 
girlfriend. The character of Jim is played 
by Joseph Rabensdorf, and is young and 
adorable and a friend of the above three. 
He can't deal with Eddie's illness and 
avoids him. His shrink tells him that he 
must have at least one day a week in 
which he does NOT have to think about 
AIDS. Sarah's aunt, Melissa, is played by 
Kristie Curyell who also fills in the roles 
of Mamamata, and Mom. Melissa is a 
mature artistic type, former New Yorker, 
living in Santa Fe and owns her own 
jewelry business. 

Other actors are James Bolton, Patrick 

"Adam & The Experts" 
Dec. 6 & 7, 13 & 14, 8pm 

Different Drummer Theatre 
Affiance - 347-0673 

Dance, pop music icon Boy George is 
returning to the US music scene with a 
series of highly anticipated club dates. 
No Wisconsin appearances, but the 
Boy appeared at Bistro Too in Chicago 
on Nov. 15; and will be at 
Minneapolis' Gay 90's on Nov. 25 & 
26. 

Murphy, Brian Crane, and Vince 
Lombardo. 

Cream City Chorus 
holiday concert 

The Wisconsin Cream City Chorus will 
present 'A Cream City Christmas' 
holiday concert on Sunday, December 8. 
The concert will be held at 3pm in Vogel 
Hall of the Performing Arts Center, 929 
North Water Street, Milwaukee. 

The chorus will sing holiday selections, 
both contemporary and traditional, under 
the direction of Joe Appleman and Kim 
Hah. Tickets are $10, and are available 
through chorus members, the PAC Box 
Office, or charge by calling 273-7206. 

The chorus will again perform at the 
annual City of Milwaukee Tree Lighting in 
Red Arrow Park across from the PAC on 
November 30th, at 5pm. The chorus will 
also be caroling at health care facilities 
and various bars in the community on 

IN STEP 
MAGAZINE 

salutes & welcomes 

• 13th Annual H.I.T. 
Bowling Tournament 

• NAMES Project AIDS 
Memorial Quilt 

to Milwaukee 

IN STEP & You! 
225 South Second Street • Milwaukee, WI 53204 

414/278-7840 • Fax 414/278-5868 
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determination   as   the    AIDS    decimation
continues      and      has      become      the
overshadowing fact of homosexual life.

The    play    finds    bitter    humor    amid
outrageous  tragedy.  Adam  is  quite  funny
in  a  dry,   satiric,   sad  and  heroic  sort  Of
way. The humor is deployed by the author
to  reveal  the  pathetic,  ludicrous  defenses
that  people   adopt   to   shield   themselves
from  terrifying  realities.  It  celebrates  the
will    to    live    Of    average    people    whom
circumstances turn into heroes.

The   DDTA   is   Milwaukee's   first   Gay
and    Lesbian    theatre    company    which
promises  to  present  works  that  represent` `our community, our lives, our issues. "

Stephen  D.  Spera  is  the  Director,  with
Jay  Hansom  filling  in  as  Stage  Manager.
Matthew   Herman   will   play   the   role   Of
Adam,   a   character   who   is   one   of   the
`everyman'  waiters,   in  his  thirties.   He's

a little bit Of the nervous type who tries to
stay  in  control  of  his   hysteria.   He   is  a
loner  and  Eddies   best  friend.   Eddie   is
played  by  Kelly  Crisman,  and  is  also  ln
his  thirties,   but  he's  wiry,   spirited,   and
not a loner.

Rachel Winkley plays the role of Sarah,
who ls intelligent,  very demanding,  ln  her
twenties,  sometimes a real smart ass,  and
straight.   She   is   Adam   &   Eddies   best
girlfriend.  The character  of  Jim  ls  played
by  Joseph  Rabensdorf,  and  ls  young  and
adorable and a friend  Of  the  above  three.
He   can't  deal   with   Eddie's   illness   and
avoids  him.  His  shrink  tells  hin  that  he
must  have  at  least  one  day  a  week  ln
which  he  does  NOT  have  to  think  about
AIDS.  Sarah's aunt,  Melissa,  is played by
Kristie  Curyell  who also fills  in  the  roles
of  Mamamata,   and  Mom.   Melissa   is   a
mature  artistic  type,  former  New  Yorker,
living   in   Santa   Fe   and   o`uns   her   own
jewelry business,

Other  actors  are  James  Bolton,  Patrick

"Adam & The Experts"
Dec. 6 & 7. 13 & 14. 8pm

Dlffcrent Drummer Theatre
AIIlance - 8470673

Dar.ce/tot)  music  icorb  Bay  George  is
returTing to the US mttsic seer.e with a
series Of highly  anticipated chab  dates.
No   Wisconsin  appearances,   but   the
Bay appeared at Bistro Too in Chicago
on     Nov.      15;     and     will     be     at
Mimeapotis'  Gay  90's  on  Nov.   25  a
26.

Murphy,     Brian     Crane,     and    Vince
Lombardo.

Cream  City Chorus
holiday concert

The Wlsconsln  Cream  Clfy  Chorus  will
preserit    `A    Cream    City    Christmas'
holiday  concert  on  Sunday,  December  8.
The concert will be  held  at  3pm  in  Vogel
Hall  Of  the  Performing  Arts  Center,  929
North Water Street, Milwaukee.

The chorus will sing  holiday  selections,
both contemporary  and  traditional,  under
the  direction  Of  Joe  Appleman  and  Kin
Hah.  Tickets  are  $10,  and  are  available
through  chorus  members,   the  PAC  Box
Curice, or charge by calling 273-7206.

The  chorus  will  again  perform  at  the
annual City Of Milwaukee Tree Lighting in
Red  Arrow  Park  across from  the  PAC  on
November  30th,  at  5pm.  The  chorus  will
also  be  caroling  at  health  care  facilities
and   various  bars   in   the   community  on
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• NAMES Project AIDS
Memorial Quilt
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No Nunsense by Sister Dana Van Iquity (Dennis McMillan) 

Thanksgiving is 
ThanksGAYing 

Well, we've blown out the candle in the 
old Halloween pumpkin, Jack Frost is 
nipping at our nose (kinky!), and it's time 
to start stocking up on bargain butterballs 
(no, no, we're not speaking of chubby 
cheap dates but of frozen turkeys). In 
other words, the holidays are just around 
the corner and you- know- what will be 
raising its ugly head (no, you horny thing, 
not sex: I'm talking about Tom Turkey 
and his gobble gobble gobble) . 

This is not a time to panic. You've 
managed your queerness fairly well all 
year long up until now, so please don't 
start with your annual holidaze angst. 
Repeat after Sister Dana: "Life is NOT a 
Hallmark card; holiday time is NOT going 
home to Waltons' Mountain with 
John-Boy and his country clan; and 'It's A 
Wonderful Life' was just a fantasy movie 
NOT real life." Take a couple deep 
breaths. 

There. . . now do you feel better? If so, 
go right ahead and make those plane 
reservations to go home (or wherever it is 
you annually trek to beat up your psyche 
and overdose heavily on tryptophan in the 
turkey). If you are going home openly Gay, 
here's a chance to take your next step in 
the National Coming Out Day (that thing 
you celebrated Oct. 11) closet-busting 
plan; bring your lover, put on your Queer 
Country t-shirt with the ACT OUT button 
on it, wear make-up if you're a drag 

queen; don't wear make-up if you're a 
bulldagger; dress in leather or cowboy or 
rainbow balloon pants — whatever it takes 
to boldly announce to the whole family 
gathering that you are queer and proud 
and way way WAY out of the closet, Mary. 
FAG CITY! 

If you are traveling home with your 
Samsonite suitcases AND planning to 
bring along your portable closet, THIS my 
fellow fag or dyke, is the time to come out. 
Maybe quietly. one relative at a time, 
going from the easiest (your maiden 
Auntie who wears plaid shirts and drives 
a pick-up truck: your 'creative' male 
cousin who runs a bed & bath boutique; 
your deceased great- grandfather who 
probably won't actually roll over in his 
grave when you tell him the news at his 
cemetery plot), and working up to the 
tougher cases (your Traditional Family 
Values uncle comes to mind; and 1 
suggest you skip you KKK card-carrying 
cousin.) 

Whether you are a screaming, flaming, 
been- out- for- decades queen or are 
planning to finally reveal the real reason 
why you haven't settled down and 
married your junior high school prom date 
— do not expect your relations to toot 
horns and throw their party hats into the 
air in overwhelming unanimous approval 
and support of your special sexuality. It's 
not only unrealistic but it contradicts the 
very spirit of Thanksgiving. I mean, do 
you think way back in 1674 the pilgrims 
and the Indians anticipated with delight 

Wisconsin's Gay Owned/Operated Travel Agency 
Specializing in Gay/Lesbian Cruises, Tours, 

and Guest Houses 

Bottom 
Line 3610 North Oakland Avenue 

Travel (414) 964-6199 800-933-8330 

645-1830 • 2022 West National • Milwaukee 

N 
4 Day "Too Legit To Quit" 

Power Weekend 

WED., NOV. 27 
$3

Beer 

Bash 

FRI., NOV. 29 
$4 Beer Bash 

& Give-Aways 

THURS., NOV. 28 
Thanksgiving Day 

Doors Open 7 
'1.25 Domestic Beer 
2 for 1 Rail Drinks 

SAT., NOV. 20 
Hammer 

Give-Aways 

- Shot Specials All Weekend Long - 

THURS., DEC. 5, 9" 
Rocky Horror Picture Show 

(on 5 screens) 
Bring Your Squirt Guns, Toast 

& Umbrellas - We'll furnish the Popcorn. 
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Well,  we've  blown out the candle in  the
old   Halloween   pumpkin,   Jack   Frost   is
nipping at Our nose  (kinky!),  and  it's  time
to start stocking up on  bargain butterballs
(no,   no,   we're   not   speaking   of   chubby
cheap   dates   but   of   frozen   turkeys).    In
other  words,  the  holidays  are  just  around
the  corner  and  you-  know-  what  will  be
raising its ugly head  (no,  you  horny thing,
not   sex;   I'm   talking   about  Tom   Turkey
and his gobble gobble gobble) .

This   is   not   a   time   to   panic.   You've
managed   your   queerness   fairly   well   all
year  long  up  until  now,   so  please  don't
start   with   your   annual   holidaze   angst.
Repeat after Sister  Dana:  "Life  is  NOT  a
Hallmark card;` holiday time  is  NOT  going
home    to    Waltons'     Mountain     with

*o::£:fyufnLffeh,{Swcaosu_:::{€]af:_Ltaan£.£;Sv£_
NOT    real    life."    Take    a    couple    deep
breaths.

There...  now  d6  you  feel  better?  If  so,
go   right   ahead   and   make   those   plane
reservations to go home  (or wherever  it is
you  annually  trek  to  beat  up  your  psyche
and overdose heavily on tryptophan  in the
turkey).  If you are going home openly Gay,
here's a. chance  to  take  your  next  step  in
the  National  Coming  Out  Day  (that  thing
you    celebrated    Oct.    11)    closet-busting
plan:  bring  your  lover,  piit  on  your  Queer
Country t-shirt with  the ACT  OUT  button
on   it,   wear   makeTup   if   you're   a   drag

queen;   don't   wear   make-up   if  you're   a
bulldagger;  dress  in` leather  or  cowboy  or
rainbow balloon pants -  whatever it takes
to  boldly   announce   to   the   whole   family
gathering  that  you  are  queer  and  proud
and way way WAY out of the closet,  Mary.
FAG CITY!

If   you   are   traveling   home   with   your
Samsonite    suitcases    AND    planning    to
bring along your  portable closet,  THIS  my
fellow fag or dyke,  is the time to come out.
Maybe   quietly,   one   relative   at   a   time,
going    from    the    easiest    (your`   maiden
Auntie  who  wears  plaid  shirts  and  drives
a    pick-up    truck;    your    `creative'    male
cousin  who  runs  a  bed  &  bath  boutique;
your   deceased    great-    grandfather   who
probably  won't   actually   roll   over   in   his
grave  when  you  tell  him  the  news  at  his
cemetery   plot),   and   working   up   to  the
tougher   cases   (your   Traditional   Family
Values    uncle    comes    to    mind;    and    I

i Suggest_yqu  skip..yg_u  K`¥K .~card-carrying
cousin.)

Whether  you  are  a  screaming,  flaming,
been-   out-    for-   decades   queen   or   are
planning  to  finally  reveal  the  real  reason
why    you     haven't    settled    down    and
married your junior  high school prom date
-   do  not  expect  your  relations  to  toot
horns and  throw  their  party  hats  into  the
air  in  overwhelming  unanimous  approval
and  support  of  your  special  sexuality.  It's
not  only  unrealistic  but  it  contradicts  the
very  spirit  of  Thanksgiving.   I   mean,   do
you  think  way  back  in  1674  the  pilgrims
and  the  Indians  anticipated  with  delight

Wlsconsln.s Gay Owned/Opemted Tmvel. Agency
Speclallzlng ln` Gay/I€sblan Cruises. Tours,

and Guest Hodses

Bottom
Line -                36 lo North oakland Avenue

Travel   {414) 964-6199                 8oo-933-833o
±_ - - -
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4 Day "Too Legit To `Quit"
Power Weekend

'WED.. NOV. 27     THUIRS.. NOV. 28
•$3

Beer
Bash

FRI.. NOV. 29
$4 Beer Bash

& GivelAways

Thanksgiving Day
Doors Open 7

$1.25 Domestic Beer

2 for I Rail Drinks
SAT.. NOV. 20

Hammer
GiveTAways

- Shot Specials All Weekend Long -

THURRS..DEC.5.9PM
Rocky Horror Picture Show

(on 5 screens) ,
Bring Your Squirt Guns, Toast

& Umbrellas - We'Il furnish the Popcom.
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Saturday, December 14th. Proceeds from 
these activities will help to sent the chorus 
to the GALA IV Choral Festival in Denver 
in July 1992. GALA is the international 
organization of Gay/Lesbian and mixed 
choruses. This will be the second 
appearance of the chorus at the GALA 
festival. 

Bay City Chorus 
Christmas concert 

Green Bay — The Bay City Chorus will 
present its first Christmas concert on 
Saturday, December 21 at Union 
Congregational Church, 716 S. Madison 
st., Green Bay. A variety of Christmas 
favorites will be performed. Doors will 
open at 7pm. 

A short organ recital will begin at 
7:30pm and the chorus will perform at 
8pm. Tickets are available from chorus 
members or call (414) 469-2897. Tickets 
will also be available at the door. Prices 
are $5 for adults and $3 for children, 
students, and senior citizens. Punch and 
Christmas cookies will be served in the 
church hall .

Local AIDS film to be 
at three festivals 

Milwaukee —Voices of Life, a tape by 
Patrick Wright, a graduate student and 
associate lecturer in the Film Department 
at the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, is part of both the Chicago & 
Amsterdam International Lesbian Gay 
Film Festivals. Wright will appear with 
his tape at the festivals. 

The tape also will be part of the Lesbian 
Gay Film and Video Festival sponsored by 
Great Lakes Film and Video, to be held at 
UWM March 6- 13. 

Wright describes Voices of Life as 
combining the elements of an 
entertainment, documentary and 
educational film. "I'd been involved with 
AIDS education for a long time, and when 

"DUO" is Herb Ritts bold 
photographic compositions of Bob 
Paris and Rod Jackson combine Ritts' 
now classic "Clean" pictures with a 
gently erotic interplay between the two 
lovers. This splendid large format 
book is a graphic tour de force 
presentation of these fine 
photographs. [S4 5, ISBN 
0-944092-17-91 

I became interested in filmmaking, 
decided to combine the two," Wright 
says. 

Voices of Life investigates two subjects 
at once. AIDS and the media. The tape 
begins as a portrait of three people living 
with AIDS, juxtaposed with an analysis of 
public service announcements produced 
by the Center for Disease Control. As the 
tape progresses, the interviews become 
more stylized and choreographed. 
Midway through the tape, the PSAs turn 
into autobiographical stories, while out 
take footage reveals that the interviews 
were staged. The actors are then 
interviewed about their experience as part 
of the documentary and their real-life 
relationship to AIDS. 

"In addition to educating people about 
AIDS, I wanted to educate them about how 
the media works," says Wright. 

"While we're taught that something 
shot in a documentary style is 'real,' 
people need to realize that, by deciding 
what footage to use or not use, the 
director can create his own 'truth,' " 
says Wright. 

tl
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23' 
EROTIC BODY SHOP 
Ultra Hot Male Revue • 11:11'm Showtime 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER r h

STARS OF WISCONSIN 
* with * -*-

King Productions Wisconsin-USA Titleholders 
11pm Showtime 

Kellie Green (Miss Gay Wisconsin) 
Sabrina Allen (Miss Cosmopolitan) 

Kylie West (Miss Gay Racine) 
Ivana Black (Miss Ebony) 

Cassie Malone (Miss Gay Capitol City) 

- Open Thanksgiving Night at 7m 

CLUB 94 

Corner 1-94 & Hwy C 
(East Frontage Road) 

Kenosha 

414/857-9958 
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Saturday,  December  14th.  Pracee'ds  fi`om
these activities will help to ser`t the chorus
to the GALA IV Choral Festival  in  Denver
in  July  1992.   GALA  is  the   international
organization   Of   Gay/Lesbian   and   mixed
choruses.    This    will    be    the    second
appearance  of  the  chorus  at  the   GALA
festival.

Bay  City  Chorus
Christmas concert

Green Bay  -  The  Bay City Chorus will
present   its   first   Christmas   concert   on
Saturday,     December     21     at     Union
Congregational  Church,   716  S.   Madison
st.,   Green   Bay.   A   variety  of  Christmas
favorites   will   be   performed.   Doors   will
open at 7pm.

A    short   organ   recital   will    begin   at
7:30pm   and  the   chorus  will   perform   at
8pm.   Tickets  are   available   from   chorus
members  or  call   (414)   469-2897.   Tickets
will  also  be  available  at  the  door.   Prices
are   $5   for   adults   and   $3   for   children,
students,  and  senior  citizens.   Punch  and
Christmas  cookies  will  be  served   in   the
chu'rch  hall.

Local AIDS Iilm  to be
at three festivals

Mllwaukee  -Voices  of Life,  a  tape  by
Patrick  Wright,   a  graduate  student  and
associate  lecturer  in  the Film  Department
at     the     University     of     Wisconsin-
Milwaukee,  is part of both  the Chicago &
Amsterdam    International    Lesbian    Gay
Film  Festivals.   Wright  will   appear  with
his tape at the festivals.

The tape also will be part Of the Lesbian
Gay Film and Video Festival sponsored by
Great Lakes Film and Video,  to be  held at
UWM March 6-13.

Wright   describes   Voices   Of   Life    as
combining      the      elements      of      an
entertainment,        documentary       and
educational film.  "I'd  been  involved  with
AIDS education for a long time, and when

"DUO"       is      Herb      RitLs      bold

Photographic   compositions   of  Bob
Paris  ar.d  Rod ]ackson  combine  Ritts'
nou  classic   "Clean"  Pictures  with  a
gel.tly erotic interplay between the two
lovers.    This    splendid    large   format
book    is    a    gratlhic    tour    de    force
4re sentation        of        the se        I ire
Photographs.|$45,                  ISBN
0-944092-17-9|

I    became   interested    in    filmmaking,
decided   to   combine   the   two,"   Wright
Says.

Voices  of Life  investigates  t`^/o  subjects
at  once,  AIDS  and  the  media.   The  tape
begins as  a portrait of three people  living
with AIDS,  juxtaposed  with  an  analysis  Of
public   service   announcements   produced
by the Center  for  Disease Control.  As the
tape  progresses,   the   interviews   become
more     stylized     and     choreographed.
Midway  through  the  tape,  the  PSAs  turn
into   autobiographical   stories,   while   out
take  footage  reveals  that  the  interviews
were    staged.    The    actors    are    then
interviewed about their experience as part
of   the   documentary   and   their   real-life
relationship to AIDS.

"In  addil:ion  to  educating  people  about

AIDS, I wanted to educate them about how
the media worl{s,"  says  Wright.

"While   we're   taught   that   something

shot   in   a   documentary   style   is   `real,'
people  need  to  realize  that,  by  deciding
what   footage   to   use   or   not   use,    the
director   can   create   his   own   `truthi'V
says Wright.

SAIURDN, NOVEMBER 2gd

EROTIC BODY SHOP
UMaHotMalBReVIle.11:3IfHshowhime

`ngse*`§vy¥{:SRTURDAV,ttpy.EMBER3qh.%faST

STARS OF WISCONSIN
*            with  *          *

` -X-Ing pIoduotions w.Isoon§in.Usk+ItlBholders

llpmSIIowtirme
Kellie Green (Miss Gay Wisconsin)
Sabrina Allen (Miss Cosmopolitan)

Kylie West (Miss Gay Pacine)
Ivana Black (Miss Ebony)

Cassie Malone (Miss Gay Capitol City)
- Open Thanksgiving Night at 7Pm -

CLUB 94

Corner I-94 & Hwy C
(East Frontage Road)

Kenosha

414/857-9958
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Inside Out 
Courting danger 

Here it is Thanksgiving month, the time 
of year when many of us begin to look 
forward to spending time with our families 
— look forward, that is, with a mixture of 
nostalgia and anxiety. I'm having those 
feelings too — about my volleyball team. 
We've been together so long now that we 
have essentially become you're all-
American dysfunctional family — a family 
made up entirely of mock-jock Lesbians. 
Just how do we qualify for this dubious 
distinction? Well, we all complain about 
each other, off and on; everybody has one 
or two annoying little traits that just bug 
the hell out of you: and every year, one or 
more of us swears we're not coming back 
anymore. Every year, the team faces 
imminent demise, and then, at the last 
minute, we all commit ourselves to yet 
another season of bumping and bumbling 
our way along. 

Because our eighth anniversary is 
approaching, I thought I would take a 
moment and philosophically ponder. What 
is it with us Lesbians and our sports 
teams? Now I know I've only been talking 
about my volleyball team, but we're all 
implicated here — I know I'm not the only 
one who is on a team 

• where, on the court, you can't play X 
next to Y or Z because Y just dumped X 
and has shamelessly taken up with Z; 

• where a near-fist fight (like 
near-beer: all the taste, half the fun) must 
be broken up because the errant ball of a 
teammate has cracked a spectator's 
eyeglasses; 

• where at least one ex-nun is counted 
among the players; 

• where at the sponsor's roach-
infested bar one of you, unable to find a 
willing partner, undaunted, starts 
rehearsing for Dances with Chairs and 
sashays around the dance floor with her 
four-legged armless partner (a remnant of 
those nun days, perhaps?); 

• where two of your teammates, 
during a given game, may be up in each 
other's faces 'debating' the fine points of 

by Yvonne Zipter 

who was out of position (we blame our 
episode of that on the fact that we had just 
donned our new shirts, boldly emblazoned 
with the team name: Violent Femmes); 

• where, after yet another loss, one 
among you thinks a pep talk is in order 
and delivers what we affectionately refer 
to as 'the Fucking Losers Speech,' in 
which you are told that if you don't get 
your collective act together you'll never be 
anything but a bunch of — well, you know 
— we, the Olympic hopefuls of the 
recreational league. Yeah, right. 

• where one of you regularly falls 
asleep at parties (but who's naming 
names, Rose); 

• where one teammate averages 
getting called, more than any one else, for 
being in the net — twice as often, if you 
get my drift (Vanna White is what she 
likes to be called); 

• where your sponsors have ranged, 
over the years, from drag bars to boys' 
bars to girls' bars to candy bars. Yes, it's 
true: we once sold candy bars to pay our 
league fees — you know the kind I mean: 
those big or hunks of cheap chocolate 
with the three broken almonds in them. I 
did take some satisfaction, though, in 
knowing that most of my allotment of 
candy bars were sold by a friend at work to 
the members of her Baptist church: the 
Bible thumpers coming to the aid of lezzie 
v.ball bumpers, who'd a thunk it? At any 
rate, we are currently sponsored by our 
local women's bookstore: we may not be 
the best team in the league, but we're the 
most well read! 

OK, alright: I'm willing to admit that 
my team is a little unusual. But I'm still 
sure you could tell similar stories! So why 
do we do it? Why do we keep coming back, 
year after year? In our case, it's not as 
though we're so great that splitting up or 
quitting would be a dizzying blow to the 
world of volleyball. I'm not saying we're 
terrible — we've consistently improved 
from year to year; we mostly give other 
teams, really good teams, a run for their 
money; and once we even came in first in 
the recreational league ('King of the 

GEORGE'S 
4th ANNUAL 

40th BIRTHDAY PARTY 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24 

40' Taps, Rail Drinks & Cold Shots 
9- 11 pm 

I_J S 
MALIBU AND C.J.WRAY RUM SPECIALS 

Hats • T-Shirts • Bandanas 
AND OTHER STUFF 

11- Close 

I" I, 1LT S 
VINTAGE DISCO (Stuff I Remember) 

and C.D. & CASSETTE GIVEWAWAYS 

GRUBB'S PUB NOW OPEN Friday & Saturday Nights 

••
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ir 

 ] ( 1r- i  Rnt Dr-ink 
801 - 805 South Second Street • Milwaukee • 383-6330 

courting danger  E
Here it ls Thanksgiving month, the time

Of  year  when  many  of  us  begin  to  loch
forward to spending time with our families
-  look forward, that ls,  with a minture Of
nostalgia  and  anxiety.   I'm   having  those
feelings too  -  about  my  volleyball  team.
We've been together so long now that we
have   essentially   become   you're   all-
American dysfunctional family  -  a famlly
made  up  entirely  Of  mach-jock  Lesbians.
Just  how  do  we  qualify  for  this  dubious
distinction?  Well,  we. all  complain  about
each other, off and on;  everybody has one
or two  annoying  little  traits that just  bug
the hell out Of you;  and every year, one or
more Of us swears we're hot coming back
anymore.   Every   year,    the   team   faces
imminent  demise,  and  then,   at  the  last
minute,  we  all  commit  ourselves  to  yet
another  season of bumping and  bumbling
our way along.

Because    our    eighth    anniversary    ls
approaching,   I   thought   I   would   take   a
moment and philosophically ponder. What
is  lt  wltlt   us   Leeblans   and   our  Sports
tcam8? Now I know I've only been talking
about  my  volleyball  team,  but  we're  all
implicated here -  I know I'm not the only
one who is on a team

• where,  on  the court.  you can't play X
next to Y  or  Z  because  Y just  dumped  X
and has shamelessly taken up with Z;

•where     a     near-fist     figlit     (like
near-beer:  all the taste,  half the fun) must
be broken  up because the errant ball of a
teammate    has    cracked    a    spectator's
eyeglasses;

• where  at  least  one  ex-nun  is  counted
among the players;

•where    at    the    sponsor's    roach-
infested  bar  one  of  you,  unable  to  find  a
willing     partner,     undaunted,     starts
.rehearsing   for   Dances   with   Chairs   and
sashays  around  ,the  dance  floor  with  her
four-legged armless partner  (a  remnant  Of
those nun days,  perhaps?) ;

•where    two    of    your    teammates,
during  a given  game,  may  be  up  in  each
other's faces  `debating'  the fine  points  of

who  was  out  of  position   (we  blame  our
episode of that on the fact that we had just
donned our new shirts, boldly emblazoned
with the team name:  Violent Femmes);

• where,   after   yet   another   loss,   one
among  you  thinks  a  pep  talk  ls  in  order

:onda:e[,]tvheersFWut;[n:eLao¥::sti°;::eel:h,I,ef?:
which  you  are  told  that  if  you  don't  get
yoiir collective act together you'll never be
anything but a t)unch Of -  well, you know
-    we,    the    Olympic   hopefuls   Of   the
recreational league. Yeah,  right.

•where   one    of   you    regularly   falls
asleep   at   parties    (but    who's    naming
names,  Rose);

•where    one    teammate    averages
getting called, more-than any one else, for
being in the- net  -  twice as often,  if you
get  my  drift  (Vanna  White  is  what  She
likes to be called);

• where   your   sponsors   have   ranged,
over  the  years,  from  drag  bars  to  beys'
bars to girl§' bats to candy bars.  Yes,  it's
true:  we once  sold  candy  bars  to pay  our
league fees -  you know the kind I mean:
those  big  ol'   hunks  of  cheap  chocolate
with the three broken almonds ln  them.  I

fidowtt:kge ti:Tern;satt{Soffac:°yn' a,::#::i  |£
candy bars were sold by a friend at work to
the  members  Of  her  Baptist  church:   the
Bible thumpers coming to the aid Of lezzie
v.ball bumpers,  who'd a thunk it? At any
rate,  we  are  currently  sponsored  by  our
local  women's  bookstore:  we  may  not  be
the best team in the league, but we're the
most well read!

OK,  alright:   I'm  willing  to  admit  that
my  team  1§  a  little  unusual.  But  l'm  still
sure you could tell similar  stories!  So why
do we do it? Why do .we keep coming back,
year  after  year?  In  our  case,  it's  not  as
though we're  so great that  splitting  up or
quitting  would  be  a  dizzying  blow  to  the
world  Of  volleyball.  I'm  not  saying  we're
terrible   -   we've   consistently   improved
from  year  to  year;  we  mostly  give  other
teams,  really  good  teams,  a  run  for  their
money;  and once we  even  came  in first  in
the   recreational    league    (`King    of    the
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buffet of scrumptious munchies. Great 
community spirit! 

The November 7 free influenza 
vaccination program at M&M Club was a 
resounding success. The co-sponsors, 
Brady East STD Clinic & STD Specialties, 
were overwhelmed by the response — and 
ran out of the vaccine well before the 9pm 
scheduled closing. According to sources, 
the city of Milwaukee Health Department, 
which provided the vaccines, gave out 
2,000 more shots then they projected. 
BEST had planned on offering the vaccine 
at all HIV out-reach testing sites during 
the month of November, but had to cancel 
the program. All local distributors have 
run out of the vaccine, and contacts in 
other states haven't been fruitful, either. 
IF, and that's a big If, BEST .can obtain 
more of the flu vaccine, they will offer 
shots with their December HIV outreach 
testing. 

It was panic time at Turkey Hill — 3 B's 
Bar gave out turkeys and other prizes 
every half hour the night of November 8. 
Keep your eye on In Step — Many bars 
often offer turkeys as prizes during the 
holiday season. Be sure to get out and 
gobble one up! 

Club 94 held their Miss Club 94 contest 
on November 9. The evening was emceed 
by the 'Sisters of the 94 Follies Girls' and 
included .three contestants. (Maybe 
evervon" ..,A 'dragged out' from The 

Pageant the previous weekend!) 
Congratulations to Tamera Tennile, the 
newly crowned Miss Club 94. 

Bottom Line Travel held the grand 
opening of their all new full service agency 
on the east side. Lots of people stopped in 
for the food and drink, and for a chance to 
win two free airline tickets on Northwest 
Airlines good for anywhere in the 
continental USA & Canada. Pat Brady, a 
MAP volunteer, was picked as the 
winner. 

King Productions held their Miss Gay 
Appleton contest — a preliminary for 
King's Wisconsin-USA pageant. The 
November 10 pageant saw Raven Cole 
crowned the winner, and Reanna James 
1st Runner Up. 

Wizard's Pub, located at the 
intersection of Hwy 41 and Lisbon 
Avenue, opened November 10. Stop in and 
meet the friendly staff that works this 
brass, wood and plant decorated pub! It 
opens at 4pm daily. 

Don't forget, La Cage has designated 
Tuesday as weekly comedy night with 
video comedy and music "like you've 
never seen." 

That's a wrap for this issues 'weeks in 
review.' Don't eat too much for 
Thanksgiving — and be sure to stop by 
the lanes and greet all the out of town 
bowlers! 

Kellie & Gregory Mr./Miss Gay Wisconsin 
Milwaukee — [IN STEP) — Kellie 

Green (Milwaukee) and Gregory Diring 
(Green Bay) won the titles of Miss and 
Mr. Gay Wisconsin at The Pageant, held 
Sunday November 3 at the Marc Plaza 
Hotel Crystal Ballroom before a standing 
room only crowd. The two were chosen out 
of a field of ten Miss and six Mr. 
contestants. 

The previous titleholders, Vanessa 
Alexandre and David Pope, surrendered 
their crowns after a final walk and encore 
performances. The crowd showed their 
appreciation for the two with hearty 
applause and lots of cash. 

The finalists in the Miss category 
included: 1st Runner Up Jessica Roberts; 

2nd R.U. Sasha; 3rd R.U. Dawanda 
Moore; and 4th R.U. Dominique Mahon. 

Finalists in the Mr. category were: 1st 
Runner Up Garret Keefe; 2nd R.U. Steven 
Allex; 3rd R.U. Carl Cliver; and 4th R.U. 
Mr. Syd. (Pageant Productions regrets it 
somehow forgot to announce the 3rd 
Runner Up, Cliver. Cliver held the Mr. 
Gay Wisconsin title in '88- 89.) 

Contestants for both titles competed in 
a pre-Pageant Interview (20 percent of 
score), Talent (40 percent of score), 
Fantasy Walk. creative/expressive 
costume (20 percent of score), and 
Swimsuit for Mr./ Evening Gown for Miss 
(20 percent of total score). 

An abbreviated Pageant Productions 

I.T. BOWLERS 
SHOW SCHEDULE 

Fri, Nov. 22 BOY'S NIGHT OUT with

The Emerald City Boys - 11:00" 
1 Free Cocktail with Cover 

Sun, Nov. 24 VICTORIA'S VARIETY REVUE 
Tina, April, Raven, Steve, Dance, Tabatha Stevens 

1 Free Cocktail with Cover 
Thur, Nov. 28 HAPPY THANKSGIVING 

Salute to H.I.T. Bowlers. Free Thanksgiving Buffet 
(8"-Midnight). VICTORIA'S REVUE (11") 

Ivana Black Raven Cole DeWanna Moore 
Miss Ebony-WI Miss Appleton Miss Club 291+ 

Brittany Capri 
1 Free Cocktail with Cover 

Fri, Nov. 29 EMERALD CITY BOYS - 11:00" 
Free Buffet 2:00"-Midnight 

Sat, Nov. 30 VICTORIA'S CAST FROM THE PAST - 11:00" 
Gloria Holloway, Goldie Adams, Brittany Morgan, Nicole Saunders 

1 Free Cocktail with Cover 
TASHA'S & TINA ROBERTS BIRTHDAY BASH (7-11") FREE BUFFET & BEER 

Sun, Dec. 1 VICTORIA'S VARIETY REVUE - 10:30" 
Rudi DiAngelo, Jackie Robbins, Billie Blaze, Dance 

1 Free Cocktail with Cover 
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buffet   of   scrumptious   munchies.    Great
community spirit!

The     November     7    free     influenza
vaccination  program  at M&M  Club  was  a
resounding     success.     The     co-sponsors,
Brady East STD Clinic  &  STD Specialties,
were overwhelmed by the response  -  and
ran out of the vaccine well before the 9pm
scheduled  closing.   According  to  sources,
the city of Milwaukee Health  Department,
which   provided   the   vaccines,   gave   out
2,OcO   more   s.hots   then   they   projected.
BEST had planned on offering the vaccine
at  all  HIV  out-reach  testing  sites  during
the month of November,  but had to cancel
the  program.   All   local   distributors   have
run  out  of  the   vaccine,   and   contacts   in
other  states  haven't  been  fruitful,  either.
IF,  and  that's  a  big  lf,   BEST `can  obtain
more   Of  the  flu   vaccine,  `they   will   offer
shots  with  their  December  HIV  outreach
testing.

It was panic time at Turkey Hill  -  3 B's
Bar   gave   out   turkeys   and   other   priz?s
every  half  hour  the  night  of  November  8.
Keep  your  eye  on  ln  Step  -   Many  bars
often  offer  turkeys  as  prizes  during   the
holiday  season.   Be  sure  to  get  out  and
gobble one up!

Club 94  held their Miss  Club  94 contest
on  November  9.  The  evening  was  emceed
by the  `Sisters of the  94  Follies  Girls'  and
included   .three    contestants.     (Maybe

iuae    `dragged   out'    from   The

Pageant      the      previous      weekend!)
Congratulations   to   Tamera   Tennile,   the
newly crowned Miss Club 94.

Bottom   Line   Travel    held   the   grand
opening of their all new full service agency
on the east side.  Lots of people stopped in
for the food and drink,  and for a chance to
win  two  free  airline  tickets  on  Northwest
Airlines    good   for    anywhere    in    the
continental  USA  &  Canada.  Pat  Brady,  a
MAP    volunteer,     was    picked     as    the
winner.

King  Productions  held  their  Miss  Gay
Appleton   contest    -    a   preliminary   for
King's   Wisconsin-USA   pageant.   The
November   10   pageant   saw   Raven   Cole
crowned  the  winner,   and  Reanna  James
lst Runner Up.

Wlzard's      Pub,      located      at      the
intersection     of     Hwy    41     and     Lisbon
Avenue, opened November 10.  Stop in and
meet   the   friendly   staff   that   works   this
brass,  wood  and  plant  decorated  pub!   It
opens at 4pm daily.

Don't  forget,  `La  Cage   has   designated
Tuesday   as   weekly   comedy   night   with
video   comedy   and   music    "like   you've
never seen. ' '

That's  a  wrap  for  this  issues  `weeks  in
review.'     Don't     eat     too     much     for
Thanksgiving  -   and  be  Sure  to  stop  by
the  lanes  and  greet  all  the  out  of  town
Tjf yNIherxsJ.            `                                         v

Kellie & Gregory  Mr./Miss  Gay Wisconsin
MIlwaukee    -    []N   STEP]    -    Kellie

Green   (Milwaukee)   and   Gregory   Diring
(Green  Bay)   won  the  titles  of  Miss  and
Mr.  Gay  Wisconsin  at  The  Pageant,  held
Sunday  November  3  at  the   Marc  Plaza
Hotel  Crystal  Ballroom  before  a  standing
room only crowd. The two were chosen out
Of   a    field    of    ten    Miss   and    six    Mr.
contestants.

The   previous   titleholders,   Vanes§a
Alexandre  and  David  Pope,   surrendered
their crowns after a final walk and encore
performances.   The   crowd   showed   their
appreciation    for    the    two    with    hearty
applause and lots of cash.

The    finalists    in    the    Miss    category
included:  1st  Runner  Up  Jessica  Roberts;

2nd    R.U.     Sasha;     3rd    R.U.     Dawanda
Moore; and 4th R.U. Dominique Mahon.

Finalists  in  the  Mr.  category  were:   1st
Runner Up Garret Keefe;  2nd R.U.  Steven
Allex;  3rd  R.U.  Carl  Cliver;  and  4th  R.U.
Mr.  Syd.   (Pageant  Productions  regrets  it
somehow   forgot   to   announce    the    3rd
Runner   Up,   Cliver.   Cliver   held   the   Mr.
Gay Wisconsin title~in '88-89.)

Contestants  f`or  both  titles  competed  in
a   pre-Pageant   Interview   (20   percent   of
score),    Talent    (40    percent    of    score),
Fantasy     Walk,      creative/expressive
costume     (20    percent  -Of     score),     and
Swimsuit for  Mr./  Evening Gown for Miss
(20 percent of total score) .

An    abbreviated    Pageant    Productions

BOWLERS
SHOW SCHEDULE

Fri, Nov. 22          BOY'S NIGHT OUT wi'h
The Emerald City Boys - 11:00Pm

1 Free Cocktail with Cover
Sun, Nov. 24        VICTORIA'S VARIETY REVUE

Tina, April, Raven, Steve, Dance, Tabatha Stevens
1 Free Cocktail with Cover

Thur, Nov. 28      HAPPY THANKSGIVING
Salute to H.I.T. Bowlers.  Free Thanksgiving Buffet

(8Pm-Midnight). VICTORIA'S REVUE (llPm)
Ivana Black                             Raven cole                     Dewanna Moore
Miss Ebony-WI                    Miss Appleton                     Miss club 291+

Brittany Capri
1 Free Cocktail with Cover

Fri, NoV. 29          EMERALD CITY BOYS -11:00Pm
Free Buffet 2:00Pm-Midnight

Sat, NoV. 30            VICTORIA'S CAST FROM THE PAST -11:00Pm
Gloria Holloway, Goldie Adams, Brittany Morgan, Nicole Saunders

1 Free Cocktail with Cover
TASHA'S & TINA R0BERTS BIRTHDAY BASH (7-llP-) FREE BUFFET & BEER

Sun, Dec.1          VICTORIA'S VARIETY REVUE -10:30PD
Rudi DiAngelo, Jackie Robbins, Billie Blaze, Dance

1 Free Cocktail with Cover
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committee put together this years 
pageant. It was the first time in 17 years 
that Mel and Jerry Powell haven't been 
involved in organizing the evening. 

It was interesting to note that last year 
three Miss contestants dressed as 
Cleopatra for the Fantasy segment. This 
year two Miss contestants used a 
Cinderella theme. 

The quick- paced evening started with 
over 350 enjoying a wonderful dinner 
provided by the hotel banquet kitchen —
no proverbial rubber chicken dinners 
here. 

After the dinner, nearly 100 others 
joined the crowd for the Pageant itself. 
The opening number — featuring Pageant 
Committee members, the '90-91 
titleholders, and the contestants for 
'91-92 — was well received by all. 
Following brief welcoming remarks and 
introduction of the judges the Pageant 
committee presented the traveling 
'Friend of The Pageant' trophy to Ginger 
Spice. Spice, who was ill and could not 
attend, was represented by long-time 
friend Ginger Grant of Chicago, who 
accepted the award in Spice's behalf. 

All in all, a Pageant to remember! Good 
food, great sound system, a fun opening 
number, and a quick pace tried to keep the 
audiences attention. Pageant committee 
fears of the economy having an impact on 
attendance turned out to be totally 
unfounded, with one of the best turn outs 
in years. Congratulations to everyone 
involved. 

Gay tourism at 
all-time high 

At a time when many in the travel 
industry are singing the recession blues, 
Gay tourism, an alternative travel option, 
is at an all-time high. Cruise ships, ski 
tours to Austria, African safaris, rafting 
expeditions and more — all targeted to 
Gay men — are booked to capacity. 
According to Wayne Whiston, editor of 
Our World, the International Gay Travel 
Magazine, "The Gay community is 
emerging as one of the nation's most 
educated and affluent groups. Research 

shows that the average income of Gay 
male households is $51,325 while the 
average U.S. household income is 
$36,520. The percentage of Gay male 
households with income over $100,000 is 
15%, while the national average is 4%. 
The potential impact on the travel market 
is tremendous!" 

Toto Tours, based in Chicago, is 
reaching out to the Gay male by promoting 
tours which are unusual and creative. Dan 
Ware, President of Toto Tours, says that 
his company's goal is "To provide the 
opportunity for small groups of Gay men 
to travel together to some of the world's 
most beautiful and culturally alive 
locations. Our aim is to enable Toto 
tourists to experience the best this world 
has to offer in nature, cuisine, culture and 
diversity while at the same time providing 
the friendly atmosphere, sense of 
community and security achieved by 
traveling with men of similar lifestyle. It's 
simply more fun to travel with people who 
have common interests, and we are 
providing exciting options for a very viable 
alternative travel market." 

A sampling of Toto Tour's offerings for 
1992 includes: 'The Roundup,' a tour of 
Arizona which features three days at a 
Gay rodeo; 'Schuss, Schuss, Sweet 
Charlie,' a valentine ski weekend in 
Winter Park, Colorado; 'Lush Life,' a 
luxury tour of Costa Rica; 'Pirates of the 
Caribbean,' a sailing adventure in the 
British Virgin Islands; 'Swept Away,' a 
raft trip through the Grand Canyon; 'Twin 
Peaks,' an off-beat tour of the Pacific 
Northwest; 'City Slickers,' a mounted 
tour of Banff National Park in Canada; 
'French Toast,' a luxury hotel-barge 
cruise through Burgundy, France; and 
several more. 

Gay men who would like more 
information about these tour packages 
should contact one of In Step's travel 
agency advertisers, or call Toto at (312) 
935- 9933. 
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committee    put    together    this    years
pageant.  It  was  the  first  time  in  17  years
that  Mel  and  Jerry  Powell  haven't  been
involved in organizing the evening.

It was  interesting  to note  that  last  year
three    Miss    contestants    dressed    as
Cleopatra  for  the  Fantasy  segment.   This
year    two    Miss    contestants    used    a
Cinderella theme.

The  quick-  paced  evening  started  with
over   350   enjoying   a   wonderful   dinner
provided by  the  hotel  banquet  kitchen  -
no    proverbial    rubber    chicken    dinners
here.

After   the   dinner,    nearly    100   others
joined  the  crowd  for  the  Pageant  itself .
The opening number  -  featuring Pageant
Committee      members,      the      '90-91
titleholders,     and    the     contestants    for
'91-92    -    was    well    received    by    all.

Following  brief   welcoming   remarks   and
introduction   of   the  judges   the   Pageant
committee    presented    the    traveling
`Friend  of The  Pageant'  trophy  to  Ginger

Spice.  Spice,   who  was  ill  and  could  not
attend,    was    represented   by    long-time
friend   Ginger    Grant   of   Chicago,    who
accepted the award in Spice's behalf.

All in all,  a Pageant to remember!  Good
food,  great  sound  system,  a  fun  opening
number, and a quick pace tried to I{eep the
audlences   attention.   Pageant   committee
fears Of the ecori6my  having an  impact on
attendance    turned    out    to    be    totally
unfounded,  with one Of the best turn outs
ln    years.    Congratulations    to   everyone
involved.

Gay tourism  at
all-time  high

At   a   time   when.   many   in   the   travel
industr}  are  singing  the  recession  blues,
Gay tourism,  an  alternative  travel  option,
is  at  an  all-time  high.   Cruise  ships,   ski
tours  to  Austria,   African  safaris,  rafting
expeditions  and  more   -   all  targeted  to
Gay   men    -    are   booked   to   capacity.
According  to  Wayne  Whlston,   editor  of
Our  World,  the  lntei.national  Gay  Travel
Magazine,    "The   Gay   community   is
emerging   as   one   Of   the   nation's   most
educated  and  affluent  groups.   Research

shows   that  the   average   income   Of   Gay
inale    households   is   $51,325    while    the
average    U.S.     household    income    is
$36,520.    The   percentage   of   Gay   male
households  with  income  over  $1cO,OcO  is
1597o,   while  the   national   average  is  4%.
The potential  impact on  the travel  market
is tremendous! ' '

Toto    Tours,     based    in    Chicago,     is
reaching out to the Gay male by promoting
tours which are unusual and creative. Dan
Ware,  President  of Toto  Tours,  says  that
his  company's  goal   is   "To   provide   the
opportunity  for  small  groups  of  Gay  men
to  travel  together  to  some  of  the  world's
most    beautiful    and    culturally    alive
locations.    Our   aim    is   to   enable   Toto
tourists  to  experience  the  best  this  world
has to offer in nature, cuisine,  culture and
diversity while at the same time providing
the    friendly    atmosphere,    sense    of
community    and    security    achieved    by
traveling with men of similar llfestyle.  It's
simply more fun to travel with people who
have    common    interests,    and    we    are
providing exciting options for a very viable
alternative travel market. ' '

A  sampling of Toto Tour's offerlngs for
1992  includes:   `The  Roundup,'  a  tour  of
Arizona  which  features  three  days  at  a
Gay   rodeo;    `Schuss,    Schuss,    Sweet
Charlie,'    a    valentine    ski    weekend    in
Winter   Park,    Colorado;    `Lu§h   Life,'    a
luxury  tour  of  Costa  Rica;  `Plrates  of the
Caribbean,'   a   sailing   adventure   in   the
British   Virgin   Islands;   `Swept  Away,I   a
raft trip through the` Grand Canyon;  `Twin
Peaks,'   an   off-beat   tour   Of   the   Pacific
Northwest;    `City   Slickers,'    a    mounted
tour   Of  Banff  National  Park   iri  Canada;
`French    Toast,I     a    luxury    hotel-barge

cruise   through   Burgundy,   France;   and
several more.

Gay    men    who    would    like    more
information   about   these   tour   packages
should   contact   one   of   ln   Step's   travel
agency  advertisers,`  or  call  Toto  at  (312)
935-  9933. V
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Juicy Bits 
A new wave of heightened social 

awareness and multi-culturalism has 
swept through college campuses and 
universities. As a result, many centers of 
higher learning now offer a full slate of 
courses on Gay culture. Many of these 
Gay Studies courses are taught from a 
distinctly hetero- perspective and are 
gorged with straight- fed misconceptions. 
The following course outlines are typical 
of such curriculum bias: 

GAY STUDIES 101 
The secret to correct identification of 

Gays and Lesbians is to remember that 
there are only a few basic types of 
homosexuals. All other Gays are just 
combinations of these basic five: Butch, 
Closet Queen, Flamer. Lesbian and Mery 
Griffin. Let's try a few examples: 
1. Gay Rights Activist: one part Lesbian, 
one part Flamer. 
2. Porno Actor: a Closet Queen with a big 
dick. 
3. Interior Designer: Flamer. 
4. Drag Queen: one part Closet Queen, 
one part Flamer, one part Lesbian. 
5. Mery Griffin: self-explanatory. 

GAY FACTS 
Much of Gay Studies consists of the 

collection and memorization of obscure 
facts about Gays and Lesbians. When 
your poker buddies say, "Did you know 
that Malcom Forbes was Gay?" you can 
proudly say, "No shit, did you know 
that. ..“ 
. . .Pope John Paul II declared that Dorothy 
from the Wizard of Oz is the patron saint 
of all Gay males? 
. . .over 98% of all Gays and Lesbians live 
in San Francisco, New York and Fort 
Lauderdale. Two Gays live in Chicago, 
seven in Houston and one in Idaho. The 
remainder live on a Lesbian commune in 
upper Michigan? 
. . .Gay men can accurately determine the 
size of another man's erect penis, within 
1/10th of an inch. merely by using a tape 
measure or ruler? 
. ..Over 90% of women will throw a 
baseball like a girl. Lesbians are the only 
women who do not throw like girls. Gay 

by W.W. Wells III 
men still throw like girls and as 10% of 
the male population, make up for the other 
10 percent. 
. . .Gay males prefer cats to dogs. 
Heterosexual men prefer dogs to cats. 
Dogs can kill cats. Thus straight men are 
more masculine than Gay men? 
. ..While it's true that many Gay men 
enjoy watching professional sports on 
television, it's only because of how good 
athletes' butts look in the brightly colored 
tight uniforms? 

GAY LANGUAGES 
As with most sub-cultures, 

homosexuals use terms and phrases 
whose meanings are largely unfamiliar to 
society as a whole. As quickly as our 
language changes. so does the vernacular 
of Gays and Lesbians. The first beach 
head for politically- correct speech and 
social sensitivity was the homosexual 
lexicon. The following examples illustrate 
the difference between Standard Gay 
English and Neo- Gay Speak: 
1. A Gay man who was once described as 
an ugly, old troll, is now referred to as 
cosmetically and chronologically 
challenged. 
2. Gay people once branded, in the closet 
are now said to be non-out, storage-room 
dwellers. 
3. What was referred to as a drag queen in 
Standard Gay English, is called a 
trans-gender illusionist by the politically 
correct. 
4. A male stripper is now a non-female 
professional undresser in Neo-Gay Speak. 
5. A promiscuous Gay man was commonly 
referred to as a slut and is now labeled a 
sexual over-achiever. 
6. What was safer sex has become 
latex-shielded intimacy. 
7. Gays looking for sex no longer cruise 
bars for a one night stand, they target for 
single episode sexual partners. 

That concludes our brief tour of Gay 
curriculum. Until these classes can be 
revised to present a more homo-centric 
viewpoint, we can be ever so grateful it's 
not yet possible to receive a degree in Gay 
Studies! 
Copyright 1991 by Wells Ink 
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A    new    wave    of    heightened    social
awareness   and   multi-culturalism   has
swept    through    college    campuses    and
universities.  As  a  result,  many  centers  Of
higher  learning  now  offer  a  full  slate  of
courses  on   Gay  culture.   Many  of  these
Gay  Studies  courses  are  taught  from   a
distinctly    hetero-    perspective    and    are
gorged  with  straight-  fed  misconceptions..
The  following  course  outlines  are  typical
of such curriculum bias:

GAY STUDIES 101
The   secret  to  correct   identification   of

Gays  and  Lesbians  is  to  remember  that
there    are    only    a   few   basic   types    Of
homosexuals.    All    other    Gays   are   just
combination-s  of  these  basic  five:   Butch,
Closet Queen,  Flamer,  Lesbian  and  Merv
Griffin.  Let's try`a few examples:
I.  Gay  Rlght§  Activist:  one  part Lesbian,
one part Flamer`
2. Porno Actor:  a Closet Queen with a big
dick.
3. Interior De§lgner:  Flamer.
4.  Drag  Queen:  one  part  Closet  Queen,
one part Fla.mer,  one part Lesbian.
5.  Merv Griffin:  self-explanatory.

GAY FACTS
Much  of  Gay   Studies   consists   Of   the

collection   and   memorization   Of   obscure
facts   about   Gays   and   Lesbians.   When
your  poker  buddies  say,   "Did  you  know
that  Malcom  Forbes  was  Gay?"  you  can
proudly   say,.  "No   shit,    did   you.  know
that. . . "
. . .Pope John Paul 11 declared that Dorothy
from  the Wizard  Of Oz is the patron saint
Of all  Gay  males?
...over 98%  of all  Gays  and  Lesbians  live
in   San   Francisco,   New   York   and   Fort
Lauderdale.   Two   Gays   live   in   Chicago,
seven  in  Houston  and  one  in  Idaho.  The
remainder  live  on  a  Lesbian  commune  in
upper Michigan?
...Gay  men  can  accurately  determine  the
size  Of  another  man's  erect  penis,  within
1/loth of an  inch.  merely by using a tape
measure or ruler?
...Over   90%    Of   women    will    throw    a
baseball  like  a girl.  Lesbians are  the  only
women  who  do  not  throw  like  girls.  Gay

men  still  throw  like  girls  and  as  107o  of
the male population, make up for the other
10 percent.
...Gay    males    prefer    cats    to    dogs.
Heterosexual   men   prefer   dogs   to   cats.
Dogs  can  kill  cats.  Thus  straight  men  are
more masculine than Gay men?
...While   it's   true   that   many   Gay   men
enjoy    watching    professional    sports    on
television,  it's  only  because  of  how  good
athletes'  butts lock in  the  brightly  colored
tight uniforms?

GAY LANGUAGES
As         with         most        sub-cultures,

homosexuals    use    terms    and    phrases
whose  meanings  are  largely  unfamiliar  to
society   as   a   whole.   As   quickly   as   our
language  changes,  so does the  vernacular
of   Gays   and   Lesbians.   The   first   beach
head  for   politically-   correct   speech   and
social    sensitiviity    was    the    homosexual
lexicon.  The  following  examples  illustrate
the    difference    between    Standard    Gay
English and Nco-  Gay Speak:
1.  A Gay  man  who was once described as
an  ugly,  old  troll,  is  now` referred. to  as
cosmetically        and        chronologically
challenged.        `
2.  Gay people  once branded,  ln the closet
are  now  said to  be  nan-but,  storage-room
dwellers.
3. What was referTred to as a drag queen  in
Standard    Gay    English,  `is    called    a
tran§-gender  illusionist  by  the  politically
correct.    `
4.  A  male  stripper  is  now  a  non-female
professional undresser in Nee-Gay Speak.
5.  A  promiscuous Gay man was commonly
referred to as a slut and  is now labeled  a
sexual over-achlever.
6.    Vvhat    was   safer    sex    has    become
latex-§hlelded intimacy.
7.  Gays  locking  for  sex  no  longer  cruise
bars for a one night Stand,  they target for
single episode sexual partners .

That  concludes  our   brief  tour  Of  Gay
curriculum.   Until   these   classes   can   be
revised  to  present  a  more   homo-centric
viewpoint,  we can be ever so grateful  lt's
not yet possible to receive a degree in Gay
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Calendar 
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 20 

Nothing To Hide [Madison]: Cable 
Channel 4, 9pm. Sam Day & Friends. 
Roller Skating: All Skating fans are 
welcome to join the GAMMA gang at 
Rollaero, 5200 S. Pennsylvania Ave., 
Cudahy, 7:30-10pm. Cost of $2.50 
includes skates. call 963-9833 for info. 
LAMM Meeting: Racism II, potluck at 6, 
program at 7, MEC, 2821 N. 4th St. , call 
264-2600 for more info. 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21 
Men Aloud: HIV Risk Reduction/ Safer 
Sex Work Shops for Gay/Bi men. 7-10pm. 
MAP offices, 315 W. Court St. Call Mike 
L. at 273- 1491 for resv. 
Wings [Madison]: Full Moon Contest. 
M&M Club: BESTD Clinic offers free, 
anonymous HIV testing & counseling from 
8pm- midnight. 
Rod's [Madison]: Full Moon party. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22 
Lesbian Art Show & Poetry Reading 
[Madison]: Showcased by Kissing Girls 
Productions, opening reception 5-7, 
Apple Island, 849 E. Washington Ave. , 
Art on display until 9pm. 
Main Club [Superior]: 9th Annual Blue 
Moon Ball, hors d'oeuvres at 8pm. 
3B's Bar: BESTD Clinic offers free, 
anonymous HIV testing & counseling from 
8:30pm-midnight. 
10% Society (Madison): UW Madison, 
10% Society's Harvest Ball. 8pm, Square 
Dance Music; 9:30 Dance Music. Great 
Hall, Memorial Union, $2 cover, DJ, cash 
bar. 

Pivot Club [Appleton]: Club 3054 
bartenders exchange — their bartenders 
will be here tonight to serve you. 
ZA's [Green Bay]: Lip Sync Finals. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23 
The Back Door [Eau Claire]: King 
Productions Miss Gay Eau Claire, a 
WI-USA preliminary. 
Lesbian Art Show [Madison]: KGP's 
exhibit at Apple Island. 12- 4pm. 
Madison's 6th Annual Lesbian Variety 
Show: By Kissing Girls Productions, 
Barrymore Theatre, 2090 Atwood Ave. 
Doors open 6:30pm, show at 7. ASL 
Interpreted tonight only. 
Ballgame: Sheepshead Tournament, 4pm. 
Wreck Room: Party Night, turkey given 
away every half hour, plus other prizes, 
drawings from 10:30- 2am. 
Jo'dee's [Racine]: Victoria's Variety 
Revue. $2 cover, 10:30 showtime. 

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24 
Lesbian Art Show [Madison]: KGP's 
exhibit at Apple Island from 11-3. 
Madison's 6th Annual Lesbian Variety 
Show: Barrymore Theatre, 6pm 
showtime, doors open 5:30. Repeat of last 
nights show. 
Fannie's: Almost all-women's Holiday 
Show, 6:30pm sharp, with fabulous new 
guest stars. 
Gay Men's Discussion Group: Personal 
Perspectives on Homophobia, 6-8pm, 
Counseling Center, 2038 N. Bartlett 
Avenue, $2 donation. FMI, call Tim 
Baack, MS at 271-2565. 

contd. on page 44 

-RSVP CRUISE NIGHT 
Monday, November 25th, 7Pm-On 

at. 
gAsS 
r 

JIBE';v1r i , 1 1 , fr.

(Brought to you by Valley 
Travel & M&M) 

Get All The Latest Information on 
New All-Gay Cruises 

• Video Presentation • Prize Drawings 
• Tropical Drink Specials 

• Experienced Travel Agents Available 
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Jeffrey Dahmer. Jeffrey confirmed all our 
worse fears about the Milwaukee Police 
Dept. It took the lives of some fine young 
men, but now Gays and minorities — even 
minors — can be certain that they are 
expendable in Milwaukee. 

Had Jeffrey Dahmer not come along, 
Mike McGee would have got the turkey for 
his efforts toward racial harmony! Sorry, 
Mike, maybe next year. 

In the entertainment industry, I'd like 
to send my deepest appreciation to Pee 
Wee Herman for his profound 
contributions to children. At least they 
will learn at a very young age about 
disappointment and perversion. We're 
certainly grateful to Pee Wee for that. 

We find it hard to choose between 
Roseanne Barr and the current Miss 
America for the largest contribution to the 
feminist movement. Both had their tales 
of abuse validated in People Magazine. At 
least they proved that famous women can 
sometimes avoid being discounted. Sorry, 
Anita. you just weren't quite on 
Roseanne's level, so she gets the turkey, 
AND the pumpkin pie! 

In local entertainment (because that's 

all TV news has become) it was a toss up 
between Channel 12 and Channel 6. But 
our greatest thanks must go to Jerry Taft 
of Channel 12. He has taken banality to 
new heights. His rare grasp of triviality 
and exceptional sycophancy has to 
deserve a turkey! 

The last award goes to the Milwaukee 
Brewers and the Green Bay Packers. Both 
get a turkey, and ALL the trimmings. The 
Packers have taken shoddy playing to new 
heights. The Brewers not only lost and 
lost frequently; but they expect the 
taxpayers to reward them with a new 
stadium! 

I know that I have left many people out 
of these 'Thank You's. ' It's always hard 
to thank everyone. But all the Turkeys 
everywhere get my Thanks. May you all 
enjoy your turkey. Hopefully, there will be 
fewer of you next year to mention in this 
column. I kind of doubt it, though! v 
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WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 20
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21
Men  Aloud:   HIV   Risk   Reduction/  Safer

3|eApwoof#c:sh,o3f5fowlf%/uE!gt?nca7,iloMpiE:
L. at 273-1491 for resv.
Wings [Madison] : Full Mcon Contest.
M&M   Club:   BESTD   Clinic   offers   free,

3:=n-y=i:un:gE:ytesting&coun§elingfrom
Rod's [Madlson]: Full Moon party.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22

Lfi§abjfsnon)push::::sed&b;o#sinEea€:F|g

Zi#i:S!:iaa;.u:°{:3e£{:gw::E,enE:!o°nnA5v-e7:

#:]onn£#|?h:::a:*°urL:re:taht8£nmn.ualBlue
3B's    Bar:    BESTD    Clinic    offers    free,

:r3°6;ymm.°muLsdFj!Vhtt.esting&counselingfrom

;8a?cessco#ie#:!Ma3:#SD::i;:.U#T?!u:::i
Hall,  Memorial  Union,  $2 cover,  DJ,  cash
bar.

Pivot    Club     [Appleton]:     Club    3054
bartenders  exchange   -   their  bartenders
will be here tonight to serve you.
ZA's [Green Bay]: Lipsync Finals.    .

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23

#:ducBt:oC#s  DM°j°srs   tEaayu  E:]uair€iaire¥!n:
WI-USA preliminary.
Lesbian    Art    Show    tMadison]:    KGP's
exhibit at Apple Island, 12-4pm.

S;!±d¥;s::!i#t#::S3Sg:::G#:S:Abp¥tn¥Vc:li;s!

Interpreted tonight only.
Ballgame: Sheepshead Tournament, 4pm.

r¥:%C{knegv:e:;omia}:i§t8:uz:£ihut;;i:yp:j!zvees?
Jo'dee's   [Raclne]:   Victoria's   Variety
Revue, $2 cover, 10:30 showtime.

SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 24
Lesbian    Art    Show     [Madlson]:     KGP's
exhlblt at Apple Island from 11-3.
Mad]son's   6th   Annual   Lesbian   Variety

§#o°wwtime,Bda:rrysmo3::5:3tpeRaet5:;tof6|EFt
nights show.
Fannle's:    Almost    all-women's    Holiday
Show,  6:30pm  sharp,   with  fabulous  riew
guest stars.

§§§s§::;ecg;a:t;;§§::sgnn¥6faE#:,c:ffi[#:
contd. on peige M
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Jeffrey Dahmer.  Jeffrey confirmed all our         all rv news  has  become)  lt was a toss Lrp
worse  fears  about  the  Milwaukee  Police          between  Channel  12  and  Channel  6.  But
Dept.  It took the  lives Of some fine young         our greatest thanks  must go to Jerny  Taft
men, but now Gays and minorities  -even         of  Channel  12`  He  has  taken  banality  to
minors   -   can   be   certain   that  they  are         new  heights.   His  rare  grasp  of  triviality
expendableinMilwaukee.                                           and    exceptional    sycophancy    has    to

Had  Jeffrey   Dahmer   not  come  along,          deserve a turkey!
Mike MCGee would have got the turkey f-o+ ----  The  last award  goes  to  the  MIlwaulee
his  efforts  toward  racial  harmony!  Sorry,          Brewers and the Green Bay Packers.  Both
Mike, maybe nextyear.                                               get a turkey, and ALL the trimmings.  The

ln  the  entertainment  industry,   I'd  like         Packers have taken shoddy playing to new
heights.   The  Brewers   not  only  lost  and
lost    frequently;    but    they    expect    the
taxpayers   to   reward   them   with   a   new
stadium !

I know that I  have  left many people out
of  these  `Thank  You's.I  It's  always  hard
to   thank   everyone.   But   all   the   Turkeys
everywhere  get  my  Thanks.  May  you  all
enjoy your turkey.  Hopefully,  there will be
fewer  Of you  next year  to  mention  in  this
column.  I kind of doubt it,  though!      V

to  send  my  deepest  appreciation  to  Pee
Wee      Herman    .for      his      profound
contributions   to   children.   At   least   they
will   learn   at   a   very   young   age   about
disappointment    and    perversion.    We're
certainly grateful to Pee Wee for that.

We   f ind   it   hard   to   choose   between
Ro§eanne   Barr   and    the    current   Mlss
America for the largest contribution to the
feminist  movement.   Both  had  their  tales
of abuse validated  in  People Magazirie.  At
least they  proved  that famous women can
sometimes  avoid  being  discounted.  Sorry,
Anita,     you    just    weren't    quite    on
Roseanne's  level,  so  she  gets  the  turkey,
AND the pumpkin pie!

In  local   entertainment   (because  that's
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Reflections from the Joan Zone by Joan Lawrence 

Giving Thanks 
Thanksgiving is the time of year when 

we are supposed to take a moment out of 
our busy schedule and give thanks for all 
our blessings. Thus. I have decided to use 
this column as a forum to thank those in 
the public eye who have profoundly 
influenced our lives this year. 

In international affairs, the most thanks 
must go to Saddam Hussein. He gave us 
back our pride! Yes, the good ole U.S. of 
A. can still win a war. Saddam allowed us 
to reclaim our imperialistic, jingoistic 
beliefs that war is the only way to truly 
demonstrate our superiority. John Wayne 
types were able to prove their machoism. 
We were once again able to take our 
minds off the real issues and feel 
powerful. Thanks. Saddam! 

Starting right at the top in this country 
as the leader who deserves much 
gratitude is, of course, our president, 
George Bush. We thank George for not 
blowing up the planet. He certainly tried 
via Desert Storm, but he just wasn't up to 
the challenge! At heart, George Bush is 
still a wimp and we're grateful for that. 

Moving right along to the 
Vice-Presidency, Dan Quail receives our 
thanks for proving once again that this is a 
country where one need not have any 
talent or intelligence to achieve their 
ambitions. Quail gives hope to all losers 
everywhere! 

On the homefront. I'm sure all 
Americans want to give thanks to both the 
President. the Vice-President and all the 
members of Congress for the wonderful 
job they are doing with the economy. 
Imagine what shape the economy would 
be in if they actually devoted some time 
and attention to it! 

Next, comes the Supreme Court. There 
are so many things to thank Clarence 
Thomas for. He proved that one can be 
elevated to the highest court without 
sharing any of his opinions on major 
issues. He liberated the harassers. They 
need not worry about their behavior being 

exposed — their victims won't be 
believed! They can one day sit on the 
Supreme Court ruling on equal rights! 
Way to go Clarence! 

Governor Thompson and the Wisconsin 
Legislature gets a turkey and our 
gratitude for proving once again that 
substance will not triumph in Wisconsin 
politics. Last week they debated which 
kind of cheese should officially represent 
the state! I thought we had other 
problems! 

Moving on to local issues, I'd like to 
send a turkey with all the trimmings to 

Bring In Non-Perishable 
Food Items for the MAP 
Food Pantry -- And Get a 

Free Rose 

DON'T FORGET TO 

ORDER YOUR 

THANKSGIVING 

CENTERPIECES 

Cut Flowers • Arrangemnts 

Green 8. Flowering Plants 

Balloons • More 

T.T. T LIP 
FLORAL 

'Your Community Florist' 

1213 East Brady Street 

Milwaukee 

277-8518  1 

TRIANGLE WELCOMES THE H.1.T. TOURNAMENT BOWLERS 
OPEN 5 PM 
MON-FRI 
OPEN 3 PM 
SAT/SUN TRIANGLE 

/5,
/01, 

tHANKS 
(- MONDAY- )

ABSOLUT 
Heaven 
$1.25 

(- TUESDAY- )
Rail 
Nite 

$1.00 

COCKTAIL 
HOUR 
5 TO 9 

MON-FRI 

( - WEDNESDAY- )
Super Bust $3.00 

(Beer, Wine, 
Soda, Juice) 

(- FRIDAY-1
All Cold 

Schnapps 
$1.00 

135 East 

(- SATURDAY- 1
Corona, 
Cuervo 
$1.00 

(-SUNDAY- )
Bloody Mary's, 

Morning Glories, 
Lunch Buffet 

$1.25 

National V Milwaukee 
414/643-9758 

_------------------------._
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Giving  Thanks
Thanksgiving  is  the  time  Of  year  when

we are  supposed  to take a moment out Of
our  busy  schedule, and give  thanks  for  all
our blessings.  Thus,  I have decided to use
this  column  as  a  forum  to  tharikt those  in
the    public    eye    who    have    profoundly
influenced olir lives this year.

In  international affairs,  the  most thanks
must go to  Saddam  Hu§sein.  He  gave  us
back  our  pride!  Yes,  the  good  ole  U.S.  of
A.  can  still win a war.  Saddam  allowed  iis
to    reclaim    our    imperialistic,
beliefs  that  war  is  the  only  way
demonstrate  our  superiority.  Joh
types  were  able  to  prove  their  in
We   were   once   again   able   to

oistic
truly
ayne

minds    off    the     real     issues
powerful. Thanks, Saddam!

Starting  right  at  the  top  in  this  country
as    the    leader    who    deserves    much
gratitude   is,    of   course,    our   president,
George  Bush.   We  thank  George  for  not
blowing  up  the  planet.  He  certainly  tried
via Desert Storm,  but he just wasn't up to
the  challenge!   At  heart,  George  Bush  is
still a wimp and we're grateful for that.

Moving       right       along       to       the
Vice-Presidency,   Dan  Quail   receives   our
thanks for proving once again that this is a
country   where   one   need   not   have   any
talent    or    intelligence    to   achieve    their
ambitions.  Quail  gives  hope  to  all  losers
everywhere!

On    the    home front,    I'm    sure    all
Americans want to give thanks to both the
President,  the  Vice-President  and  all  the
members  Of  Congress  for  the   wonderful
job   they   are   doing   with   the   economy.
Imagine  what  shape  the  economy  would
be  in  if  they  actually  devoted  some  time
and attention to it!

Next,  comes the Supreme  Court.  T`here
are   so 'many   things   to   thank   Clarence
Thomas  for.  He  proved  that  one  can  be
elevated    to   the    highest   court   without
sharing   any   Of   his   opinions   on   major
issues.  He  lib`erated  the  harassers.  They
need not worry about their behavior being

exposed    -    their    victims   won't   be
believed!   They   can   one   day   sit   on   the
Supreme   Court   ruling   on   equal   rights!
Way to go Clarence !

Governor Thompson  and  the  Wlsconsln
Legislature    gets    a    turkey    and    our
gratitude   for    proving    once    again    that
substance  will  not  triumph   in  Wisconsin
politics.   Last   week   they   debated   which
kind  Of  cheese  should  officially  represent
the    state!     I    thought    we    had    other
problems!

Moving   on   to  local   issues,   I'd  like   to
send  a  turkey  with  all  the  trimmings  to

DON'T FORGH T0

atom Your
THANKSGrmG

cEhrlrmnfrs

Cut Flowers . Arrangemnts
Cireen 8` Floivering Plants

Balloons . More

T. T.  T
VLIPFLORAL

`You Commtmfty Hodst'
I 2 I 3 .East Bndy Street

rmwaulee
277e5i8

I.;3

TRIANGLE WELCOMES THE H.I.T. TOURNAMENT BOWLERS
OPEN 5 PM
MON-FF]I  -
OPEN 3 PM
SAT/SUN

COCKTAIL
HOUF3
5TO9

MON-Fpl

rMONDAyi rTUESDAyi rwEDNESDAyi
ABSOLUT Rail Super Bust $3.00

Heaven Nile (Beer, Wine,
$1.25 $1 .00 soda, Juice)  T

rFF]lDAyl rsATURDAyi rsuNDAy|   -
All Cold Corona, Bloody Mary's,

Schnapps Cuervo Morning Glories,
$1.00 $1.00 Lunch Buffet$1.25

135 East National V Milwadkee
414/643-9758
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La Cage: George's 4th Annual 40th 
Birthday Bash. 40 cent taps, rail drinks & 
cold shots 9- Ilpm; plus Vintage Disco & 
Rum specials & give aways. 
New Hope MCC Thanksgiving Potluck/ 
Service: 3pm potluck at Kenwood United 
Methodist Church (2319 E. Kenwood), 
bring a dish to share. Thanksgiving 
Service at 6:30 in the church upper chapel, 
blessing of new office. 

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25 
M&M Club: R.S.V.P. Cruise Night 
brought to you by Valley Travel, 7pm-on. 
Videos, travel info, prize drawings, drink 
specials. Upstairs banquet room. 

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26 
Club 219 Plus: BESTD Clinic offers free, 
anonymous HIV testing & counseling from 
9pm- midnight.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27 
Nothing to Hide [Madison]: Cable 
Channel 4, 9pm, Carter Heyward. 
Club 3054 [Madison]: Pre- Thanksgiving 
party. $4 beer bust, DJ at 9.
Nitengales: 'Power' Weekend. $3 beer 
bash, shot specials. 

Rod's [Madison]: Old Friends Night, 
show your Rod's Card & your first drink is 
free. 
In Step Early Deadline: 4pm today, is 
STRICT DEADLINE for Issue *24, the 
Dec. 5-18th Issue, due to Thanksgiving.
This deadline will NOT be extended. 
Jo'dee's [Racine]: Remote Control TV 
game, 10:30pm, no cover. 
Club 219: Male Dancers, $1 rail drinks all 
night. No cover for HIT Bowlers. 
Fannies: Thanksgiving Eve Turkey 
Shoot??? DJ & specials all night. 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28 
THANKSGIVING 

HIT '91: Bowling begins with Team 
Event, 5pm, Red Carpet Celebrity Lanes, 
5727 S. 27th. 
3B's Bar: Thanksgiving Dinner Served 
2-7pm. 
Club 3054 [Madison): Open 3pm great 
munchies with happy hour 3-8; $1 rail, 75 
cent tappers 9- close. 
M&M/Glass Menagerie: Restaurant 
closed for lunch: serving Traditional 
Thanksgiving Dinner as well as regular 
menu, from 3pm-on 
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[L to R]: 219 dancer Kelvin; Kelvin, DJ Kim, Mary, Brandon; and dancer Brandon. 

Wizard's is open with this friendly group to serve you [left to Right]: Lou, 
co-owner/manager Mike and bartender Dave. 
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blessing of new office.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25
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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26

Club  219  Plus:  BESTD  Clinic  offers  free,

;:=n-y=i:un:gT[ytesting&counselingfrom

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 27
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Jo'dee's    [Racine]:    Remote   Control   TV
game, 10:30pm, no cover.
Club 219:  Male Dancers,  $1  rail  drinks  all
night. No cover for HIT Bowlers.
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28
THANKSGIVING
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3B's   Bar:   Thanksgiving   Dinner   Served
2.7pm.
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r.L to R|:  219 dancer Kelvin;  Kelvin,  Dj Kim, Mary,  Brandon; and dancer Brandon.

Wizard's  ,is   aper.  _rj.th   thi!S. faer.qky  _groap    to   serve   you   r:loft   to   Right|..    Lou,
co-owner /monaRer Mike and bartender Dave.
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[L to R]: The new Miss Club 94 Tamera Termite, Brittany Houston and Raven Cole. 

Customers and staff gathered around as Bill and John, of Bottom Line Travel, chose the 
winning entry during their grand opening party. Winner of two roundtrip tickets on 
Northwest air was Patr Brady. 
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Nitengales: 'Power' Weekend, open 7, 
$1.25 domestic beer, 2 for 1 rail drinks, 
shot specials. 
Rod's [Madison]: Turkey buffet, open 
2pm, beer bash until 8pm, turkey contest. 

La Cage: HIT Welcome Show, 10:30pm, 
no cover. 
Rainbow Revue: Free Thanksgiving 
Buffet 8- midnight. Thanksgiving Show 
11pm, with Vitoria's Variety Revue. 
Club 219: Annual Thanksgiving Show 
with 219 Headliners Revue, 11:30pm. No 
cover for HIT Bowlers. 
Bailgame: Thanksgiving specials & hors 
d'oeuvres. 

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29 
HIT '91: Early shift doubles & singles 
bowling at 10am; late shift doubles & 
singles at 5pm. All bowling at Red Carpet 
Celebrity, 5727 S. 27th St. 
3B's Bar: Turkey Bowl 8-12pm. Cash 
prizes & more. $5 donation, bowl w/a 
frozen turkey. A MAP fundraiser. 2nd 
Annual Country Dance, 9pm-close, 
country dress encouraged. 
Club 3054 [Madison]: 'Exposed To Love,' 
the Midwest's #1 Female Revue, 
11:30pm, $3 cover. 

Nitengales: 'Power' Weekend, $4 beer 
bash & give aways, shot specials. 
Rainbow Revue: Buffet 2pm-midnight, 
Emerald City Boys, 11pm. 
Club 219 Plus: Male dancers llpm-on. No 
cover for HIT Bowlers. 
Club 3054 [Madison]: Bartenders 
exchange with The Pivot Club. Pivot 
bartenders behind the bar tonight. 
Wreck Room: Bowler Buffet, l0pm-12 
plus regular Friday evening buffet 6-8pm. 

Cest La Vie: 17th Anniv. Weekend, 
specials for all past employees starting at 
7pm. 

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30 
HIT '91: Team Event Bowling 10am, Red 
Carpet Celebrity Lanes, 5727 S. 27th St. 
HIT Banquet — Marc Plaza Hotel, 
5pm-cocktail hour, 6:30 dinner, 8pm 
awards & show. 
3B's Bar: 2nd Annual Country Dance 
9pm-close. Country dress encouraged. 
TS/TV Connection: Support group social, 
respond by Nov. 25 to 483-2227 for 
reservation, location & time. 
Club 94 [Kenosha]: King Productions 
'Stars of WI' Show. 

1106 Main Street 
,s2,tz-,t tk4vtwtiqi2.- .4.14w 

ZAs • Home of Mr., Miss & Ms. Emerald City, wish to congratulate Gregory 
(Mr. Emerald City) on his new tittle of MR. GAY WISCONSIN! Wisconsins 

only "Gay laser Karaoke." Sing•a•long every Saturday, 10°m. 
I'Icaw do not park in back of our building. lou must have your Wisconsin II) to enter. 

_-_ ,-.-.------,--,-------- _-.
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[L to R|:  The new Miss  Ctob  94 Tamera Termite,  Brittany Hocoston and Rowen Cole.

CuslomeTs and scoff gathered around as Biu and John,  Of Bottorr. Line Trvuel,  cf.ose the
wirming  enlry  during  lheiT  grand  opening  Pauty.  Winner  Of  tapo  roundiri?  tickets  on
Northu.est air was Palr Brady.
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shot specials.

Bp°mdm',Sbe[e¥3:{ssh°:]n:tii£#ur£:yff::'nte°sE:n
La  Cage:  HIT  Welcome  Show,   10:30pm,
no cover .
Rainbow    Revue:    Free    Thanksgiving
Buffet    8-midnight.    Thanksgiving    Show
llpm, with Vitoria's Variety Revue.

:]i#22;9Lefd|rnuear'sEehvaunek,Sgijiv:]3Em:hR:
cover for HIT Bowlers.
Ballgame:  Thanksgiving   specials  &   hors
d'oeuvres.

FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 29

i;[e,,;:::1;ia;,a2¥;ya.Xs!ii;tf:,::u:b.I:ettsE?:bsfs:;:&:

;,%.zS::B¥;Fe:y::kAeg5MBi°o##:;n::::¥e¥|C£!:
fonu:¥rayLdr:sosuenntcroyuraDg:3:e ,    9pm.c,ose ,

f#:b3#:£j¥satq:son#];,EF::s:feTORt:Vue;:
11 :30pm, $3 cover.

Nitengales:    `Power'   Weekend,    $4   beer
bash & give aways, shot specials.

Eai:?:|¥ cE;vBuoej.s, P]ujf::   2pm-midnight,
Club 219 Plus:  Male dancers llpm-on.  No
cover for HIT Bowlers.
Club     3054      [Madison]:      Bartenders

3::Feanndgeers fh|ndTthhee bE`rvt°otnjgc[r.0.    Pivot

#::¥eg:I::Tiid:y°:;:rn}nBgubffue#:t:PBPpmri|2
cost    La    Vie:    17th    Anniv.    Weekend,
specials for  all  past employees starting  at
7pm.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30

::[p:9t:::T|:u:eTtyE:Leanntffi?;or?;I?;g|asz:a27ih.:E::
:3;Tr-€*tsai`owt°ur.    6:30    dinner,    8pm

33Ls-c%:::,c2onudntr?nd::::e:coouunrt::edpance

Tess/p¥dc°bnynecNtio°v|:S2:Ppt°ort&°.u2P22S7ce[fao'i
reservation, location & time.
Club    94    [Kenosha]:    King    Productions`Star§ of WI' Show.
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Nitengales: 'Power' Weekend, Hammer 
give aways, shot specials. 
Napalese Lounge: Erotic Body Shops 
Ultra Hot Male Revue, $2 cover, 10pm 
showtime. 
Rainbow Revue: All Star Cast From The 
Past show. 11pm. Tasha & Tina's 
Birthday bash 7-11 with free buffet & beer. 
Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt: On 
display at UW Milw. Student Union 
through Dec. 2nd. Displayed from 
10am-l0pm in Union Ballroom. Wisconsin 
Room & Art Gallery. See details in News 
Story.
The Next Stop: Grand Opening Party 
starts at noon. Live entertainment, 
smoked turkey legs, hot drinks, door 
prizes, drink specials. Complimentary 
limo service between Next Stop & M&M 
Club, llpm-2am. 
Club 219 Plus: Male Dancers, llpm-on. 
No cover for HIT Bowlers. 
Cest La Vie: 17th Anniversary Weekend, 
buffet starting at 8pm. 

SUNDAY DECEMBER 1 
Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt: On 
display at UW-Milwaukee Student Union. 
10am-10pm. Candlelight dedication 
ceremony at 7pm. Sections on display in 
Union Ballroom, Wisconsin Room & Art 
Gallery. See News Story for details. 
World AIDS Day & Day Without Art: See 
News articles for listing of state-wide 
related events that salute '91 them of 
'Share The Challenge.' 
Club 219: 219 Headliners Revue. 
Club 3054 [Madison]: Country Jamboree 
2nd Anniv. Party. Cocktail party 5-9 with 
hors d'oeuvres. Free champagne 9-?. 
Special entertainment at 10:30. 
3B's Bar: Farewell to HIT Party, 
10am-6pm, Sunday drink specials. Free 
farewell brunch 10am. 
M&M Club: HIT Farewell Brunch, 
10:30am-3pm. 
Rainbow Revue: Bowling Brunch 
10:30am, Victoria's Variety Revue, 
10:30pm. 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 2 
Names Project AIDS Memorial Quilt: On 
display at UW-Milwaukee Student Union, 
8am-4pm. Closing ceremonies at 4pm in 
Union Art Gallery. Sections on display in 
Union Ballroom, Wisconsin Room & Art 
Gallery. See News Story for details. 

Rod's [Madison]: Christmas Bazaar, local 
Gay crafts on display. 

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3 
Napalese Lounge [Green Bay]: Jeff 
Jennings, live at the piano, 5:30pm, every 
Tuesday & Thursday in December. 

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4 
Club 219 Plus: King Productions Miss 
Gay Milwaukee Pageant, a WI- USA 
preliminary. 
Nothing To Hide [Madison]: Cable 
Channel 4, 9pm, Health Care 
professionals who are friendly. 

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5 
Nitengales: Rocky Horror Picture Show, 5 
screens, 9pm. 
Napalese Lounge: Jeff Jennings live at 
the piano', 5:30, every Tuesday & 
Thursday in December. 

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6 
"Adam & the Experts": Premiere 
performance by Milw. 's new Gay/Lesbian 
Theatre group, Different Drummer 
Theatre Alliance — 8pm, BCB Studio 
Theatre, 727 N. Milwaukee St., $10 all 
seats, more info, advance tickets, 
347-0673. 
Napalese Lounge [Green Bay]: 2nd 
Annual Bartender Reunion Party, Happy 
hour prices all night long, no cover. 
Dirty Dancing: Womyn's Dance by LOC, 
Womyn of Color, at Lake Park Pavilion 
(Lake Drive & Newberry), 8pm. $6 
donation benefits LOC. DJ, alcohol & 
non-alcohol drinks. 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7 
"Adam & Experts": Premiere 
performance by Milw.'s new Gay/Lesbian 
Theatre group. Different Drummer 
Theatre Alliance — 8pm, BCB Studio 
Theatre, 727 N. Milwaukee St., $10 all 
seats, more info, advance tickets, 347-
0673. 

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8 
All Saints Cathedral: Monthly Diocesan 
Evensong & Healing Services, All Saints 
Cathedral, 818 E. Juneau, service begins 
4pm. Call Cathedral office, 271-7719, to 
make prayers on behalf of someone. 
Wisconsin Cream City Chorus: 'A Cream 
City Christmas' Holiday concert, Vogel 
Hall of the PAC (929 N. Water Street), 
3pm. $10 tickets from Chorus members, 
PAC Box Office, or charge by calling (414) 
273-7206. 
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Mr. and Miss Gay Wisconsin 1st 
runners-up Miss Jessica Roberts, and 
Mr. Garret. 
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Nitengales:   `Power'    Weekend,   Hammer
give aways, shot specials.

¥ft¥:]eri:t  LM°:inegeriev::?tj;2  :o#eyr,  Sibgpms
showtime.
Rainbow  Revue:  All  Star  Cast  From  The
Past     show,     llpm.     Tasha     &     Tina's
Birthday bash 7-11 with free buffet & beer.
Names  Project  AIDS  Memorial  Quilt:  On
display    at    UW    Milw.     Student    Union

ib:omu-ispmDienc.un?.nndba|?rifpi:yvi;isc;::#
Room  &  Art  Gallery.  See  details  in  News
Story.
The   Next   Stop:    Grand   Opening   Party
starts   at    noon.    Live    entertainment,

ig€:s:,:rvd:::rnkk::£t:e:c:;k::ttcso:£;glk&:eMnd±¥#T
Club,llpm-2am.
Club  219  Plus:   Male  Dancers,   llpm-on.
No cover for HIT Bowlers.
Cest  lid  Vie:  17th  Anniversary  Weekend,
buffet starting at 8pm.

SUNDAY DECEMBER I

!!:ra!.*,a:¥iii,:t£!`::#;::¥i!:t:;I::£lji:i;;:i
Gallery, See News Story for details.

¥:Oa;t':ddt:t;:lne:sa¥tE€tE;g,E?e't!f:::tt#iw:3oi`Share The Challenge. '

Club 219: 219 Headliners Revue.

i;gfa3:o:5£t:[¥p;:e:sns:s:£nr¥j:{££:#:9be*:,a

;aEa;;.e6,:;:,:nscE:]ao:a#:,n±os#:Ta,spaFrrtg:
M&M    Club:    HIT    Farewell    Brunch,
10:30am-3pm.

Poe:`gobao=,   €ieci::i:a , s Bov:'r`i:?,   Rreuv:ce?
10:30pm.

MONDAY. DECEMBER 2

#i::iii::.:i¥tEL:g:w;:#ji::i¥fdgp!aE;::i
Gallery. See News Story for details.

Rod.s  [Madison]:  Christmas  Bazaar,  lceal
Gay crafts on display.

TUESDAY. DECEMBER 3
Napalese   Lounge    [Green    Bay]:    Jeff

ieu::Lnagys&livfu::dt:;iEiaDneoc,e:3g?.in,every

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4     ,
Club   219   Plus:    King   Productions   Miss

SraeiimYn,:#.ukee   pageant,   a   wl-   USA
Nothing   To    Hide    [Madl§on]:    Cable

:rhoi:sns::nais4ulho:?emfijendiye.atth      Care

THURSDAY. DECEMBER 5
Nitengale§:  Rocky  Horror  Picture  Show,  5
screens, 9pm.

i:e:ralsE;:ynj:,,o:5c¥egfbjeeref;e:;nn+nugessd,:vye&t

FRIDAY. DECEMBER 6

i`i£:I;:ii:a;:2i;:bt:;.p:y::::iei:i;i't:s;E?!!S;:o|Ej!;
seats,    more    info,    advance    tickets,
347-0673.

X::::?§E.rTeonudne:eRe`uGn:::npa?gy)hag:;
hour prices all night long, no cover.

FEet:::D:r;::C;:,f¥:o§te;£c;S::;;i;acre:3;:yin:::%
non-alcohol drinks.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7

i'ef:d::t:eancge:::pMEiEg:I:,te:,::k,Gag(I:e:b:fa:i
Theatre   Alliance   -   8pm,   BCB   Studio
Theatre,   727  N.   Milwaukee  St.,   $10  all
seats,   more   info,   advance°   tickets,   347-
0673.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8

i;a;h:esa§:::§e:%:§¥bji§j]i;og:#;;£jh:±'!i£:;I;¥9=;#[!

#|£[cOo¥:Phs:Cmrp:£':H:9#a:y:°C£:a;:`:?'s:¢e?t¥
gpA¥.BSoLxodicj:::sofrcohmar:eh:ryu=]R:F74eLr€j
TIT%JMf y..                                              T7
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MT.    and   Miss    Gay    Wisconsin    lst
Turners-ua  Miss  Jessica  RobeTts,  and
M,. Gane'.
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The recently crowned Mr. and Miss 
Gay Wisconsin Gregory Diring and 
Kellie Green. 

Over 400 of Wisconsin's glitteratti 
attended The '91 Mr. and Miss Gaya 
Wisconsin Pageant at the Marc Plaza 
Hotel. 

200 E. Washington . Milwaukee, WI . 414 . 643 . 9633 
Tor the Best Seats In Town . . ." 

'artsties 
Mon, Tuns, Wed open 6pm 

Thur, Fri, Sat, Sun open Noon - Serving Lunch 
Check out our changing Daily Specials 

Join us for Packer Sundays at Noon 

HAPPY THANKSGIVING - 
Welcome H.I.T. Bowlers 
Sunday, November 24th.

FANNIE'S HOLIDAY SHOW 
Another "ALMOST ALL-WOMAN" Show featuring 

fabulous entertainers too numerous to mention. 
SHOWTIME 6:30 SHARP! 

Wednesday, November 27' 
Thanksgiving Eve 

TURKEY SHOOT 
DJ, Specials All Night 

Join Vanessa Thursday - Saturday for a "Lip-

Smacking Good" Lunch or Early Evening Dinner! 

OPEN THANKSGIVING CLOSED TUESDAYS 

THURSDAY AT 8PM FOR THE WINTER 

•..,.. '  r}

200 E. Washington . Milwa    ee, WI . 4114 . 643 . 9633

The  recently  crowned  Mr.   and  Miss
Gay    Wisconsin   Gregory   Diring   ar.d
Keltie  GTeen.

Over   400    Of    Wisconsin's    glitteratti
aLLended  The  '91  Mr.  and  Miss  Gaya
Wisconsir. Pageant  at  the  Marc  Plaza
Ilotel.

Tor the Beck Seats h T7oilm . . ."-enu"nlieS_ _ ";.w_edqu.qu

Thor, Fri. Sat. SQn ®pca NIOD - Serchg hmch
theck out ®`ir .±a:gins hilly Sptriab

hip u len Padrr S`Inday. at fom

HAPPY TIIANKSGIVING -

Welcome H.I.T. Bowlers
SurTha NoveTTthei. 2zpe

FANNIE'S HOLII)AY SII0W
Another "AiMoST AIL-TroMAN" St~ fecrfuITtng
fadeu]ous entortLL;hers too "Lmeiious to tnenflorL

sHOwTmRE 6:3o sHARp!

Wed-de NoneTTther 27Z±
Tt.nnl€sgi"img EOL7e :

TURKEY SHOOT
DJ, Speelals An N18ht

Join Vanessa Thursday - Saturday for a "Lip-
Smacking Good" Lunch or Early Evening Dinner!

OPEN THANKSGIVING                   CIDSED TUESDAYS
TEIURSDAY AT BPM                        FOR TEIE WINTER
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HAPPY THANKSGIVING 
WELCOME M.I.T. BOWLERS*

WE'RE MILWAUKEE'S HOTTEST DANCE BAR - DJ NIGHTLY 
Wednesday, Nov. 27 
Male Dancers 
'1 Rail Drinks All Night 

Thursday, Nov. 28 
219 Girls Light Up Milwaukee 

Friday, Nov. 29 
Male Dancers 

Saturday, Nov. 30 
Male Dancers 

Sunday, Dec. 1 
Where Milwaukee Parties with 
The 219 Headliner's Revue 

Cocktail Hour 7-days-a-week 
4-11:30, Mon-Thurs • 4-10:30, Fri-Sun 

81 Rail • 50' Tap Beer 

Club 219+ . 219 S. 2nd Street . Milwaukee, WI . 271-3732 

* I-1.1.T. Bowlers - No Cover Charge All Weekend with H.I.T. Badge 

i/6J

HAPPY NKSGIVING
"ELCOMF H.I.T. BO"LERS*

WE'RE MlrmAUREE's HOTTEST DANCE BAR . DJ HIGH"

* H.I:T. Bowlers ~ rlo Cover Charge All Weekend with H.I.T. Badge
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